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Thi s longitudina l case study of a child learning Northern East Cree (NEC) (A lgonquian;
polysynthetic) focuses on the development of the passive construction and unaccusativity
from 4;06- 5; I 0. The passive is acquired over three stages: (i) productive use of
morphology and reliance on unana lyzed chunks; (ii) active analys is ofthe passive
construction (errors, self-correction, pass ive-active alternations) and (i ii) mastery of
passive grammar marked by an increase in complexity. A set of intransitive verbs that can
be unaccusative or unergative are a lso investigated, w ith a focus on causative a lternations,
the range ofverbs used, and the development of morpho logical complexity in utterances,
using a measure of Mean Length ofUtterance by morpheme. There is an overall increase
in grammatical and morphological complexity at 5;06, as expected in U-shaped
development. These findings do not support nativist hypotheses that the abi lity to form
passives and unaccusatives matures at a given age (Maturation Hypothesis).
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Chapter 1 -Introduction

In this thesis I present a study of the acquisition of two syntactic phenomena in Northern
East Cree (NEC) (Algonquian), namely the passive construction and a set of intransitive
verbs, the latter being of two types (unaccusative and unergative). This thesis project is
situated within the broader context of the Chisasibi Child Language Acquisition Study
(CCLAS), which is located at Memorial University's Department of Linguistics and the
Cree School Board in Chisasibi, Quebec (www.mun.ca/cclas). CCLAS is the on ly
longitudinal acquisition study to be undertaken for an Algonquian language. 1 Thus,
CCLAS project output contributes significantly to the existing literature on Algonquian
acquisition.
There is a growing body of research on the acquisition of polysynthetic languages,
to which this thesis contributes.2 Particularly well represented in this literature is the
acquisition of Inuit languages (e.g., Fortescue 1985 ; A llen 1989; Allen & C rago 1989;
1992a; 1992b; Fortescue & Lennert Olsen 1992; Allen & Crago 1993; Allen 1996; Allen
& Crago 1996; Allen 1998; Crago & Allen 1998; A llen 2000; Crago & A llen 200 I ;

Skarabela & Allen 2002; Swift & Allen 2002 ; Allen & Schroder 2003; Skarabela & Allen
2004; Zwanz iger, Allen & Genesee 2005; Allen 2007; Skarabela & A llen 20 I 0) . The
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Of note, Upper & McKay undertook a preliminary study ofOji-Cree (Algonquian) acquisiti on, which
has yielded some various publications (Upper & McKay 1987a; Upper & McKay 1987b; Upper &
McKay 1988; Mellow 1989; Upper 1993 ; Hack & Mellow 2007). As the quality of the source data calls
into question the reliability of the findings, I do not discuss this literature in th is thesis; see Brittain &
O'Neil (submitted) for further discussi on.
I adopt a non-technical definition of polysynthesis, where the defining feature of a polysynthetic
language is that verbs are highly complex (e.g., arguments are cross-referenced on the verb, which also
bears, for example, adverbial information). See Chapter 2 for more discussion.

lnuktitut literature sets a very high standard of academic rigour and has been significantly
influential on the methodology I adopt in this thesis, particularly the work of Allen &
Crago (1989; 1996). Mayan acquisition has been studied to a similar degree (e.g ., Pye
1979; 1980; 1983; 1985; Pye, Ingram & List 1987; Pye & Quixtan Pox 1988; 1989; Pye
& Rekart 1990; Pye 1990a; 1990b; 1991 a; 1991 b; Leon 1994; Pye, Loeb & Pao 1996;

Pfeiler & Martin Briceno 1997; Brown 1998; Leon 1998; 1999a; 1999b; Brown 2000;
Pye 200 I a; 2001 b; Pfeiler 2002 ; 2003; Pye & Mateo 2006; Pfeiler 2007; Pye 2007; Pye et
al. 2007; Pye et al. 2008). There have been acquisition studies of a number of other
polysynthetic languages as well, such as Quechua (Courtney 1998; 2002; Courtney &
Saville-Troike 2002; Courtney 2006; 2008; 201 0), Dene S4line (Cook 2006), Mohawk
(Feurer I980; Mithun 1989), and Navajo (Saville-Troike 1996; Courtney & SavilleTroike 2002; Gentner & Boroditsky 2009).
Previous studies based on the CCLAS corpora have focused on the speech of a
child code-named Ani (2;01.12- 3;08.24). Ani's acquisition of the NEC stress system has
been examined (Swain 2008 ; Rose et al. 201 0), as has her acquisition of segments and
syllable types (Thorburn 20 I 0; Thorburn in press), and her acquisition of intransitive
verbal inflection (Terry 20 I 0; with a broad overview of her linguistic development
provided in Rose & Brittain 2011 ).
This thesis is the first investigation of the speech of an older child, code-named
Billy (4;06.08- 5; 10.18). I show that Billy's acquisition of the passive construction
progresses in three stages, following aU-shaped development path (Marcus et al. 1992). I
show that Billy relies on unanalyzed chunks (words) in Stage I (4;06- 5;00), that he is
2

undertaking active analysis of his language in Stage II (5;02-5;05) and that his linguistic
abilities progress significantly in Stage III (5 ;06 - 5; I 0). In other words, I show that he
acquires passive words (morphology) before he acquires passive syntax.
With respect to Billy's acquisition of a sub-set of unergative and unaccusative verbs,
I show that Billy produces no errors in his productions, and he demonstrates a command
ofthe syntactic difference between unaccusative and unergative verbs at least by 5;06, but
perhaps much earlier. I further show that the complexity of his utterances increases
sharply at 5;06 .
Taken together, the evidence from passives and intransitive verbs suggest that Billy
undertakes analysis ofNEC morphosyntax around age 5;00, and that by 5;06 he has come
to understand a significant amount about the grammar of his language. These
observations are problematic for the theory that the ability to construct passive and
unaccusative verbs requires the maturation of innate principles in the brain, the
Maturation Hypothesis (Borer & Wexler 1987; Wexler 2004). The Maturation Hypothesis
does not predict any evidence of analysis, nor does it predict aU-shaped development
path in child language, both of which are present in Billy's speech.
As NEC is an understudied language, a significant contribution of this project
comes from my fieldwork with native speakers (adults) in Chisasibi, QC. I include
previously unreported distinctions within the passive system and uses ofthe passive
construction, as well as new data about so-called "relative root" verbs (Bloomfield 1957)
and the medio-reflexive construction. As such, this thesis stands alongside other CCLAS
project work as a contribution to our understanding ofNEC, and to Algonquian as a

3

whole.
The outline of this thesis is as follows: In Chapter 2 I give a brief overview of the
Cree language. In Chapter 3, I summarize the methodology adopted by the CCLAS
project and the methodology I adopt for this thesis. In Chapter 4, I provide an in-depth
discussion of the literature on the acquisition of the passive construction and the
Maturation Hypothesis, as well as a description ofthe passive in NEC. In Chapter 5, I
present an analysis of Billy's acquisition of the passive construction, and in Chapter 6 I
discuss his acquisition of a subset of unaccusative verbs. I offer concluding remarks and
directions for future research in Chapter 7.
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Chapter 2- Overview of Northern East Cree

East Cree is a dialect of the Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi dialect continuum, a Central
Algonquian language (MacKenzie 1980). It is spoken in the James Bay region of
northwest Quebec by approximately 14 000 people (Brittain & MacKenzie 20 l 0). The
CCLAS project is located in the town ofChisasibi, Quebec, which has a population of
approximately 4 000. Northern East Cree (NEC) is the principle language of the
community (3 400 report speaking a language other than English or French in the home), 3
though most residents are also second-language speakers of English; in a minority of
homes French is the second language, or both French and English are spoken (Statistics
Canada 2007). For the purposes of this thesis I will refer to the continuum of Cree
dialects as 'Cree', and to the particular dialect ofChisasibi as 'NEC'.

3

Some Inuktitut is spoken in Chisasibi, as well, but the community is overwhelming ly Cree-speaking.
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Cree can be loosely defined as polysynthetic, in that the arguments of a verb are coindexed with a morpheme in the verb through agreement re lationships, and noun
incorporation is a common (though somewhat limited) process. 5 Because nominal
referents are cross-referenced on the verbal complex (head-marking, cf. Nichols 1986),
argument dropping is common, and many utterances consist of a verb a lone. Consider the
fo llowing NE Cree sentence (1).

4 Thanks to Marguerite MacKenzie for the map.
5 Note that Baker excludes Algonquian languages from the class of polysynthetic languages because
incorporated roots are invisible to agreement. To Baker ( 1996: 18), Algonquian languages are best
defined as "non-configurational head-marking" languages.
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( I)

N E CREE

Atichinapihlkiniwishtikwanikiwakiniu.
atichin-apihlkiniw-ishtikwan-ikiw-akiniO
On.the.back-be.opened-head-VTA.FIN-PASSIVE.3
'He is given the package of the meat from the head of a caribou that was turned
upside down, cut open, cleaned out (trad itionally given to a young man).'
(Bobbish-Salt et al. 20 12)

Given the morphological composition of the Cree verbal complex, and its centrality to
Cree grammar, the verbal domain is a natural focus for an acquisition study. Before
considering how children might go about learning Cree morphosyntax, a more thorough
discussion of the Cree grammatical system is in order.
Cree nouns are separated into two classes: animate, and inanimate. The class of
animate nouns includes all nouns denoting sentient entities, where a sentient entity has the
abi lity to perceive and reason (Speas & Tenny 2003). This class also includes a small
nurn ber of non-sentient animate nouns, for which no easy characterization has been
reached (Quinn 200 I ; Goddard 2002). All inanimate nouns denote non-sentient entities.
Some examples are given below in (2).

(2)

ANIMACY-BASEDGENDER SYSTEM
a.

ANIMATE
napau

'man'

tiiwiih'ikan 'drum'
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b.

I NAN IMATE

uchapanish 'car'

The organization of the Algonquian verb complex, maximally tripartite and
minimally bipartite at any level of derivation, is acknowledged in the traditional
terminology of Algonquian scholarship where components are referred to as " initials",
" medials", and "finals". This structure is stable across the whole Algonquian language
family (Bloomfield 1946; Wolfart 1973; Goddard 1988; Goddard 1990) (3).

(3)

ALGONQUIAN VERB

Initial

+ (medial) + final

[nitials generally contain the bulk of the lex ical information of the verb, and are widely
taken to be the root ofthe verb (Bloomfield 1946; Wolfart 1973); I maintain that
assumption here and will hereafter refer to initials as "roots". Medials are subdivided into
classifiers and "generic" medials (incorporated nouns, cf. Drapeau 2008; Vaughan 20 I 0).
The generic medials are often treated as roots in their own right (cf. Mathieu 2008).
Finals encode information about the arguments selected by the verb: the number of
arguments and their gender (animate or inanimate). I will refer to these morphemes as
"verbalizers" . The result is five verb classes, schematized below in (4).
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(4)

NE CREE VERB CLASSES

ANIMATE ARGUMENT
INTRANSITIVE

Animate Intransitive

INANIMATE ARGUMENT
(VAl) Inanimate Intransitive

subject is animate

(VII)

subject is inanimate

PsEuDo-

Pseudo-transitive
Inanimate

TRANSITIVE

object is inanimate, no agreement

TRANSITIVE

Transitive Animate

(VAI+O)

(VTA) Transitive Inanimate

direct obj ect is animate

(VTI)

direct object is inanimate

The Algonquianist literature draws a distinction between two levels of derivation:
"primary derivation" and "secondary derivation". Primary derivation yields what I wil l
call a "basic" stem, consisting minimally of a root and a verbalizer. Secondary derivation
takes a "basic" stem and adds a further verbalizer, forming a "derived" stem (5). 6

(5)

PRIMARY AND SECONDARY DERIVATION
a.

PRIMARY DERIVATION
Root + (medial) + verbalizer

b.

BASIC STEM

SECONDARY DERIVATION
[Root + (medial) + verbalizer] + verbalizer

DERIVEDSTEM

Wolfart ( 1973) observes that many verbalizers occur in both primary and secondary
derivation . He identifies very few verbal izers that are restricted to secondary derivation,
such as the Plains Cree reflexive verbalizer shown in (6).
6

Secondary derivation may also add a further medial, such that both levels of derivation are bi- or tripartite (B loomfield 1946; Wolfart 1973; Goddard 1990).
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1

(6)

PLAINS CREE REFLEXIVES

+ -iso-

VTA:

wapam-

'see him'

---tVAI:

wapamiso-

'see oneself
(Wolfart 1973:63)

There are different paradigms ("orders") of verbal inflection for different syntactic
and semantic contexts. Typically, matrix verbs in declarative clauses are inflected in the
Independent order. Verbs are inflected in the Conjunct order in wh-questions (matrix
clause included) and in subordinate clauses (Brittain 200 I). 7 Imperative verbs are
inflected in the Imperative order.
This introduction will be sufficient for a general understanding of this thesis. In
each chapter, specifics of the grammar of the Cree constructions under study, the passive
construction and unaccusativity, will be introduced in more detail. I go on in the next
chapter to introduce my methodology, before continuing on to begin my analysis of
Billy's acquisition of Cree morphosyntax.

7

Matrix clauses in declarative sentences may be inflected in Conjunct order, for exam ple in narrative
contexts. See Starks ( 1994) on narratives in Woods Cree.
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Chapter 3- Methodology

3.1. Introduction
In this chapter I outline the general methodology developed for this proj ect. In each of the
chapters which focus on the acquisition of specific structures, C hapter 5 (passive) and 6
(unaccusativity), I detail the specific methodologies required for the analyses. I begin by
outlining my theoretical framework in §3.2, before go ing on to describe the
methodologies in use by the Chisasibi Child Language Acquisition Study (CCLAS) for
the analysis of child language in §3.3 . I finish by providing an overview ofmethodologies
that have been developed for the study of morphological acquisition in §3.4.

3.2. Theoretical framework
I adopt a generative theory of acquisition (e.g., analys is-based). Within the generative
framework, there is a continuum of approaches to language acquisition. Some researchers
assume that a great deal of language structure is innate, which I refer to as " nativist" (e.g.,
Borer & Wexler 1987, whose Maturation Hypothesis will be outlined in detail in Chapter
4). Other researchers assume that nothing is innate that can be learned, which I refer to as
"analysis-based" (e.g., Pearl & Lidz 2009). 8 I take an analys is-based approach to
acquisition. I further adopt Minimalism (Chomsky 1993; 1995) as the frame w ithin wh ich
I approach patterns in Billy's acquisition of the syntax of his language.

8 A non-generative, analys is-based approach to language acquisition is referred to as the " functional"
approach, which holds that cognitive processing leads to linguistic constraints, suggesting that language
universals do not guide language acquisition (see, e.g., Slobin & Bever 1982).
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3.3. CCLAS Methodology: PHON
Over two-and-a-half years, six participants of the CCLAS project were filmed: three from
a younger cohort (participants aged roughly 2;00 to 4;06) and three from an older cohort
(participants aged roughly 3;06 to 6;00). Billy is a participant from the older cohort,
whose linguistic development I investigate in this thesis.
Twenty video recordings of Billy were made by then CCLAS project manager
Darlene Bearskin, a native speaker ofNEC. Recordings were made in her home in
Chisasibi, Quebec, a familiar and comfortable environment to Billy. Each session is
approximately 30-45 minutes long, and video recordings were made once or twice a
month where possible from September 2005 to April 2007. The present case study
considers the ten sessions listed below in (7).

(7)

B3

SESSIONS UNDER STUDY

Session

Age

Session

Age

B3-2005-11-22 4;06.08

B3-2006-1 0-14 5;05 .00

B3-2006-0 1-10 4;07.26

B3-2006-11-06 5;05 .22

B3-2006-02-28 4;09.14

B3-2006-1 2-11

B3-2006-05-27 5;00.13

B3-2007-03-19 5;10.06

B3-2006-07-26 5;02.12

B3-2007-04-02 5;10.18

5;06.27

All analyses of these sessions was undertaken using the program PHON (Rose &
MacWhinney in press). The child speech was segmented into utterances (records) that
were transcribed into the International Phonetic Alphabet (IPA) independently by two
transcribers, and were then verified by a team of two more to produce the field Actual
12

IPA. Luci Bobbish-Salt, a native NEC speaker and experienced linguistic consultant,
listened to the child utterances and provided the target forms as well as metalinguistic
commentary on each record (commentary on the context ofthe utterances, for example).
Drs. Julie Brittain and Marguerite MacKenzie were part of these work sessions, which
were recorded in .wav format. The target forms were subsequently transcribed to produce
the field Target IPA for each record. The substantive content of the discussions generated
by each record was entered into the Notes field . Dr. MacKenzie provided the Roman
orthography for each utterance to produce the field Orthography. In addition, Cree
linguistic consultant Alice Duff transcribed the utterances of the adult interlocutor into
Cree orthography and provided an English translation. These utterances were then
segmented and entered into the relevant PHON session, where, sorted according to time
stamp, they provide the context for Billy's utterances. The adult records constitute a
record of the input to which Billy is exposed; throughout this thesis the adult speech is
referred to as "child-directed speech" (CDS).
After this basic data preparation was completed, Billy's utterances were parsed and
coded. This involves splitting any given utterance into its component morphemes and
noting both the meaning of each morpheme (e.g. 'by hand') and the type of each
morpheme (e.g. initial, final...). Coding was undertaken by myself and Dr. Brittain. The
CCLAS project maintains uniform conventions in assigning meaning and type using the
CCLAS Auto Parser, a PHON plug-in. 9 The CCLAS Auto Parser allows the researcher to

9

Thanks to Ranjeet Kumar and to Greg Hedlund for the ir work on this plug-in!! Two exclamation
points!!
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fill in the Morpheme Meaning and Morpheme Type tiers from a database of existing
mo rphemes. Th is is illustrated below in Figure 2 .

Record Dala

I' -

CX

lr'<c:_
< _:<:.._:::o
R' .:::
'•:.:o
rd:-"
75:.:..
7 _.:::.
•f.:..:
76::_
3 -;,>=>=>=====;::::=;---:=-----=='---'-"'~
Speaker f_B.c._
l _ _ _ __;;_!:..J
j

•

Orthography

•

Morpheme Meaning

•

Morpheme Type

Exclude record from searches

•

IPA Actual kjhh

•

" Segment 04 4 :51.2 16.045:07.79 1

Morphe me Se lect io n
Orthography

1kiyipwa I

I Meaning

!Type

Add new entry for
Orthography: kiyipwa Meani ng: # Ty p e:#
Ad cl new entry for 'kiyipwa'

IPA Target kij:,-1

•

•

Q

CCLAS A uto Pa rse r

111 • _save ~rpt eme Oat..tbase l !C1 eJte M:J~ pht!m~ Tter~ l

Trans lat ion yes

•

Notes (MM) bu1 he says kiyah

Figure 2:

CCLAS A uto Parser

Once morphological analys is of the orthography of the child utterance was
completed, a morphological ana lysis of the actual utterance (Actua l IPA) was undertaken
w ith the he lp of the PHON A lignment tool. T his requ ired the segmentation of the adult
target utterance (Target IPA) into morphemes in a new tier (Target Morphology), as w ell
as the child utterance (ActualiPA copied to Actual Morphology), marking any missing
morphemes as null ('_ '), as shown in Figure 3.
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Phon : CCLAS
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Alignment

Figure 3:
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Example of morphological analysis

Given that the methodology laid out above ensures standardized morphological
analysis and coding practices, and that PHON permits a search of any data tier, I am able
to systematically investigate the corpus of Billy's linguistic development. For instance, his
production of particular verbal paradigms or morphemes can be tracked by searching the
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morpheme tiers (Orthography, Morpheme Meaning and Morpheme Type). A search of the
Actual Morphology tier for null morphemes shows which morphemes do not appear in
Billy's productions. PHON also has a customizable Report feature, by which the results of
any search can be easily tabulated and quantified. For an in-depth report on the
methodology of the project from its beginnings, see Brittain et al. (2007).

3.4. Acquisition methodology: productivity criteria
The PHON Report feature allows the researcher to easily track the emergence of any
given morpheme in the corpus. The result is a spreadsheet giving all of the utterances in
which a morpheme appears. However, the production of a morpheme is not equal to the
acquisition of that morpheme and the associated grammar. Thus, it is necessary to define
what "acquired" means.
Following Fortescue & Lennert Olsen ( 1992) and Allen & Crago ( 1989), I adopt the
following criteria of morphological productivity, listed from strongest to weakest (8).

(8)

CRITERIA OF MO RPHOLOGICAL PRODUCTIVITY

I.

The morpheme in question is wrongly attached to its stem.

2.

The morpheme in question appears in the transcript on at least two different
stems, and preferably with two stems of phonologically different types so that
two allomorphs ofthe morpheme are required.

3.

Alternatively, the stem appears with a different morpheme attached in the
same place, elsewhere in the transcript.
(Allen & Crago 1989:50 ; cf. Fortescue & Lennert Olsen 1992; 138-1 39)
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Any morpheme that met the first criterion in a single session was analyzed as acquired.
However, a morpheme must appear twice in order to meet the second and third criteria. If
a morpheme appeared once in a single session and did not meet these criteria, no decision
was made, but the use of the morpheme (productive or not) was noted. Measuring the
acquisition of syntax was similarly constrained by productivity criteria, which are
introduced with respect to each of the constructions under study in this thesis in Chapters
5 and 6.
Having introduced Cree and the CCLAS project, I continue in the next chapter to a
discussion of the acquisition of passive constructio ns in languages of the world.
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Chapter 4- Background to passive acquisition

4.1. Introduction
In this chapter, I cons ider Billy's acquisition of w hat I refer to as " passive" morpho logy in
N EC. I begin with a brief look at the pass ive construction in languages of the world in
§4 .2. I then cont inue with an overv iew of previous approaches to passive acquis ition in
the literature in §4 .3 . In §4.4 I provide a descript ion of the morphology in question in
Cree-M ontagna is-N askapi. I w ill point out that the nature of the construction in question
is debated in the A lgonquian literature, and provide examples from NEC to g ive the
reader an idea o fthe behav iour and function of passive morpho logy.

4.2. Passives in the world's languages
Fo llowing Keenan & D ryer (2007:328), I assume that passives are derivations of verb
phrases. Wichmann (2007) describes pass ives as constructions in which the patient
argument is promoted to subj ect, w hile valency is decreased by one, as in (9).

(9)

A CTIVE A ND PASSIVE SENTENCES

a.

Mary s lapped John.

ACTIVE

b.

John was s lapped.

PASSIVE

c.

John was slapped by M ary.

PASSIVE WITH AGENT IN A BY- PHRASE

(Keenan & D ryer 2007:325, ex. 1)

Most typ ically, passive constructions fo rm intransitive verbs from transitive verbs, and
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the agent is unexpressed, as shown above in (9b ). Cross-linguistically less common are
impersonal pass ives (passives of intransitive verbs), as well as passives of ditransitive
verbs (Keenan & Dryer 2007; Siewierska 1984).
Keenan & Dryer (2007:352) define the passive as a construction in w hich the
existence of the subject of the corresponding active sentence is still entailed by the
passive. In other words, as essential feature of pass ives is that they entail an agent, even if
the argument is unexpressed . Passive constructions will be discussed in more detail in
§4.4.

4.3. Passive acquisition literature
Passive acqui sition has been considered from nativist and analysis-based perspectives. In
this section I give an overview of the literature, with a focus on studies of non-IndoEuropean languages. I begin in §4.3.1 with a discussion of the nativist approach and
follow in §4.3.2 with a discussion of analysis-based approaches. 10

4.3.1. Nativist perspectives: The Maturation Hypothesis
The most well-known and certainly the most influential nativ ist theory w ith respect to
passive acquisition is the M aturation Hypothesis, developed by Borer & Wexler (1987).
Borer & Wexler liken the human language capacity to other biological processes in the
human body, such as secondary sexual characteristics, w hich mature over time as
10 As this is a long itudinal study of a non-Indo-European language, I do not discuss a number of
experimental and cognitive stud ies regarding the acquisition of passives. For informati on about these
studies I refer the reader to the excellent overview provided in Ud Deen (20 11 ).
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governed by the biological program. They propose that the language faculty is an
analogous system, such that the principles of grammar mature, following the biological
program ofthe language faculty. 11
The Maturation Hypothesis asserts that children do not learn language. Every stage
of child language is grammatical, based on the principles available at that time. As more
principles mature, children engage in re-evaluation oftheir language, adjusting as
necessary to incorporate the new principle. There are no hypotheses in child language
learning, and there is no back-tracking - all language is innate, but grows more complete
and adult-like as more principles mature. Thus, language learning is linear (not U-shaped,
as suggested by Marcus et. al1992). To demonstrate the mechanics oftheir proposal they
turn to the acquisition of passive constructions. Their argument assumes a Government &
Binding (G&B) (Chomsky 1981) analysis of passive constructions, which I outline below.
In English and Hebrew, passive constructions may be either adjectival, or verbal
(Borer & Wexler 1987). Adjectival passives are lexically derived, while verbal passives
undergo a syntactic transformation (Wasow 1977). In verbal passives, the passive
morpheme absorbs accusative Case, as well as the external 8-role, which may optionally
be applied to the object of a by-phrase. The interna l argument 8-role is maintained,
requiring the projection of an internal argument position. 12 However, while the internal
II Borer & Wexler's ( 1987) goal is to address weaknesses in the prevailing nativist hypotheses of language
acquisitio n, particularly the Continuity Hypothesis (Pinker 1984). The Continuity Hypothesis holds that
humans are born with an innate knowledge of all of the principles of Un iversal Grammar, and that these
principles are constant throughout the development of language. However, Borer & Wexler observe that
such a theory does not account for the fact that children learn linguistic constructions in an observable
order, for example active sentences before passive. In proposing an ordered maturation of principles,
they seek to solve th is ordering issue.
12 The 8-Criterion (Chomsky 198 1) states that " each obligatory 8-role selected by a predicate must be
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argument is assigned a 8-role in internal argument position, it cannot receive Case, since
accusative Case has been absorbed. This requires that the internal argument Move to the
external argument position (Williams 1980; Williams 1981) to rece ive nominative Case.
The movement results in the creation of an Argument-chain or A-chain.

It is the formation of an A-chain that is the crucial fact for Borer & Wexler's theory.
A-chain formation is required in verbal pass ive constructions, but not in adjectival
passive constructions, which are derived in the lexicon. This distinction explains the
difference between adjectival passive and verbal passive acquisition in the two languages:
verbal passives are acquired later than adjectival passives because the principle that
permits their formation, the principle of A-chain formati on, matures later than principles
required for the derivation of adjectival pass ives.
Borer & Wexler find supporting evidence for their theory from another widelyobserved characteristic of passive acquisition: Eng lish children comprehend and produce
pass ives of actional verbs (verbs denoting an action) (1 Oa) earlier than passives of nonactional verbs (verbs denoting an experience) (lOb) (Maratsos et al. 1985; de Villiers,
Phinney, & Avery 1983; see also B erwick & Weinberg 1984; Pinker 1986).

(1 0)

PASSIVE OF ACTIONAL

& NON-ACTIONA L

VERBS

a.

The doll was combed (by Mary).

b.

The do ll was liked (by Mary).

A c TIONAL
N oN- ACTIONAL

(B orer & Wexler, 1987: 132, ex. I, 2)

assigned to a referential expression" (e.g., DP).
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Borer & Wexler point out that pass ives are potentially ambiguous between a verbal and an
adjectival passive reading. They find that early passive productions in c hild speech are
only those passives that have an adjectival reading (ambiguous or not). They further
observe that participles of non-actional verbs make poor adjectives in English ( 11 ), and
that unambiguously adjectival passives do not admit of by-phrases (12). 13

(II) a.

P ARTICIPLE OF ACTIONAL VERB

the doll appears combed; the combed doll ; combed though the doll was, Janie
recombed her.
(Borer & Wexler 1987:1 35, ex. 7a)

b.

P ARTICIPLE OF NON- ACTIONAL VERB

* the doll a ppears seen; *the seen doll ; *seen though the movie was, John
decided to go again.
(Bore r & Wexler 1987: 135, ex. 6a)

( 12)

ADJ ECTIVAL PASSIVES DO NOT ADMIT OF BY- PHRASES

a.

the c losed door (*by Pete r)

b.

the torn d oll (*by Peter)
(Borer & Wexler 1987: 136, ex. Se-d)

Borer & Wexler propose that, at an early stage, there is a semantic restriction [+ SR] on
adjectiva l passives, w hich excludes the formation of passives of non-actional verbs. Thus,
13 See Fox and Grodzinsky ( 1998) for a study of the transmission of 9-roles to by-phrases in child
language, and the interaction of 9-role transmission and non-actional verbs. As NEC passives do not
permit by-phrases this paper will not be discussed further in this thesis.
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children first produce adjectival passives of on ly actional verbs, as in ( 13). 14

(13) ELICITED PASSIVES 2;00-4;00 (HORGAN 1975)
a.

tree is blowed down

b.

tree is broken

c.

a ba ll be kicked

d.

the car's parked

e.

lamp got kicked

f.

the tree's smashed

g.

that was colored

h.

the window's breaked again
(Horgan 1975; as in Borer & Wexler 1987: 147, ex. 27)

Simi1ary, Borer & Wexler g ive ev idence from elicited productions that Hebrew-speaking
children produce adjectival passives before verbal passives (Borer & Wexler 1987: 157).
This pattern in Eng lish and Hebrew passive acquisition is accounted fo r by the
Maturation Hypothesis. Specifically, Borer & Wexler argue that the principle which
allows A-chain formation does not mature until a later stage in language development.
Because chi ldren do not yet know that arguments can move in the syntax, they understand
all subj ects to be base-generated as external arguments. This is true of the subjects of
(lexical) adjectiva l passives, but not of(syntactic) verbal passives, which are basegenerated as internal arguments .

14 At a later stage a principle matures to rule out ( 13a) and (13c), both ill-formed adjectival passives of
actional verbs. This principle is taken to be unrelated to the developm ent of the passive (Borer & Wex ler
1987: 148).
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4.3.1.1. Maturation in current theory: The Universal Phase Hypothesis
The Maturation Hypothesis is framed in terms of Government and Binding theory
(Chomsky 1981 ). Since its formulation, syntactic conceptualizations of argument
projection have developed significantly. A problematic development for the Maturation
Hypothesis is that current syntactic theory assumes that subjects are Merged internal to
the vP (e.g., Kitagawa 1986; Speas 1986; Rosen 1990; Woolford 1991 ). Furthermore,
within the Minimalist framework, vP constitutes a phase boundary (Chomsky 1998). A
phase is a sub-part of a syntactic derivation, such that when each phase is derived, and all
syntactic processes are complete within that phase, it is spelled out and becomes
unavailable to any subsequent phases in the derivation. This is referred to as the Phase
Impenetrability Condition (14).

(14)

PHASE IMPENETRABILITY CONDITION (PIC)

When working at a phase, only the edge (the head and spec(s)) of the next lower
phase are available for analysis, and nothing lower than the edge. In particular the
complement isn't available.
(Wexler 2004:164, ex. 12)

This is problematic for passive sentences because the subject of a passive bears the
features of the underlying object of vP, but the subject position cannot access these
features through the vP phase boundary. Thus, the vP in passive derivations (as well as
unaccusatives and raising verbs) is defective, and does not constitute a phase boundary.
Under this assumption, the source of the de lay of passive and unaccusative acquisition
24
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lies with the acquisition of defective vPs, which is called the Universal Phase Hypothesis
(UPH) (Wexler 2004). 15 The keystone ofthe UPH is the Universal Phase Requirement
(UPR) (15):

( 15)

UNIVERSAL PHASE R EQUIREMENT

(holds of pre-mature children, until around age 5)
v defines a phase, whether v is defective or not

(Wexler 2004:164, ex. 13)

Thus, in a passive structure as in (16), the defective v is taken by pre-mature children to
be a phase boundary, and the Minimalist notions of Agree and Move cannot obtain
between the subject position (Tense/T) and the object position (John) because the lower
phase has already been spelled out.I 6 Thus, the derivation " crashes", or is ungrammatical.

( 16)

PASSIVE DERIVATION (MINIMALIST THEORY)

Johni Twas v V pushed ti
(Wexler 2004:163 , ex. 10)

Regardless of the theory with w hich we approach the acquisition of passive and
unaccusative verbs, the basic learnability issue remains the same: children must learn that
15 An intermediate hypothesis, the External Argument Requirement Hypothesis (B abyonyshev et al. 200 I),
fails to account for the acquisition of raising verbs and is replaced by the Universal Phase Hypothesis.
16 For our purposes, non-technical definitions of Agree and Move will suffice. Agree is the sharing of
features between two elements in the derivation (in example (22) bearing the subscript letter i) and
Move is the movement of some phrase to a higher position in the derivation. See Chomsky ( 1995) for
technical definitions of Agree and Move.
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the subject of a passive verb is a theme, not an agent.

4.3.1.2. Summary
The Maturation Hypothesis provides a very strongly nativist approach to passive
acquisition, placing the burden of passive acquisition on innate principles that mature
over time, allowing children to re-evaluate their language, growing ever closer to adultlike syntax. T his approach stands in contrast to analysis-based approaches, wh ich pred ict
that children constantly make hypotheses about their language, which they refine over the
course of their analysis. Analysis-based approaches to passive acquisition are considered
in the fo llowi ng section.

4.3.2. Analysis-based perspectives: Language-specific characteristics and acquisition
A very different approach to passive acquisition is taken by D emuth (1989; 1990) w ith
regard to passive acquisition in Sesotho. Her most striking finding is that Sesotho learners
acquire passives at a very young age (2;08). This runs counter to the predictions made by
the M aturation Hypothesis, which suggests that children o nly acquire the lingu istic
mechanisms to form passives around the age of 4;00. Demuth therefore rejects the
Maturation Hypothesis and seeks another explanation fo r the Sesotho facts. She proposes
that the early acquisition of passives in Sesotho can be explained by a language-internal

consideration ofthe role ofpassives in the language (Demuth 1989; 1990). Similar
conclusions have been reached by researchers studying Zulu, Quiche Mayan, and
lnuktitut, each ofwhich is summarized in the following sections.
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4.3.2.1. Acquisition of Sesotho passives

Sesotho grammar permits the passivization of a high number of grammatical roles,
including indirect objects. It is therefore a very productive syntactic construction. More
importantly, however, Sesotho grammar is centred around information structure.
Given/old information is preferred in topic position (e.g., subject position), while new
information is grammaticalized as an oblique argument, in a by-phrase. This is true even
when the new information is the Agent of the clause. Consider the following
conversation, between a grandmother and her grandson (3;00) (17).

( J7) SESOTHO INFORMATION STRUCTURE

a.

Grandmother:

0-o-nk-il-e

kae?

SM-OBJ-get-PRF-M

where?

'Where did you get it from ?'

b.

Hlobohang:

Ke-o-f-uo-e

ke

ausi Linaese.

SM-OBJ-give-PRF

PASSIVE-M

by sister L.

'I was given it by sister Linaese.' [sicr

7

(Demuth 1990:73, ex. 9)

The above examples are indicative of a widespread pattern in Sesotho, namely that the
given topic is preferred in subject position, and that this is maintained through the
conversation. Thus, in (17b), Hlobohang ('I') continues in topic (subject) position and the

17 Based on other examples from Sesotho, I expect that the missing morpheme gloss for the verb in
example ( 17b) is for the fin al morpheme -e, which ought to be g lossed 'M' for 'mood'.
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new information ('sister Linaese') is introduced in an oblique by-phrase. For th is reason,
Demuth ( 1990) argues that pass ive constructions are central to the grammar of Sesotho,
and that this is an explanation for their early acquisition. She proposes that children learn
very early on that Sesotho grammar is topic-oriented, and observes that children
consistently choose to keep the discourse topic in subject position, which lends credence
to her interpretation ofthe facts .
One important characteristic of Sesotho grammar is that there is no adjectival
pass ive (Demuth 1989). This makes Sesotho a nice test case for the Maturation
Hypothesis. In a language with no adjectival passives, all of the passive utterances will be
verbal passives, requiring A-chain formation. Demuth's finding that children acquire
pass ives by 2;08 therefore presents a strong counter-argument to the Maturation
Hypothesis, which she argues must be reformulated with a greater consideration of
language typo logy if it is to be maintained (Demuth 1989).

4.3.2.2. Acquisition of Zulu passives
Zulu is a topic-oriented language related to Sesotho (Demuth 1990). In a study of Zulu
passive acquisition, Suzman finds that children begin to produce passives between 2;063;00 (S uzman 1985). T his is partially accounted for by noting that Zulu passives are
highly productive and used in a number of different contexts, such as questions, object
relatives, and adjectival passives. 18 However, she notes that in the case of one child these

18 Note that while Zulu has adjectival pass ives and Sesotho does not, in both languages the acqu isition of
passives is relatively early.
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utterances are restricted to adversitive recipient-of-action contexts, in which something
bad happens to someone the speaker knows or to the speaker herself. Evidence for this
comes from the child's account of the slaughter and preparation of a goat for a family
feast. Standing in contrast to a narration ofthe same event by an adu lt, wh ich included
many passive verbs, the child's narration of the event was accomplished w ith short, active
sentences. Situating her study within a (non-generative) analys is-based framework,
Suzman suggests that pass ives originate in conversational routines and in prototypical
s ituations (fo llowing Slobin 1981 ). In other words, passives are first associated w ith
adversitive recipient-of-action contexts and generalized from there.

4.3.2.3. Acquisition of Quiche Mayan passives
Early passive acquisition is also attested in Quiche Mayan (Pye & Quixtan Poz 1988).
Quiche Mayan is an interesting case because children must acquire both passive
constructions, w hich require NP movement, and antipass ive constructions, w hich do not. 19
The Maturation Hypothesis predicts constructions that do not require NP movement to be
acquired before those that do . However, Pye & Quixtan Poz ( 1988) find that the two
constructions are acquired simultaneously, and beg in to appear at the age of2;00. The
child productions a lternate between the passive and active vo ice, w hich Pye & Quixtan
Poz take to be evidence of the acquisition of passive constructions. Furthermore, they find
no evidence that children acquire passives of actional verbs like 'hit' before passives of
19 Anti passive constructions, as the name suggests, are function ally the opposite of passive constructi ons.
While passive constructions demote the agent of a verb, antipassive constructions emphas ize the agent
or the action and demote the object, wh ich is expressed as an oblique or not at all.
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non-actional verbs like 'see', unlike what has been shown in English acquisition studies
(Maratsos et al. 1985 ; Borer & Wexler 1987). Pye & Quixtan Poz propose that the relative
frequency of passive constructions in Quiche Mayan is responsible for this early
acquisition of passive forms. In a comparison between child passive productions in
English (Pinker, Lebeaux, & Frost 1987) and Quiche Mayan (Pye 1980), they show that
Quiche-speaking children produce passive sentences roughly eight times more often than
the English-speaking children. Unlike English-speaking children, Quiche-speaking
children are regularly exposed to passive sentences, a lthough active sentences
predominate in the input (Pye & Quixtan Poz 1988).

4.3.2.4. Acquisition oflnuktitut passives
Frequency also plays a role in the acquisition oflnuktitut passives, and the passive is
common in both early child speech (emerging around 2;00) and adu lt speech (A llen &
Crago 1996). To account for this, Allen & Crago point out an important paradigmatic fact:
Two-argument verbs in Inuktitut require agreement morphology for both the subj ect and
object. These agreement morphemes are portmanteaux encoding person and number
information. Given that Inuktitut verbs inflect across seven grammatical moods fo r fou r
persons and three numbers, this results in approximately 900 possible inflectional
choices. On the other hand, one-argument verbs agree w ith their subj ect only, and their
possible inflections number about 100. Thus, passiviz ing a transitive verb reduces the
range of inflections by a factor of nine. Allen & Crago note that adult speakers tend to
avo id two-arg ument inflection, when this is possible, by passiviz ing and antipassivizing
30

transitive verbs in both spontaneous and elicited speech. This observation is borne out in a
comparison of CDS in Inuktitut to CDS in English (as reported in Maratsos 1985 and
Gordon & Chafetz 1990). Allen & Crago find that Inuktitut caregivers produce 7.8
passive utterances per hour, to E nglish caregivers' 1.1-2.7 passives per hour. Undoubtedly,
Inuktitut children have plenty of exposure to passive utterances, which are arguably much
easier to inflect than transitive utterances.
Allen & Crago propose that the structure oflnuktitut presents other factors that may
play a role in the early acquisition of passives. As Inuktitut is a head-marking (Nichols
1986), polysynthetic language, 20 head movement is a very common syntactic process.
Head movement is required for passive formation in both lnuktitut and English, but a
number of other common constructions in Inuktitut involve head movement, including
causatives, desideratives, antipassives, noun incorporation, verb incorporation, and verbal
inflection (see Allen & Crago 1996:151 for references) . In addition, case-marking in
Inuktitut, an ergative language, is often associated with NP movement in the literature
(e.g., Johns 1992; Murasugi 1992). Thus, children are regularly exposed to Inuktitut
utterances that require head and NP movement, and are correctly producing some of these
other constructions contemporaneously with passives (e.g., noun incorporation, see Allen
& Crago 1989; Parkinson 1999). Allen & Crago ( 1996) suggest that an understanding of
head and NP movement is essentia l to the production of even basic concepts in Inuktitut,
and point out that there are no simpler alternatives available for many of these
20 Note that Baker ( 1996) does not include Eskimoan languages in his list of "true" polysynthetic
languages because noun and verb roots cannot be used independently, one of his criteria for robust noun
incorporation and therefore polysynthesis (Baker 1996: 19).
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constructions. Thus, there is impetus for the early acquisition of head and NP movement.
This seems a necessary conclusion, considering the Inuktitut acquisition data, but note
that the Maturation Hypothesis (Borer & Wexler 1987) cannot easily account for these
facts. Allen & Crago, rather than appealing to the maturation of a given principle (Achain formation) , propose that language-internal factors determine the timing of
acquisition (Siobin 1982).

4.3.3. Summary
As outlined in C hapter 3, I take an analysis-based approach to language acquisition. The
evidence outlined in §4.3.2 of this chapter suggests that the structure of a language and
characteristics of its usage influence the acquisition ofthe passive. I assume this to be true
ofNEC. In the following section, I give an outline ofthe pass ive construction in NEC.

4.4. Passives in eastern Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi dialects
A thorough investigation of pass ive constructions has yet to be undertaken in NEC.
However, recent work by Drapeau (20 12) investigates the same constructions in the
closely related dialect oflnnu . In this section, I will first give a description of pass ives in
Innu in §4.4. 1, followed by a description ofNEC passives in §4.4.2. In §4.4.3 I will
briefly mention a theoretical debate in the literature as to the best analysis of these fo rms,
and discuss my decision to adopt the analysis that these constructions are passives.
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4.4.1. Passives in Innu

Innu is spoken in communities in Quebec and Labrador (Sheshatshiu).21 Both Innu and
NEC are members ofthe Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi dialect continuum (Michelson 1939;
MacKenzie 1980); Innu and NEC belong to the "palatalized" subgroup of these dialects,
which term refers to the dialects ofCree-Montagnais-Naskapi in which velars are
palatalized ([k] > [tJ1) (MacKenzie 1980). In this section I present a summary ofrecent
work by Drapeau (20 12) that presents a unified analysis of a range of passive
constructions in the lnnu language.
lnnu permits passivization of intransitive, transitive and ditransitive verbs, where
the demoted argument is an animate agent. Expression of the agent argument is not
permitted, even as an oblique. The morphological form ofthe passive morpheme is
sensitive to the morphological class of the stem from which it is derived. Recall that
Algonquian verb stems are divided into four classes based on both transitivity and
animacy (18).

( 18) ALGONQUIAN VERB CLASSES

vn

Inanimate Intransitive

subject inanimate

VAl

Animate Intransitive

subject animate

VTI

Transitive Inanimate

object inanimate

VTA

Transitive Animate

object animate

Importantly, the morphological classification of an Algonquian verb stem is not a hard21 lnnu was formerly referred to as Montagnais, and is elsewhere referred to as lnnu-aimun. I follow
Drapeau (20 12) and use the term " Innu" to refer to this variety of Cree-Montagnais-Naskapi.
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and-fast indicator of its syntactic transitivity: some AI verbs are compatible with an object
(see Bloomfield 1946:95; Wo1fart 1973 :39). 22 I divide this set of verbs into two sub-sets:
(i) AI verbs that are compatible only with inanimate objects, which I refer to as "transitive
AI" verbs, and (ii) AI verbs that are compatible with an object of either gender (animate
or inanimate), which I refer to as " AI+Adjunct" verbs. 23
At this point it will be useful to clarify a terminological difference between the
present work and that of Drapeau (20 12). I follow Bloomfield ( 1946) and Wolfart (1973)
in my treatment of transitive AI verbs: that is, I include them in the morphological class
of AI verbs. By contrast, Drapeau classifies these verbs as "TI2", a sub-set of transitive
inanimate verbs. Her chosen classification captures the fact that these verbs are
syntactically transitive and take grammatically inanimate objects. However, this
classification does not recognize that "TI2" verbs are morphologically AI verbs, and are
morphologically distinct from "true" TI verbs. For this reason I call these verbs transitive
AI verbs, and will henceforth use my terminology.
In addition to transitive AI verbs and AI+Adjunct verbs, which are morphologically
intransitive but take an object, there is a subset ofTI verbs that are morphologically

22 These verbs have been referred to by many names in the Algonquian literature, first called " pseudotransitive" or "pseudo-transitive inanimate" verbs by Bloomfield ( 1946). As I draw a slightly fin er
distinction in this work, dividing pseudo-transitives into two sub-sets, I define new terms.
23 Thanks to Marguerite MacKenzie for pointing out the distinction between these two types of intransitive
verbs and their object selection properties. This insight arose during work on the Innu dicti onary by
members of the "Knowledge and Human Resources for Innu Language Development" Community
University Research A lliance (CURA) project (http:// innu-aimun.ca). I take the object of AI+Adj unct
verbs to be an adjunct based on the assumption that transitive Algonquian verbs select fo r objects of a
particular gender (e.g., Ritter & Rosen 2010), thus the adjunct, which can be of either gender, is not a
true object of the verb. To the best of my knowledge, there is no semantic distinction between these two
types of verbs, though future fi eldwork may reveal such a distinction.
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transitive (e.g., TI verbs) but syntactically intransitive, taking no object. I refer to these
verbs as "objectless TI" verbs. 24
To explain the distribution of different passive morphemes, Drapeau's proposal is
that, regardless of syntactic transitivity, the form of the passive morpheme is triggered by
the morphological class of the verb stem and yields an (n-1 )-place predicate (Drapeau
20 12). Underlying this proposal is the assumption that transitive AI verbs belong to the
morphological class ofT! verbs, which assumption is problematic considering the
morphological make-up of transitive AI verbs. These verbs, in fact, are not
morphologically TI verbs, and I argue that morphological class is not what triggers
passive allomorphy. See the schematization below in ( 19), where each shaded area
represents a group of verbs that is passivized with the same morpheme. In this table, SAP
stands for Speech Act Participant, which I use to refer to first or second person Y

24 In the Algonquianist tradition these are sometimes referred to as "pseudo-intransitive" verbs
(B loomfield 1957).
25 Note that it is not possible to form a passive of an inanimate intransitive verb. This is because of the
correspondence of real-world animacy and grammatical animacy in Algonquian (Hanson 2003; Bliss
2005). Agents are real-world animates, and therefore grammatically animate. Thus, the agent of an
intransitive verb is denoted by a grammatically animate noun, meaning that intransitive verbs with
agents are AI verbs. As passivization is a process that demotes an agent argument, of intransitive verbs
only AI verbs may be passivized.
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(19) INNU PASSIVE MORPHOLOGY (cF. DRAPEAU 2012)
MORPHOLOGICAL SYNTACTIC
CLASS
TRANSITIVITY

PASSIVE
MORPHOLOGY

DERIVED STEM

AI

Intransitive

-nanwi

Impersonal VII

AJ+Adjunct

Intransitive

-nanwi

Intransitive (patient subject)

Transitive AI

Transitive

-kani

Intransitive (patient subject)

TI

Transitive

-kani

Intransitive (patient subject)

Objectless TI

Intransitive

-kani

Impersonal VII

TA

Transitive

-akani

Intransitive (non-SAP patient subject)

-ikaw

Intransitive (SAP patient subject)

TA

Ditransitive

-akan

Intransitive (patient/applied object
subject)

Observing the patterns in Innu (which hold also for NE Cree, as we will see below),
I propose that the most useful generalization ofthe data is that the choice of passive
allomorph is determined by syntactic transitivity. Those verbs that syntactically license an
object (transitive AI, Tl, TA) are passivized using the -(d)kan(i) /-ikaw morpheme, while
those verbs that do not (AI, Al+Adjunct) are passivized using the -ndnwi morpheme.26
A remaining problem w ith my proposal is the set of objectless Tl verbs, which are
morphologically TI verbs, but syntactically intransitive. If syntax determines the form of
the passive allomorph, we wou ld expect these verbs to be passivized using -ndnwi, not the
normal TI passive allomorph -kani. Providing an account of this set of verbs is beyond the
scope of this thesis. 27 I go on to outline passivization in NEC.
26 Drapeau (20 12) additionally presents an analysis of a type of passive that she calls the media-passive,
which I set aside here as beyond the scope of this chapter.
27 One possibility is that these verbs, once syntactically transitive, have been lexicalized as intransitive
verbs. As this set of verbs is small, this seems a likely direction. 1 leave this puzzle to be solved by
future researchers.
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4.4.2. Passives in NEC

A consideration ofNEC passives in light of the Innu data shows little difference in
passivization in the two dialects. Note that, un like Innu, NEC does not have a dedicated
passive allomorph for the ditransitive. lnnu and NEC passive morphology is schematized
below in (20). Unless otherwise noted, all of the examples in this section come from my
own fieldwork in Chisasibi, Quebec in spring 2011 and 2012.

(20) PASSIVE MORPHOLOGY: INNU AND NEC
DIALECT

lnnu

NEC

MoRPHOLOGICAL SYNTACTIC
CLASS
TRANSITIVITY

PASSIVE
DERIVEDSTEM
MORPHOLOGY

AI

Intransitive

-nanwi

Impersonal VII

AI+Adjunct

Transitive

-nanwi

Intransitive

Transitive AI

Transitive

-kani

Intransitive

TI

Transitive

-kani

Intransitive

Objectless TI

Intransitive

-kani

Impersonal VII

TA

Transitive

-akani

Intransitive (non-SAP subject)

-ikaw

Intransitive (SAP subject)

TA

Ditransitive

-akan

Intransitive (patient/applied
object subject)

AI

Intransitive

-(na)niu

Impersonal VII

AI+Adjunct

Transitive

-(na)niu

Intransitive

Transitive AI

Transitive

-ikiniwi

Intransitive

TI

Transitive

-ikiniwi/
-akiniwi

Intransitive

Objectless TI

Intransitive

-ikiniwi

-- (Impersonal VII?)

TA

(Di)transitive

-akiniwi

Intransitive (non-SAP subject)

-ikiwi

Intransitive (SAP subject)
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Significant work on morphological paradigms in NEC has been undet1aken for the
recent edition ofthe dictionary (Bobbish-Salt et al. 2012), and in my fieldwork I sought to
understand the syntactic behaviour of passivization across verb classes. Even so, our
understanding of passivization in NEC is still preliminary. In particular, the set of
objectless TI verbs is not clearly understood in NEC. As mentioned above (§4.4.1), the set
of objectless TI verbs is an important exception to my proposal that passive allomorphy in
NEC is triggered by the syntax of the passivized verb (e.g., transitive AI versus
AI+Adjunct). I leave it to future researchers to confirm or disprove the tenability of this
proposal.

4.4.2.1. Passives of Animate Intransitive verbs

NEC Animate Intransitive verbs are passivized using the morpheme -naniu or its
allomorph -niu. The resulting verb is an impersonal II verb, with an implicit subject that
refers to "loosely collective human actors" (Drapeau 2012: 186). An example of this type
of verb is given below in (21 ) .

(21) NEC PASSIVE OF ANAI VERB

a.

Pahp-i-u.

Active

laugh-VAl. VBZ-3
ROOT-VAl. VBZ-IIN
'S/he laughs.'
(Bobbish-Salt eta!. 201 2: 172)
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b.

Pahp-i-naniu.

Passive

laugh-VAl. VBZ-IMPERS
ROOT-VA!. VBZ-IIN
'People are laughing. I Everyone is laughing.'

Note that the -ndniu morpheme in the above example is glossed as " impersonal" . This is,
in part, because ndniu-derived verbs are not fully understood. It seems clear that these
morpheme can form passives (as seen in the next section), but the semantics of the forms
are fairly unpredictable. 28

4.4.2.2. Passives of AI+Adjunct verbs
Passives of Al+Adjunct verbs in NEC are formed in the same way as passives of AI
verbs, that is, with the morpheme -ndniu/-niu. The resulting verbs appear to be
compatible either with an impersonal II verb interpretation (e.g., the subj ect refers to
people in general) or with a passive interpretation (e.g., as having a derived patient
subj ect), as in the example be low in (22).

(22) NEC PASSIVE OF AN AI+ADJUNCT VERB
a.

Matiw-a-cha-u .

Active

play-VAl.VBZ-DETRANS-3
ROOT-VA!. VBZ-VAI. VBZ-IIN
'S/he, it (anim) plays with it.'
(Bobbish-Salt et al. 201 2:29 1)
28 See also the discussion of the semantic unpredictability of nanu-derived forms in N askapi and lnnu in
Appendix I of Brittain & MacKenzie (20 II :262).
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b.

Miitiw-ii-chii-ni Ci.

Passive

play-VAl. VBZ-DETRANS-IMPERS
ROOT-VAl. VBZ-VAI. VBZ-IIN
'People play with it. I It is played with.'

In Algonquian languages, the subject of a subordinate clause can trigger object
agreement on a matrix verb. This is called Cross-Clausal Agreement (CCA) (Branigan &
MacKenzie 2002), though it was first described as raising-to-object (Frantz 1978, for
Blackfoot). Algonquian languages have two agreement options with respect to clausal
complements. Either the higher verb is a TI verb, agreeing with a lower CP as an object,
or the higher verb is a TA verb and agrees with the syntactic subject of the lower clause as
its object (Dahlstrom 1991 ). In other words, there is optional non-local agreement across
a clausal boundary, or Cross-Clausal Agreement. The derived subject of a pass ive verb
can trigger CCA on the higher clause (cf. Dahlstrom, 1991), which is an indication that
the patient argument in fact moves to subject position (see §4.4.3 , below, for a more indepth discussion ofCCA and passive verbs). The verb given above in (22) is compatible
with a passive analysis in that the grammatical animacy of the derived subject (e.g., the
thing played with) determines the verb class ofthe matrix verb (23).
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(23) DERIVED SUBJECT OF NEC AI+AoJUNCT PASSIVE VERBTRIGGERS CCA
a.

ANIMATE
ah

Ni-chisch-ayi-m-a-u
29

chlh matiw-a-cha-niwich .

l -know-by.mind-by.head -THM-3 PVB,CJ

PAST play-VAl. VBZ-DETRANS-IMPERS

1-ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA.VBZ-THM-IIN

PVB ROOT-VAI.VBZ-VAI.VBZ-CIN

PVB,CJ

'I know that it (anim) was played with.'

b.

INANIMATE
N i-chisch-ayi-ht-a-n

ah

chlh matiw-a-cha-niwich.

1-know-by.mind-by.head-THM-1 /2

PVB,CJ PAST pJay-VAI. VBZ-DETRANS-IMPERS

1-ROOT-MEDIAL-VTI. VBZ-THM-liN

PVB,CJ PVB PLAY-VAI.VBZ-VAI .VBZ-CIN

'I know that it (inan) was played with.'

As was mentioned above (§4.4.1 ), these verbs are compatible with objects of either
gender (animate or inanimate). One counter-example has been found, and that is the verb
michiu 'to eat'. While this verb is passivized by -ndniu, it is only compatible with
inanimate objects. What sets this verb apart from transitive AI verbs is that there is no
morphologically related TA verb, which may be an important clue for the explanation of
this restriction, shown below in (24).

29 Although this morpheme is glossed with the meaning "by.head," as is the corresponding morpheme in
(23b), it is fun ctionally a verbalizer morpheme like any other in the grammar. These " by head"
verbalizers fall into a class referred to as "concrete finals" (Wolfart 1973), which are those verbalizers
that contribute an identifiable meaning component to the word, in this case associating the action of the
verb with the head.
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1

1

(24) Al+ADJUNCT VERB TO EAT REQUIRES INANIMATE OBJECT
a.

AI+ADJUNCT
1.

M'ich-i-u

siutis-iyiu/*aihkunau-h.

eat-vAr.vBz-3

candy-oBv/* cake-oBv

Active

ROOT-VA!. VBZ-IIN NI-OBv/*NA-OBV
'S/he eats the candy (inan)/*cake (anim) .'

II.

Siutis/*aihkunau chlh m'ich-i-naniu.
candy/*cake

Passive

PAST eat-VA!. VBZ-IMPERS
PVB

Ntf*NA

ROOT-VAl.VBZ-IIN

'The candy (inan)/*The cake (anim) was eaten.'

b.

VTA
I.

Muw-a-u

aihkunau-h.

eat-DIR-3

cake-oBv

ROOT-THM-JJN

NA-OBV

Active

'S/he eats the cake (anim).'

II.

Chlh muw-akiniu-u

aihkunau.

PAST eat-PASSIVE.3-3

cake

PVB

Passive

ROOT-PASSIVE-liN NA

'The cake (anim) was eaten.'

An in-depth discussion of the syntax of ndniu-derived verbs and their acquisition is
beyond the scope of this thesis, and will not be pursued any further.
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4.4.2.3. Passives of transitive AI verbs
The set oftransitive AI verbs includes verbs derived by the verbalizers -htd, -td, -shtd,
and some verbs derived by -a, among others. These verbs, like TI verbs, are passivized
using the morpheme -ikiniw. An example of this set is given below in (25).

(25) NEC PASSIVE OF TRANSITIVE AI VERB
a.

Apichi-hta-u.

Active

USe-CAUS-3
ROOT-VA!+O. VBZ-l!N
'S/he uses it.'
(Bobbish-Salt eta!. 20 12:68)

b.

Apichi-hta-kiniu-u.

Passive

l!Se-CAUS-PASS!VE.3-3
ROOT-VA!+O. VBZ-PASSIVE-l!N
'lt is used.'

Typically, transitive AI verbs are related to a TA verb, which is used as required by the
presence of a grammatically animate object. A set of related verbs is given below in (26).

(26) RELATED TRANSITIVEAI ANDTA PASSIVE VERBS

a.

TRANSITIVEAI
I.

Ch isi-yapau-ta-u.

Active

clean-water-VAJ+o.vsz-3
ROOT-MEDIAL-VAJ+O. VBZ-l!N
'S/he rinses it (inan) out.'
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11.

Chisi-yapau-ta-kiniu-u.

Passive

clean-water-VAJ+O. VBZ-PASSIVE.3-3
ROOT -MEDIAL-VAJ+O.VBZ-PASSIVE-liN
'It (inan) is rinsed out, e.g., a cloth.'

b.

TA
I.

Chisi-yapau-y-a-u.

Active

clean-water-VTA.VBZ-DIR-3
ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA.VBZ-DIR-IIN
'S/he rinses it (anim) out.'
(Bobbish-Salt et al. 201 2:23 1)

11 .

Chisi-yapau-y-akiniu-u.

Passive

c(ean-water-VTA. VBZ-PASSIVE.3-3
ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-IIN
'It (anim) is rinsed out, e.g., a towel.'

One apparent counter-example to the claim that transitive AI verbs restrict the
animacy of their object to inanimate objects only is the verb 'to reduce by sawing.' This
case is particular, since the permitted animate object of the verb is homophonous with a
permitted inanimate object. The NEC noun mishtikw has two meanings: one mean ing is
'tree' (animate), another meaning is 'stick' (inanimate). E ither noun is permitted as the
object of the transitive AI verb 'to reduce by sawing,' which I suggest is due to the
polysemy of mishtikw (27).
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(27) NEC PASSIVE oF TRANSITIVE AI VERB 'To REDUCE BY SAWING'

a.

Achiwi-puta-u.

Active

decrease-saw-3
ROOT-VAI+O. VBZ-IIN
'S/he reduces it by sawing.'
(Bobbish-Salt eta!. 20 12:58)

b.

Mishtikw achiwi-puta-kiniu-u.

Passive

tree/stick decrease-saw-PASSIVE.3-3
NAINI

ROOT-VAI+o. VBZ-PASSIVE-llN

'The tree (anim)/stick (inan) is reduced by sawing.'

4.4.2.4. Passives of Transitive Inanimate verbs

Passives ofNEC Transitive Inanimate verbs are typically derived by the morpheme
-ikiniw, though there appears to be free variation between -ikiniw and -akiniw in

passivized TI verbs. Consider the following typical example (28).

(28) NEC PASSIVE OF ATI VERB
a.

Wap-iht-im.

Active

light-by.head-DIR
ROOT-VTI. VBZ-THM
'S/he sees it.'
(Bobbish-Salt et a!. 2012: 112)
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b.

Wap-iht-ikiniu-u.

Passive

light-by.head-PASSIVE.3- 3
ROOT-VTI. VBZ-PASSIVE-liN
'It is seen.'

Variation in the passive allomorph can be seen in the following examples (29).
Consultants do not identify any meaning difference between the two forms, so I treat
them as if they are in free variation, though perhaps the choice is conditioned at another
level of language use.

(29) VARIATION IN PASSIVE ALLOMORPHY IN TJ VERBS
a.

Ihtut-im.

Active

dO-DIR
ROOT.VTI-THM
'S/he does it.'
(Bobbish-Salt et al. 20 12: I 0)

ah

b.

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch

G.

how

PVB,CJ dO-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

this

P,WH

PVB,CJ ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-ClN

P,DEM.PXL

Passive

'How do you do this?'

c.

Tanitih

ah

where

PVB,CJ dO-PASSIVE.3-3.S

P,WH

PVB,CJ ROOT. VTI-PASSIVE-ClN

ihtut-akiniwi-ch.

'Where do you do it?'
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Passive

4.4.2.5. Passives of Transitive Animate and ditransitive TA verbs
Passives of Transitive Animate and ditransitive TA verbs are formed using one of two
passive allomorphs. Passives of (ditransitive) TA verbs with derived third person subjects
are formed with the -dkiniw morpheme, as in the following examples. The derived subject
of a passivized ditransitive verb is the indirect object ofthe verb. The direct object shows
no agreement or cross-referencing on the verbal complex and is not treated as an
argument of the verb in the syntax, showing the characteristics of an adjunct (see for
example Brittain, 1993 for a discussion of applicative constructions and adjunct
arguments in Innu-aimun). The ditransitive example given in (30b) is one of very few
lexical ditransitives in NEC; the majority of ditransitives are derived from transitive verbs
through the addition of applicative morphology.

(30)

NEC

PASSIVE OF A TA VERB (3 1<1' PERSON)

a.

T RANSITIVE
1.

Active

Apichi-h-ii-u .
use-caus-dir-3
root-vta. vbz-thm-iin
'S/he uses, employs her/him, it (anim).'

(Bobbish-Salt et a l. 20 12:68)

II.

Ap ichi-h-ak iniu-u.

Passive

USe-CAUS-PASSIVE. 3 - 3
ROOT- VTA.VBZ- PASSIVE-JIN

'S/he is employed.'
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b.

DITRANSITIVE
I.

Miy-a-u.

Active

give-dir-3
vta-thm-iin
'S/he gives it to her/him, it (anim).'
(Bobbish-Salt et al. 20 12:276)

II.

Passive

Miy-akiniu-u.
give-PASSIVE.3-3
VTA-PASSIVE-IIN
'She is given it.'

Where the derived subject of a TA verb is a fi rst or second person argument, the
pass ive is formed using -ikiwi, the SAP form ofthe passive morpheme (31).

(3 1) NEC PASSIVE OF ATA (SAP)
a.

TRANSITIVE
I.

Nit-apichi-h-lkw.

Active

J-use-CAUS-INV
1-ROOT-VTA.VBZ-THM
'S/he employs me.'

II.

N it-apichi-h-ikiwi-n.

Passive

l-use-CAUS-PASSIVE.1 /2- 1/2
1-ROOT-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-JJN
'I am employed.'
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b.

DITRANSITIVE
l.

Chi-miy-ikw.

Active

2-GIVE-INV
2-VTA-THM
'S/he gives (it) to you.'

II.

Chi-miy-ikiwi-n.

Passive

2-give-PASSIVE. }/2-1/2
2-VTA-PASSIVE-JfN
'You are given (it).'

Here it will be important to clarify some pertinent historical morphophonology. Where an
SAP passive is formed from a TA verb with the -iw verbalizer, the verbalizer and the
initial vowel of the passive morpheme coalesce to form the vowel d . In other words, -iw +
-ikiwi----+ dkiwi. This morphophonological process is undone in the body ofthe text, such

that the verba lizer and the passive morpheme are represented separately, as demonstrated
below in (32). However, in the appendix of passive utterances th is morphophonology is
not undone to remain faithful to the orthography, which reflects the surface rather than the
underlying form.

(32) NEC PASSIVE OF ATA VERB (SAP): COALESCENCE OF VERBALIZER AND PASSIVE MORPHEME
Chakwan

ka

ihtutakiwiyakw.

chakwan

ka

ihtut-iw-ikiwi-yakw

what

PVB,CJ

dO-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE.l/2-2.PL

PRO,WH

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CfN

'What did they make you do?'
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Passive

4.4.2.6. "Do" passives

One very intriguing aspect ofNEC passives is the interpretation and use of the passive in
certain questions, as below in (33). To the best of my knowledge, this use of the passive
has not been recorded until now (Johansson fieldwork, June 20 12).

(33) NEC "oo" PASSIVE
Tanitah

a-ihtut-ikiniwi-ch.

how

PVB,CJ-dO-PASSIVE.3-3 .PL

P,WH

PVB,CJ-ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-CfN

Passive

'How is it done?'

Forms such as that in (33) often received an interpretation similar to "habitual" passives,
following terminology used by Allen & Crago (1996) with reference to Inuktitut. In
Inuktitut, passive constructions may refer to normal methods for undertaking some action
in the community. Consider the following Inuktitut example (34).

(34) lNUKTITUT HABITUAL PASSIVE
Saimurtausuunguvuq.
saimuq-jau-suuq-u-vuq
shake.handS-PASSIVE-HAB-be-IND.3sS
'S/he is normally shaken hands with (by people).'
(Allen & Crago 1996:11 3, ex. 6)

Note that, in this case, there is a habitual morpheme -suuq- present on the verb stem. Such
an overt marker of habitual action is not present in the NEC question, above. It may prove
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to be the case that certain passives in Cree, such as in (33), are best analyzed as
impersonal passives in the sense of Drapeau (20 12). This type of passive need not be
formulated as a question, such that a possible answer to (33) is the passive declarative, " It
is done like this." This subset of passives does appear in the corpus of Billy's speech,
most commonly in question form. For the purposes of this thesis, I do not draw any
formal distinctions between standard passives and 'do'-passives, as more fieldwork is
needed in this area. However, it is interesting to speculate about the impact that this type
of distinction, were it to prove valid, would have on the acquisition of passives in NEC. I
discuss the use of'do'-passives in Billy's speech in §5.4.1.2.

4.4.3. The debate: Passives, or not?
The syntax of passive constructions in Algonquian languages is by no means
uncontroversial. As it is not the central purpose of this thesis to weigh in on the debate, I
follow Drapeau (20 12) and highlight the function of passive morphology: it serves to
background the subject/agent and foreground the object/patient, reducing valency by one,
as is expected of passive constructions.
At a theoretical level, I assume Dahlstrom's analysis that these forms are syntactic
passives, that is, derived intransitive verbs with a patient subject (Dahlstrom 1991; see
also Goddard 1979 on Delaware). The key piece of evidence for her analysis comes from
Cross-Clausal Agreement (CCA), discussed above in §4.4.2.2. Dahlstrom (1991) observes
that in Plains Cree the syntactic subject of a lower clause may trigger CCA on the higher
clause, such that the higher clause agrees with the subject of the lower c lause as though it
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were its object. In (35a) below, the verb in the higher clause is a TI verb with a CP object.
In (35b ), the verb in the higher clause is a TA verb whose object is the animate subject of
the lower clause.

(35) PLAINS
a.

CREE

CCN°

NoCCA
Mary kiske·yiht-am

George-a

Mary know.vri-3.INAN

George-osv

e·-a· hkosi-yit.
be.sick-osv,cJ

'Mary knows George is sick.'

b.

CCA
Mary kiske·yim-e·-w

George-a

e ·-a · hkosi-yit.

Mary know. VTA-THM.DIR-3.osv

George-osv

be.sick-osv,cJ

'Mary knows George is sick.'
(Dahlstrom 1991:71 , ex. 27-28)

Dahlstrom (1991) reports a slight semantic difference between the two forms, with the
consequence that (35b) above has a reading in which Mary is inferring that George is
sick.
Evidence from CCA shows that, in Plains Cree, the patient argument of a passive
verb triggers agreement on the higher clause, indicating that it is, in fact, a derived
syntactic subject. This is evidence that Cree has a true passive.

30 Dahlstrom ( 199 1) marks the boundary between a preverb and a verb with '= ', and verb-internal
morpheme boundaries with '-'. In this thesis, I draw no such distinction, and change her glossing to
match that in use here.
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(36) PLAINS CREE PASSIVE SUBJECT TRIGGERS CCA

Ni-kiske·yim-a·wak
J-knOW.VTA-1>3.PL

e· - ki ·-se· kih-ihcik.
PRF-SCare-PASSIVE.3.PL.CJ

'1 know they were scared.'

Dahlstrom's analysis has not gone unchallenged. Given that there is evidence that
the higher verb can agree with syntactic objects in Innu (Branigan & MacKenzie 2002),
Ritter & Rosen cast doubt on Dahlstrom's clai m (Ritter & Rosen 2005). The pertinent
facts for NEC have not been explored, but constitute an interesting avenue for future
research, considering that NEC-speaking communities are geographically between Plains
Cree and Innu-aimun communities, and all are CMN dialects (MacKenzie 1980).
Other approaches have been taken to the passive construction in Algonquian. One
proposal suggests that so-called passive forms are actually active fo rms with an
obligatorily non-specific agent (Dryer 1997, Plains Cree), though Valentine (2001) points
out morphological differences between passive and generalized actor forms in
N ishnaabemwin. Another analysis is that inverse theme morphology is actually passive
morphology and that inverse clauses are passives (LeSourd 1976; Jo lley 198 1; Jo lley
1982) (see §6.7.4.2.3 for a discussion of inverse clauses). A third approach takes passives

to be transitive passive verbs in which the agent and patient arguments are both present,
but reversed in the syntax, that is, the agent becomes the object (Rhodes 1976). Any one
of these approaches may prove to be the best approach to passives in NEC, but I leave
this question to future work; I maintain my assumption that NEC passives are best treated
as syntactically (n- 1)-place predicates in which the patient is the derived subject.
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Chapter 5- The acquisition of passives in NE Cree

5.1. Introduction
In this chapter I outline three stages in Billy's acquis ition of the passive construction in
Cree. I show that he acquires passive morpho logy before acquiring the syntax of the
pass ive construction, and that his development is U-shaped . I start w ith an overview of
the methodology in §5.2, and a consideration ofthe passive utterances recorded in CDS in
§5.3. In §5 .4 I describe Billy's acquisition of the passive, and provide a discussion of his
acqui sition path and a comparison to passive acquisition in other languages in §5.5.

5.2. Methodology
This section describes the methodo logy that I adopted for my analys is of pass ive
utterances in Billy's speech, and assumes familiarity w ith the corpus-w ide methodology
described in Chapter 3. I begin where all preliminary analysis is complete.

5.2.1. Identifying passive utterances
I class ified as passive utterances all forms whose target utterance bears pass ive

morphology, as defined in §4.4.2 above. 31 Specifically, I classified any verbal form
bearing the morpheme -ikiniw, -dkiniw (non-SAP forms), and -ikiwi (SAP forms) as
passive. These were glossed in PHON using the Auto-Parser and ass igned the Morpheme
Meaning 'pass ive.3' for non-SAP forms, or 'passive.l/2' for SAP forms. All forms were

3 1 Recall that I set aside passives fo rmed with -naniu, as noted in §4.4.2.2.
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assigned the Morpheme Type 'passive.' Passive morphology in the recorded CDS was
identified and glossed in a similar fashion. Once all forms were analyzed, a search for the
'passive' Morpheme Type was used to extract the passive utterances for each session
participant (Billy, and Adult).

5.2.2. Secondary analysis
In order to identify discrepancies between Billy's utterances and adult-like utterances, a
document consisting of Billy's passive utterances was prepared and submitted to Luci
Bobbish-Salt for consideration. This document consisted of Billy's age at the time of
recording, and his utterances in both Cree syllabics and Roman orthography. If
appropriate, the surrounding context of each utterance was included. The context was
included in cases in which the passive utterance constituted part of an exchange between
Billy and his interlocutor. The context was not included in cases in which the passive
utterance was isolated in the discourse. An example from this document is given below.
Note that this is an example from the document that was sent, before it was edited (3 7).
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(37)

EXAMPLE FROM PASSIVE FIELDWORK MATERIALS

Session 1 -Age 4;06.08

(Conversations: 2)

Conversation 1 [sic]

<i

Adult:

miywayimau
a
'Does ... like those .. .?'

Billy:

<iD.?
iii

wi

Ll>C"
mautah

aspiyihakiniwit

'Th is is hovv y ou make it go I You move it th is way. '

(83-2005- 11-22#21 0)

After taking some time to read the document and make corrections and comments, Luci
Bobbish-Salt sent back an edited version of the document with commentary. Specifically,
she considered the following questions: (i) "Does Billy's Cree look like adult Cree, or are
there some differences? If there are differences, what are they?"; and (ii) "Is Billy using
verbs that end in -akiniw and -ikiniw correctly, and in the right places? When you look at
his sentences in the context of the conversation, does it make sense for him to choose
those verbs?" Her input has been incorporated into the PHON corpus as well as the
appendix of Billy's passive utterances, Appendix I ofthis thesis. Some further analysis
was conducted in person with Luci Bobbish-Salt and Elsie Duff in Chisasibi, Quebec in
June, 2012. This consisted of re-recording two IPA target forms and filling in gaps in the
analysis of certain utterances.

5.2.3. Excluded utterances
There are 36 utterances containing passive verbs recorded in the corpus of Billy's speech.
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Only one of these verbs was excluded from this analysis. The verb is the only passive
utterance recorded in session 8 (B3-2006-12-11, age 5;06.27). Noise in the recording
made only parts of the utterance possible to transcribe, and there is no available recording
of the target utterance against which to compare Billy's speech. I analyzed the remaining
35 passive verbs.

5.2.4. Productivity criteria and evidence of acquisition
Following Allen & Crago (1996) I have adapted my general productivity criteria (§3 .4)
for the analysis of passive acquisition in Northern East Cree. The data were considered
with the following criteria.

(38)

PRoDUCTIVITY CRITERIA: MoRPHOLOGICAL ACQUISITION

I.

The passive morpheme is wrongly attached to its stem.

2.

The passive morpheme appears in the transcript on at least two different
stems, especially where different allomorphs of the morpheme are required.

3.

Alternatively, the stem appears with a different morpheme attached in the
same place, elsewhere in the transcript.
(cf. Allen & Crago 1989; Fortescue & Lennert Olsen 1992)

(3 9)

P RODUCT IVITY CRITERIA: PASSIVE ACQUISITION

1.

The passive is used with clearly innovative forms (e.g., overgeneralizations).

2.

Errors in passive utterances are self-corrected .

3.

The same event is referred to with both passive and active utterances.
( cf. Allen & Crago 1996)
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With these two sets of productivity criteria I introduce an important terminological
distinction between MORPHOLOGICAL ACQUISITION and the ACQUISITION OF THE PASSIVE
coNSTRUCTION. What this means is that I do not take the morphological productivity of
passive verbs (38) to be evidence that Billy understands the function of the passive
construction (39). This distinction will be important in my discussion ofBilly's
acquisition (§5.4).
Furthermore, following Allen & Crago ( 1996), I have made note of various forms of
passive utterances throughout the corpus, both in Billy's utterances and in CDS (40).

(40) PASSIVE FORMS
I.

Basic passive

2.

Passives of non-actional verb (see, understand, be called)

3.

Passives of verbal stems with applicative morphology (derived ditransitives)

4.

Passives with noun incorporation (medials)

5.

Passives of morphological causatives

6.

'Do'-passives
(cf. Allen & Crago 1996)

Item 5 in the above list warrants further explanation, as I draw a distinction between
causative verbalizers in "basic" verb stems and morphological causatives (one type of
"derived" stem). Recall from Chapter 2 that a basic verb stem is composed of a verb root
and a verbalizer. A morphological causative is derived from a basic verb stem, such that it
is composed ofa verb stem and an additional causative verbalizer (41).
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(41) BASIC VERB STEMS AND MORPHOLOGICAL CAUSATIVES
a.

BASIC VERB STEM
root + verbalizer

b.

MoRPHOLOGICAL CAUSATIVE
[ BASIC VERB sTEM

root + verbalizer] + verbalizer (causative)

Some verbalizers can be used both to form basic verb stems and to derive morphological
causatives. The causative verbalizer -h can be used in both ways. The following is an
example of a basic verb stem derived by -h (42). As this is a basic verb stem, a passive
derived from this verb is a basic passive.

(42) NEC TRANSITIVE VERB
Wlchi-h-a-u.
help-CAUS-DIR-3
ROOT-VTA.VBZ-THM-JJN
'S/he helps her/him/it.'
(Bobbish-Salt et al. 20 12)

On the other hand, the same causative morpheme -h can be used to derive a
morphological causative, as in the following example (43).
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(43) NEC DERIVED TRANSITIVE CAUSATIVE VERB
Tiskimi-piyi-h-a-u .
take.acrOSS-DYN-CAUS-DI R-3
ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA. VBZ-THM-IIN
'S/he takes him/her straight across by vehicle.'
(Johansson & Brittain 2012)

A passive verb formed from a morphological causative verb, as above, is a "passive of a
morphological causative." Note, therefore, that while the causative verbalizer -his used in
both examples, passives formed from the two verbs are treated differently.
A number of Northern East Cree-specific characteristics are also of interest in the
acquisition of passive morphology, and are listed below.

(44) NEC-SPECIFIC PASSIVE CONSTRUCTION CHARACTERISTICS
1.

Additional morphology on the verbal complex (obviative, plural, diminutive)

2.

SAP vs. non-SAP forms

3.

Morphological class of the passivized verb (VTI, VTA , transitive AI,
d itransitive)

4.

Inflectional order of the passivized verb (Independent, Conjunct) 32

5.

Aspect/Mood (habitual, subjunctive)

6.

Evidence ofEnglish influence

All ofthe above-listed criteria have been taken into account in the analys is of Cree
CDS (§5 .3) and Billy's passive productions (§5.4).

32 For a brief introduction to inflectional orders, see page I 0.
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5.3. CDS
As we have seen in §4.3.2, cross-linguistic studies of passive acquisition often make
reference to the frequency of passive utterances in CDS. In order to compare the
frequency of passives in NEC CDS against that of other languages, I have analyzed the
adult side of the recorded conversations for each of the sessions in the corpus of Billy's
speech. Passives were identified and glossed in these records in PHON. Each adult
passive utterance was then extracted to y ield both the frequency of passives in CDS
(§5.3.1) as well as an idea ofthe range ofpassive forms in CDS (§5.3 .2).

5.3.1. Frequency of passives in NEC CDS
Passive utterances occur in CDS in each of the I 0 sessions under analysis in this thesis.
The distribution of interlocutor passives is given below in (45).
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(45) PASSIVES INADULT SPEECH: BILLY
SESSION

SESSION LENGTH

# PASSIVES (ADULT)

BILLY's AGE

B3-2005-11-22

00:42:26

12

4;06.08

B3-2006-0 1-10

00:43:53

23

4;07.26

B3-2006-02-28

00:35 :22

11

4;09.14

B3-2006-05-27

00:33:05

5

5;00.13

B3-2006-07 -26

00:24:24

9

5;02.12

B3-2006-1 0-14

00:41:09

10

5;05.00

B3-2006-11-06

00:45:27

11

5;05.22

B3-2006-12-11

00:36:14

10

5;06.27

B3-2007-03-19

00:44:42

6

5;10.06

B3-2007 -04-02

00:25:43

3

5;10.19

TOTAL: 06:12:25

100

fn a little over 6 hours of analyzed CDS, passives occur at a rate of approximately 16
passives/hour, or one passive utterance every 3 minutes and 41 seconds. Though the
sample of adu lt speech is small, it is clear that children learning NEC are consistently
exposed to passive structures.
Analysis of a larger corpus ofNEC CDS is desirable to confirm that such a high
frequency of passive utterances in CDS is broadly typical ofthe language. At present, it is
possible to consider the speech of the same caregiver, interacting with a younger child
from the CCLAS study, code-named Ani, from age 2;01 to 3;08 (46).
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(46) PASSIVES IN ADULT SPEECH: ANI
SESSION

SESSION LENGTH

# PASSIVES (ADULT)

ANI's AGE

A 1-2005-03-08

00: 38:47

7

2;0 1. 14

A 1-2005-05-18

00:37:24

8

2;03.24

A 1-2005-07-29

00:49:06

12

2;06.05

A I -2005-09- I 4

00: 39:36

2

2;07. 19

A 1-2005- I 1-21

00:48:41

1I

2;09.27

A 1-2006-01-09

00:36:30

7

2; 11.15

A 1-2006-03-14

00:30:28

6

3;0 1.20

A 1-2006-06-02

00:40:08

0

3;04.08

A 1-2006-08-16

00:3 1:53

4

3;06.22

A l-2006-10-18

00:30:16

3

3;08.24

TOTAL: 06:22:52
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Here again, the rate of pass ives per hour is quite high. In roughly 6.5 hours, Ani was
exposed to 60 pass ive utterances, or 9.4 passives/hour. In this set, there is one pass ive
caregiver utterance every 6 minutes and 23 seconds. It is interesting, however, that the
rates of passive productions are so different for Billy and Ani. Billy is exposed to a
significantly higher rate of passive utterances: more than 1.7 times as many passives per
hour as Ani hears. I interpret this as evidence that Cree caregivers adapt their speech to
the abilities of the child .33 This is supported by the passive productions ofthe two
children: Ani does not produce a single passive utterance during the duration of her
recording, but Billy produces 36 passives beginning immediately with the first session.
Consider how NEC caregiver use of passives per hour compares with CDS in
33 Some lang uage teachers in the Northern C heyenne Nation (Montana) similarly report adapting their
speech fo r the benefit of child learners of Cheyenne (Algonquian), favouring the use of gender-marked
demonstratives with nouns to fac ilitate acq uisition of the nominal gender system (p.c., Sarah Murray).
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English and Inuktitut (Maratsos 1985; Gordon & Chafetz 1990; Allen & Crago 1996).
Note that the term "full passives" refers to passives with a by-phrase (47).

(47) PAssivEs/HouR IN CDS cRoss-LINGUISTICALLY (cF. ALLEN& CRAGO 1996: 150)

NuMBER OF
PASSIVES

NuMBER oF NuMBERoF
FULL PASSIVES PASSIVES/HOUR

English 34 (Gordon & Chafetz 1990) 293

313

4

1.1

English (Maratsos 1985)

37.5

101

1

2 .7

lnuktitut (Allen & Crago 1996)

26.7

208

35

7.8

NEC- Billy & Ani

12.6

160

-- 35

12.7

LANGUAGE

HouRs OF DATA

As we see, CDS in NEC has the highest rate of passives per hour of any of the languages
listed above, though the sample of adult speech is relatively small.
Figures of English and Sesotho passive input frequency are presented by Kline &
Demuth (2010) as a percentage ofthe total number of verbal utterances. In the following
table, I extend their work to include NEC. As was seen in the frequency count, NEC CDS
consists of the highest percentage of passive verbs per total verbal utterances of any of the
languages for which such a count is available. Once again, the sample size is quite small,
but the results are striking (48).

34 Based on caregiver interactions with Adam, Eve and Sarah (Brown 1973)
35 Recall that NEC does not permit by-phrases in pass ive constructions
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(48) PERCENTAGE PASSIVE VERBS INCDS CROSS-LINGUISTICALLY

LANGUAGE

ToTAL NUMBER oF
VERBAL UTTERANCES

NUMBER OF PASSIVE
UTTERANCES

PERCENTAGE PASSI VE
UTTERANCES

English (Brown 1973)

33,125

91

0.27%

Sesotho (Demuth 1992) 10,021

269

2.7%

NEC- Billy & Ani

5,609

160

2.9%

NEC- Billy

3,036

100

3.3%

5.3.2. Morphological form of passives in NEC CDS

In order to provide a baseline for comparison, passives in CDS have been analyzed in the
same way as Billy's passive utterances. 36 An overview of my analysis of CDS can be
found in Appendix II.
The majority of the passive verbs Billy was exposed to were "basic" passives. In
other words, the passivized stem consisted of a verb root and a verbalizer (55/86, 64%).
Nearly a quarter of the passive verbs in the CDS contained a medial, that is, an
incorporated noun or a class ifier (20/86, 23%). One tenth of the passives Billy heard were
built on stems that had undergone secondary derivation, to introduce an argument either
through causative (4/86, 5%) or applicative morphology (5/86, 6%). Only two 'do'passives were uttered (2/86, 2%), once when Billy was 4;07, and once when he was 5;05.
Billy relies on this type of passive quite heavily in the beginning stages of his passive
acquisition (§5.4.1.2), so it is significant that they are so infrequent in CDS (49).
36 Note that certain of these utterances were morphologically opaque in some way : the verb was unknown
or some morpheme in the verbal complex was unclear. Of the 100 passive utterances in CDS, only 86
have been morphologically analyzed. The remaining 14 were left out of the analysis because they were
not well-enough understood.
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(49) M oRPHOLOGICAL FORM oF PASSIVES IN CDS
B ASIC

PASSIVE OF
CAUSATIVE

'Do'-PASSIVE

PASSIVIZED VERB
STEM WITH MEDIAL

PASSIVIZED VERB
STEM WITH
APPLICATIVE

55/86 (64%)

4/86 (5%)

2/86 (2%)

20/86 (23%)

5/86 (6%)

A good number of plural-marked passives are present in the adult speech ( 16/86,

19% ), as are passives with overt patient NPs, which I contrast with passives w here the
patient undergoes pro-drop and is marked on the verbal complex only as a pronominal
clitic or agreem ent marking (9/86, 11%). Other morphological v ariants of passive verbs
are infrequent, with no other morphology occurring on more than 4% of passi ves (50).

(50) ADDITIONAL MORPHOLOGY ON PASSIVES IN CDS
0 BVIATIVE
MARKING

PLURAL
MARKING

L OCATIVE
PHRASE

O VERT
PATIENT
NP

H ABITUAL
MARKING

D IMINUTIVE
MORPHEME

SuBJUNCTIVE

ADVERBIAL
PREVERB

3/86
(4%)

16/86
(19%)

l /86
(1 %)

9/86
(I I%)

1186
( 1%)

2/86
(2%)

3/86
(4%)

3/86
(4%)

Billy is exposed to twice as many non-SAP passive forms as he is exposed to
passive forms. However, his exposure to SAP begins w ith the first session (51 ).
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(51) PERSON OF DERIVED PATIENT SUBJECT INCDS

SAP (1 ST OR 2NUPERSON)

NoN-SAP (3Ro PERSON)

28/86 (33%)

58/86 (67%)

Researchers have shown that children have difficulty acquiring passives of nonactional verbs (e.g., Maratsos et al. 1985). A consideration of the CDS to which Billy was
exposed shows that one third ofthe passives in CDS were passives ofnon-actional verbs
(26/86, 30%), suggesting that any delay in the acquisition of these forms would not be

due to frequency effects. My classification of verbs into actional and non-actional was
based on the translation ofthe verbs, and defined actional verbs as verbs in which the
action is something that is both observable and pictureable (Kline & Demuth 20 I 0:225). I
have provided my classifications of the passive verbs used in adult and child speech in
Appendix II-III, together with a token count for each passive verb.

(52) AcTIONAL vs. NON-ACTIONAL VERBS INCDS

AcTIONAL VERB

NoN-ACTIONAL VERB

60/86 (70%)

26/86 (30%)

As mentioned above, roughly two-thirds of passive verbs in CDS were built on TA
stems (53/86, 62%). 37 The remaining passives are mostly TI passives (27/86, 31%), with
few transitive AI passives (6/86, 7%) (53).
37 I consider both transitive and ditransitive TA verbs to beTA stems.
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(53) MoRPHOLOGICAL CLASS oF PASSIVE VERBS IN CDS
TRANSITIVE INANIMATE
VERB (VTI)

TRANS!T!VEANIMATE
VERB (VTA)

TRANSITIVE AI VERB
(VAl)

DITRANSITIVE VTA

27/86 (31%)

39/86 (45%)

6/86 (7%)

14/86 (16%)

Passives inflected in the Conjunct order are slightly more frequent in CDS (46/86,
54%) than passives in the Independent order (40/86, 47%). Across both the Conjunct and
Independent orders, nearly all passives are Indicative Neutral forms (82/86, 95%), with a
handful ofDubitative Preterit forms (4/86, 5%).

(54) INFLECTIONAL ORDER OF PASSIVE VERBS IN CDS
INDEPENDENT INDICATIVE
NEUTRAL (liN)

CoNJUNCT INDICATIVE NEUTRAL
(CIN)

INDEPENDENT DuBITATIVE
PRETERIT (IDP)

36/86 (42%)

46/86 (54%)

4/86 (5%)

5.4. Billy's passive productions

Billy produces 35 utterances containing passive verbs that are considered in this thesis. In
this section, I discuss patterns in his productions. I have divided Billy's passive utterances
into three stages, each ofwhich I consider individually. The stages are as follows (55).
Note that there are no passive productions under consideration in session 8.
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(55) STAGES OF PASSIVE ACQUISITION
STAGE

I

II

III

# OF PASSIVES

II

13

11

SESSION

BILLY's AGE

1

4;06.08

2

4;07.26

3

4;09.14

4

5;00.13

5

5;02.12

6

5;05.00

7

5;05.22

8

5;06.27

9

5;10.06

10

5;10.19

As I discuss in the following sections, there is reason to think that passive morphology
has been acquired already in Stage I (§5.4.1). However, evidence ofproductivity
following the criteria outlined in §5.2.4 only begins to appear in Stage II (§5.4.2). Stage
Ill shows an increase in the complexity and sophistication of Billy's passive utterances
(§5.4.3). An overview of my analysis of Billy's passive utterances can be found in
Appendix III.

5.4.1. Stage I- Age 4;06- 5;00

The first stage of Billy's passive utterances consists of Sessions 1-4, from age 4;06 to
5;00. During this time, Billy produces II passive verbs. These are presented in Appendix
I, Conversations 1-8. While there is evidence that the passive morpheme is used

productively in this stage, there is no evidence that the passive construction has been
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acquired. In other words, Billy appears to use the morpheme productively, but there is no
evidence in the recordings that he understands the connection between the passive and
active voices, or that he overgeneralizes the passive construction to demote agents.

5.4.1.1. Evidence of morphological acquisition

There is evidence that the pass ive morpheme has been acqu ired by the fi rst session (age
4;06). There are two passive productions in this session, on two different stems, and two
different allomorphs ofthe pass ive are required.

(56) PASSIVES IN SESSION 1 (4;06.08)

a.

Mau-Hih

as-piyi-h-akiniwi-t.

this-w e

thusly-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

P,DEM+G.PXL-LOC ROOT.lC-VI.VBZ-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-ClN
'This is how you make it go. I You move it this way.'

Target:

[maw-tah s-pi-h-akmgwi-th]

Actual:

[mA-na

SI-pi-h-aggnA-_j
(83-2005- 11 -22#210)
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b.

Ni-chlh

misin-ihu-kuwi-n.

1-PAST

write-by.instrument-PASSIVE.l/2- l/2

1-PVB

ROOT-VTR.VBZ-PASSIVE-llN

'They wrote my name down.'
Lit. 'I was written down.'

Target:

nr-!fi-msm-Ihu-km-n]

Actual:

[Ana n-dJr-ms:m-o-gwa-n]
(83-2005-11-22#24 1)

Comparing the Target and Actual IPA, we see that there is only one morpheme that Billy
does not produce: person inflection is missing from the first utterance (56a). However,
these two utterances constitute evidence that the passive morpheme has been acquired.
Further evidence that he has acquired the passive morpheme comes from the
following example, where Billy selects theTA passive allomorph -dkiniw for the TI verb
'to close', instead of the passive allomorph -ikiniw, as visible in the Actual IPA (57).

(5 7) INCORRECT PASSIVE ALLOMORPH
Tanitah ah

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch

ah

how

PYB,CJ

dO-PASSIYE.3-0.S

PVB,CJ close-VTI .YBZ-PASSIVE.3-0.S

P,WH

PYB,C.I

ROOT.YTI-PASSIYE-CJN

PYB,CJ ROOT-VTI. YBZ-PASSIVE-ClN

chip-ih-ikiniwi-ch.

'How is this closed?'

Target: [dan· d

a

t11 ot-Jb · no-d3

E

tsp-h-iga · no-tJJ

Actual: [dren ·d

a

dJd-ano-<13

a

dJap-h-a ·no-!I]
(83-2006-0 1-1 0#650)
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Note that there is no evidence that Billy has acquired the syntax of the passive at
this point. For example, in the first session Billy uses the same verb stem in both active
and passive voice, but he uses these verbs to discuss different events. 38 This is evidence
that the morphology has been acquired by this session, but the active-passive alternation
is only taken to be evidence that the passive construction has been acquired when both
forms are referring to the same event.
Billy's passive utterances in this first session appear to be precocious. Passives of
causative verbs and SAP passives do not reappear without error until Stage III. One
interpretation of this pattern is that Billy's passives in the first session are morphologically
productive, but his understanding of the passive construction is limited or incomplete. As
he acquires the pass ive construction, his use of passive morphology is reduced until he
understands the construction well. Unfortunately, there is no way of know ing when Billy
first began to produce passive verbs and what they looked like. Hopefully, with continued
analysis of child speech in the CCLAS corpus, some confirmation of or counter-evidence
to this interpretation can be found.

5.4.1.2. Reliance on 'do'-passives
While there is evidence that passive morphology has been acquired, Billy leans on
conventionalized expressions in this stage. Ofthe 11 passive utterances in this stage, 6 are
38 The verb in question is tispiy i 'thusly', derived by the verbalizer -piyi, wh ich set of verbs is the subject of
Chapter 6. The two utterances I refer to here can be found in Appendix V, which lists every piyi-derived
verbal utterance in the corpus. In Session I (83-2005-11-22) Billy uses the verb tispiyi in the passive
voice in Conversation 4, § I .4 of Appendix V (page 248). The same verb in the active vo ice can be found
in Conversation 6, § 1.6 of Appendix V (page 251 ).
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built on the TI root ihtut 'do' (6/ 11; 55%; see §4.4.2.6 for some discussion of these forms).
The root 'do' may be passivized with the two allomorphs of the non-SAP passive
morpheme (-dkiniw/-ikiniw). I refer to these constructions as 'do'-passives. Throughout
the corpus, Billy consistently uses the allomorph -ikiniw when his intention is to discuss
the manner of the action ('how' questions and statements), and -akiniw when his intention
is to discuss the place of the action ('where' questions), though this may be coincidence.
In session 2 of Stage I he uses a 'do'-passive inappropriately. The verb is correctly formed ,
but is ill-placed in the sentence structure. These facts indicate that, in Stage I the 'do'passive construction may be used as " unanalyzed chunks" (cf. Pinker 1984; see Courtney
& Saville-Troike 2002 for evidence ofunanalyzed chunks in the acquisition in Quechua).

In other words, these appear to be single-unit verbal forms for which the child has not yet
mapped out a verb-internal morphological analysis. This analysis accounts for the fact
that the verb itself is well-formed, but is wrongly used within a sentence.
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(58) STAGE I- INAPPROPRIATE usE OF 'oo'-PASSIVE
a.

Billy :

u-tah

ahtut-ikiniwi-ch

kiyipwa.

thiS-LOC

do-PASSIVE.3-0.s

of.course

P,DEM.PXL-LOC

ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-ClN

P,AFF

'How you do this.'

Target:

[o-'dre

tot-Ebnowi-tJ

kiba]

Actual:

[o-da:

dod-anuwi-tJ

ka:]

Translator comment:

Correct verb composition but strange
sentence structure.
(B3-2006-0 1-1 0# 139)

b.

Adult:

Tapa nichischayimau.
'I don't know.'

Evidence that 'do'-pass ives are morphologically productive appears by the third
session of Stage I ( 4;09), where a 'do'-passive appears in a declarative sentence,
embedded in a relative clause. All previous 'do'-passives occur in wh-questions and have
an identical morphological form (the form seen in example 58, above). Embedding the
'do'-passive requires the complementizer kdh, which appears in preverb position (Brittain
2001 ; Johansson 20 11 ). I take this to be evidence that the 'do'-pass ive is no longer treated
as an unanalyzed chunk by 4;09, though it is possible that analysis of this form occurs
earlier.
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(59)

1

00

1

-PASSIVE IN A RELATIVE CLAUSE

Ay-iyiu

utah

kah

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch.

PRO,HES-OBV

here

PVB,C.J

dO-PASSIVE.3-0.s

PRO,HES-OBV

P,DEM.LOCATION

PVB,CJ

ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-CIN

Umm, the thing that is done this way.

Target:

['a-jo

uda ka

dod-1kanowi-tj]

Actual:

[a-jo

wAdg ga

dgd-ajgAne-jt)
(8 3-2006-02-28#79)

5.4.1.3. Passive forms attested in Stage I
In this section I outline the various forms of passive utterances that are produced in Stage
I, including their morphological form, the appearance of "additional" morphology, the
person of the patient, whether the passivized verb is actional or non-actional, the
morphological class and the inflectional order of the verb.
In noting the morphological form of passive utterances, recall that basic pass ives
are taken to be "typical" passives; that is, all passives that are not conventionalized 'do'pass ives or pass ives of morphological causatives. Passivized verb stems that include a
medial or applicative morphology are also noted (60).

(60) MORPHOLOGICAL FORM OF PASSIVES - STAGE I
STAGE

BASIC

PASSIVE OF
CAUSATIVE

Stage I
(4;06 - 5;00)

4/11 (36%)

1/11 (9%)

-PASSIVE

PASSIVIZED
STEM WITH
MEDIAL

PASSIVIZED
STEMWITH
APPLICATIVE

6/ 11 (55%)

011 1 (0%)

0/11 (0%)

1

00
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Recall that 'do'-passives are very rare in CDS (2/86, 2%). Billy's speech in Stage I differs
significantly from adu lt speech in this regard.
What I refer to as "additional morphology" includes obviative marking, plural
marking (agreeing with an inanimate plural derived subject), locative phrases, and overt
patient NPs, meaning that the patient argument is present as an independent lexical item,
rather than a person clitic or agreement on the verbal complex.

(61) ADDITIONAL MORPHOLOGY ON PASSIVES- STAGE I

STAGE

0 BVIATIVE
MARKING

PLURAL MARKING

LocATIVE PHRASE

OvERT PATIENT
NP

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

1/ 11 (9%)

2/11 (18%)

1/ 11 (9%)

1/ 11 (9%)

Both the locative phrase and the overt patient NP are found in the same example, but both
are in English. Billy corrects himself after this utterance, repeating the locative phrase in
Cree. 39 Note that this example is also marked for plural. While none of our Englishspeaking transcribers heard th is in either the target or actual utterances, its presence has
been confirmed by a Cree consultant.

39 For a discussion of code-switching in the CCLAS corpus, refer to Pile (in prep).
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(62) OvERT PATI ENT NP AND LOCATIVE PHRASE- STAGE I
a.

Drops wash

chlh pichischit-in-ikiniu-u-h

my

eye.

Eng

Eng

EMPH

PAST release-by.hand-PASSJVE.3-3-0.rL

Eng

N

P,DISC

PVB ROOT-VTR.VBZ-PASSIVE-IJN-IIN

POSS.PRON.l N

'Drops were put in my eye.'

Target: ['dmps

waJ gA-bits-n-Ig:mo-o-_

Actual: [dJmps

af

tig:J-bits-d-ig:mano-o-_

m

aj]

dm

Aj)
(B3-2006-02-28#599)

b.

Nishchlshikuhch .
'In my eye.'

Most of the passive utterances in Stage I are non-SAP forms, with the exception of
one utterance in the first session. This is another way in which Billy's speech in Stage I
differs from CDS, where SAP passives constitute one third of passive productions. (63).

(63) PERSON OF DERIVEDPATIENT SUBJECT - STAGE I
STAGE

SAP (I'' OR 2"" PERSON)

NoN-SAP (31U) PERSON)

Stage I
(4 ;06- 5;00)

1/11 (9%)

10/ 11 (91 %)

Every passive verb in Stage I is a passive derived from an actional verb, wh ich
suggests that children learning Cree may exhibit a similar difficulty in the acqu isition of
non-actional passives as do children learning English (e.g., Maratsos et al. 1985) (64).
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(64) AcTIONAL vs. NoN-ACTIONAL VERBS - STAGE I

STAGE

AcTIONAL VERB

NoN-ACTIONAL VERB

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

11/ll ( l 00%)

0/11 (0%)

Passive verbs in Billy's speech are derived from transitive verbs throughout this
stage, and are inflected in either the Independent Indicative Neutral (UN) or Conjunct
Indicative Neutral (CIN) orders (65). 40

(65) MORPHOLOGICAL CLASS AND INFLECTIONAL ORDER OF PASSIVE VERBS - STAGE I

STAGE

TRANSITIVE
INANIMATE
VERB (VTJ)

TRANSITIVE
DITRANSITIVE
ANIMATE VERB
(VTA)
(VTA)

INDEPENDENT
ORDER (IJN)

CoNJUNCT
ORDER (CIN)

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

9/ 11 (82%)

2111 (18%)

2/ 11 (18%)

9/ 11 (82%)

0/11 (0%)

The high number ofTI verbs and Conjunct order inflection can be explained by the
fact that Billy relies on 'do'-passives in this stage, which are derived from TI verb stems.
As these utterances are all wh-questions or embedded relative clauses, they are inflected
in the Conjunct order (Brittain 2001 ). This is an important observation, as previous work
on NEC acquisition has demonstrated that the Conjunct order is acquired later than the
morphologically simpler Independent order (Terry 201 0; Rose & Brittain 2011 ). In later
stages Billy relies less on such forms and the TI and Conjunct numbers decrease, to more
closely approximate CDS.

40 Some of the inflectional morphology is not produced in this stage. Of the 9 verbs that are inflected in the
Conjunct order, the inflectional morphology is produced on 7 (7/9; 78%).
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5.4.2. Stage II -Age 5;02- 5;05
The second stage of Billy's passive utterances includes sessions 5-7, where Billy is aged
5;02 to 5;05. This Stage consists of 13 passive utterances, which can be found in
Appendix I, Conversations 9-16. In this stage, we find evidence that Billy is acquiring the
passive construction.

5.4.2.1. Evidence of the acquisition of the passive construction
The three sessions that make up Stage II ofBi lly's acquisition are filled with errors and
self-corrections, as well as passive-active alternations.
One two occasions, Billy rephrases his passive utterances. In the first session of
Stage II (session 5), Billy adjusts his morphological choice fo llowing the example of the
adult interlocutor, changing his utterance from a passive utterance to an impersonal
utterance. Billy's choice of the passive at the start of this interchange sparks a
miscommunication that is clarified over the following utterances. Both the passive form
and the impersonal form are grammatical, but there is a subtle change in the
interpretation. In the passive utterance in (66a), the derived patient of the passive verb has
a specific referent. In the impersonal utterance in (66c), the unspecified subject of the
verb has a general referent. Note that the tense of Billy's utterance is also corrected from
the past tense to the future tense, which is confirmed with the subjunctive utterance in
(66d).
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(66) RECASTING OF PASSIVE VERB AS IMPERSONAL VERB - STAGE lJ

a.

Billy:

Chlh tipi-h-lkiniu-u

wash.

PAST measure-by.instrument-PASSIVE.3-3 P,EMPH
PVB

ROOT-VTI. VBZ-PASSIVE-lJN

P,EMPH

'It was paid.'

Target:

[d3i

d::~p-i-gc: 'no : -_

waj]

Actual:

[d3i

t::~p- 11 i-t::~no-_

w::~JJ

(B3-2006-07 -26#265)

b.

Adult:

a.

Chlh tipi-h-ich-aniu-u

PAST measure-by.instrument-DETRANS-IMPERS-3 P,QST
PVB

ROOT-VTJ. VBZ-VAI.VBZ-IMPERS-liN

P,QST

'Was it already paid?'

c.

Billy:

Ihl

chiki tipi-h-ich-aniu-u

Yes

FUT.3 measure-by.instrument-oETRANS-IMPERs-3 P,EMPH

P,AFF PVB

wash.

ROOT-VTI. VBZ-VAI. VBZ-IMPERS-]JN

P,EMPH

'Yes, it will be paid.'

Target:

t::~p- i-d 'z-ano:

waj]

Actual:

d ::~p- 11 i -dz-ano

aj]

(B3-2006-07 -26#267)

d.

Billy:

Graduate-uyana.
'When I graduate.'

e.

Adult:

Uh.

'Oh!'
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In the second instance of self-correction in Stage II, Billy produces the grammatical
utterance 'It has already been seen' with reference to some toys that he is being asked
about. The caregiver asks for clarification, and he changes his utterance to 'It has already
been thrown out.' The difference between the two utterances is in the verbalizer
morpheme: they are otherwise phonologically identical verb stems with homophonous
roots. 41 Billy's first utterance is the only grammatical passive of a non-actional verb in the
corpus of Billy's speech (67a), but I interpret it as a speech error within the context ofthis
exchange. Assuming th is interpretation is correct, Billy produces no non-actional verbs,
despite the fact that one third of passive verbs in CDS are passives of non-actional verbs.

(67) ERROR IN VERBALIZER SELECTION - STAGE II
a.

Billy:

Shash

chih wap-iht-ikiniu-u.

already

PAST light-by.head-PASSIVE.3-3

P,TIME

PVB

ROOT-VTI.VBZ-PASSIVE- TIN

'It's already been seen.'

Target:

['faf dJi

wap-hth-Ikh;;Jn-o]

Actual:

[ha

jap '-t-;;Jgm-Ap ')

dJi

(B3-2006-l 0-1 4#445)

b.

Ad ult:

Chichih

iyan a

man.

'Did you have one before?'

4 1 The entirety of this interchange can be found in Conversation 12, §6.2 of Appendix I
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c.

Billy:

Shash

chih wap-in-ikiniu-u.

already

PAST thrOW.OUt-by.hand-PASSIVE.3-3

P,TIME

PVB

ROOT-VTR. VBZ-PASSIVE-liN

'It was al ready thrown out.'

Target:

['faf dJi

wab-;;m-Ig;m-o]

Actual:

[haJ dJi

wab-n-Ig;m-o7]
(83-2006-1 0-14#44 7)

There is one instance of confusion that goes uncorrected in Stage II, as shown
below in (68).

(68) CONFUSION BETWEEN INVERSE AND PASSIVE
a.

BILLY'S UTTERANCE
Susie ah

iht-a-t

ni-chih it-ikiwi-n

Susie PVB,CJ

be-VAl. VBZ-3 .S

I-PAST tell-PAsstvE.l/2- 112 1-mother

N

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VAl. VBz-CJN 1-PVB

n-ikawi.

ROOT-PASSIVE- IJN

1-NAD

'Susie's place, s/he told me, my mother.'

Target:

[(name)

a-jth-ah-t

_-!f

Actual:

[(name)

o-jt-a-t

n,i-tsta

-it-uku-n

n-Ikawi]

n-!f-it-gku-n

n-tkawi]
(B3-2006-ll-06#628)
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b.

CoRRECTED UTTERANCE (INVERSE)
Susie

ah

iht-a-t,

ni-chlh it-ikw

Susie

PVB,CJ

be-VAI.VBZ-3.S

I-PAST

te((-INV

N

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VAl .VBz-CJN

J-PVB

ROOT-THM 1-NAD

n-ikawl.
!-mother

'My mother to ld me to go to Susie's place.'

In (68a), Billy produces something between a transitive inverse verb and a passive verb,
resulting in a pass ive verb that appears to have a by-phrase. (Simply put, in this example
the inverse morpheme indicates that the third person "my mother" is the subj ect and the
first person is the object. See §6.7.4.2.3 for more discussion of inverse morphology in
Billy's speech.) In primary analys is (translation), Luci Bobbish-Salt noted that it should
have been an inverse, as constructed in (68b ). During secondary analys is, she commented
that the noun 'mother' in his actual utterance appears to be an afterthought, as shown in
the translations of (68a) . Note that the SAP passive ( -ikiwi) and inverse morphemes (-ikw)
are very similar.
Perhaps the best evidence that Billy understands the passive construction is his
ability to form a passive verb from an active verb produced by the interlocutor. This
demonstrates his understanding of the relationship between active and passive verbs (69).
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( 69) AcTIVE-PASSIVE ALTERNATION
a.

Adult:

Cha nikwa-t-a-yin
FUT

kiyipwa

snare-vTA. vsz-DIR-2.s of.course

PVB,CJ ROOT-VTA.VBZ-THM-CIN P,AFF

plsim.
sun
NA

'You will catch the sun with your snare.' 42

b.

Adult:

Akwatitan

o,

cha nikwatayin kiyipwa

plsim .

'I said, "You will catch the sun with your snare".'

c.

Billy:

Chakwan

an

" ah

nikwa-t-akiniwi-t."

what

that

PVB,CJ snare-VTA. VBZ-PASSIVE.3- 3 .S

PRO,WH

P,DEM.DST

PVB,CJ ROOT-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN

'What is the meaning of "ah nikwatakiniwit (it was snared)"?'

Target:

[' dJagwan ;)n

a

n;)g::H-;)gano-th]

Actual:

[th;)gAn

;)

ga-b-eg;)mA-!fJ
(2006-1 0-14#517)

5.4.2.2. Passive forms attested in Stage II

In this section, I present the various morphological forms of Billy's passive utterances in
Stage II, in comparison with the forms attested in Stage I, beginning with the
morphological forms ofthe passive utterances, followed by "additional" morphology, the
person ofthe patient, actional and non-actional verbs, and the morphological class and
order of the passivized verb.
Unlike Stage I, no passives of causative verbs are attested in Stage II (70).
42 This utterance is a reference to a traditional Cree story in which the hero Chakapash snares the sun.
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(70) M oRPHOLOGICAL FORM OF PASSIVES - STAGE II

STAGE

Stage I

(4;06- 5;00)
Stage II
(5;02- 5;05)

'Do'-PASSIVE

PASSIVIZED
VERB STEM
WITH MEDIAL

PASSI VIZED
VERB STEM
WITH
APPLICATIVE

1111 (9%)

6111 (55%)

0/ 11 (0%)

0/11 (0%)

0/13 (0%)

4/ 13 (31 %)

0/13 (0%)

0/ 13 (0%)

B ASIC

PASSIVE OF
CAUSATI VE

4111 (36%)
9/ 13 (69%)

On the other hand, as Billy's dependence on 'do'-passives decreases, we see an increase in
the number of basic passives in Stage II.
Additional morphology is rare in both Stage I and Stage II.

(71) A DDITIONAL MORPHOLOGY ON PASSIVES - STAGE JI
STAGE
Stage I

(4;06 - 5;00)
Stage II

(5 ;02- 5;05)

0 BVIATIVE
MARKING

PLURAL MARKING L OCATIVE PHRASE

OvERT PATIENT
NP

1111 (9%)

2/ 11 (18%)

1/11 (9%)

1111 (9%)

1/ 13 (8%)

0/13 (0%)

0/13 (0%)

0/ 13 (0%)

The only first person passive utterance in Stage II is the problematic inverse-passive
example discussed above in (68). This is very similar to Stage I, in which the vast
majority of passive utterances are in the third person (72).
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(72) PERSON OF DERIVED PATI ENT SUBJECT - STAGE II
STAGE

SAP (1 STOR 2"0 PERSON)

NoN-SAP (3 RJ) PERSON)

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

1/ 11 (9%)

10/11 (91%)

Stage II
(5;02- 5;05)

1/ 13 (8%)

12/ 13 (92%)

There is a single non-actional passive in Stage II, but as discussed above (67a and
the surrounding discussion) it appears to have been spoken in error (73).

(73) Acn oNAL vs. NoN-ACTIONAL VERBS- STAGEII
STAGE

ACTIONAL VERB

NoN-ACTIONAL VERB

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

11111 (1 00%)

0/11 (0%)

12/ 13 (92%)

1/13 (8%)

Stage II

(5;02 - 5;05)

In both Stage I and Stage II, Transitive Inanimate verbs are passivized by Billy most
frequently. This also accounts for the high numbers of non-SAP passives, as VTI passives
are th ird person by necessity. In Stage II, however, there is an increase in the number of
passives in the Independent Order. This coincides with an increase in basic passives,
wh ich are more likely to be in the Independent order than, for example, 'do'-passives,
which are typically Conjunct order.
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(74) MORPHOLOGICAL CLASS AND INFLECTIONAL ORDEROF PASSIVE VERBS- STAGE II

STAGE

TRANSITIVE
INANIMATE
VERB (VTI)

TRANSITIVE
DITRANSITIVE
ANIMATE VERB
(VTA)
(VTA)

INDEPENDENT
ORDER (IJN)

CoNJUNCT
ORDER (ClN)

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

911 1 (82%)

2/11 (18%)

0/11 (0%)

211 1 (18%)

911 1 (82%)

Stage II
(5 ;02- 5;05)

8/ 13 (62%)

5/ 13 (38%)

0/13 (0%)

6/ 13 (46%)

7/13 (54%)

Inflectional morphology is always produced in Stage II, which marks an improvement
over Stage I.

5.4.3. Stage III - Age 5;10

Stage III is made up ofthe fin al two sessions of Billy's speech, sessions 9 and 10, and
includes 11 pass ive verbs. The passive utterances in this stage can be fo und in Appendix
I, Conversations 17-25 . Stage III marks a notable improvement in Bi lly's passive
utterances. In th is session we find passives of a wider range of verbs, includ ing those with
applicative morphology and morphological causatives. We also fi nd a number of SAP
passives, and passives with medials. More patient NPs are in evidence in this session as
well.

5.4.3.1. Passive forms attested in Stage III

In this section, I present examples of Billy's pass ives in Stage III, together with
comparisons against Stages I and II. I show that his understanding of passive
constructions develops significantly in Stage Ill .
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To begin with, there are two passives of morphological causatives, using two
different causative morphemes. Note an additional complexity in (75a), where the relative
root (is-) of the verb refers to the English phrase up and down.

(75) PASSIVES OF CAUSATIVE VERBS - STAGE III
a.

Aukw

a

an

THAT.ONE r,QST THAT

up and down ah

is-piyi-ht-akiniwi-ch.

Eng Eng Eng rvs,cJ

thus)y-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVEJ -0 .S

PRO,FOC P,QST P,DEM.DST ENG ENG ENG PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI.VBZ-VTI.VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN

'Is this what is used to make it go up and down?'

Target: [aw a n Ap an tawn

a js-pi-ht-akanow-!Jl

Actual : [awga n ab ;)

awis-pi-td-ag;)no-!fJ

dmd

(B3-2007-03-19#6 17)

b.

Min

kah

pim-ipiyi-h-akiniwi-t

Susie.

agam

PVB,CJ move-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

Susie

P,QUANT

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA. VBZ-PASSIVE-CJN

N

'Then it was Susie's turn, Susie had a ride.'
Lit. 'Then Susie was driven.'

Target:

['min

ga

b;)m-bi-h-ag;)n:::H

(name)]

Actual:

[min

ga

vim-bi-"h-ag;)no-d

(name)]
(B3-2007 -04-02#62)

In addition, there are three passives that include classificatory medials, al l of which
involve the 'metal mineral' medial in the verb 'to videotape' (Vaughan 20 I 0). One example
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is given below in (76), followed by a summary of morphological forms in Stages I-III

(78).

(76)

PASSIVE WITH A MEDIAL- STAGE

III

Aukw

an

cha

misin-apisk-ihw-akiniwi-t

that.one

that

FUT

Write-metal,m ineral-vTA . VBZ-PASSIVE.3 - 3 .S

PRO,FOC

P,DEM.DST

PYB,CJ ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA. VBZ- PASSIYE-CJN

'It will be the one that is filmed.'

Target:

[awkw

::m

cf:3t.

msn-t.ms'k-w-ag:m::>w-t"]

Actual:

[awg

~n

<t~

nbisn-ask-w-odnu-t"]
(83-2007-04-02# 303)

Also in this stage, Billy begins to use passives of verb stems with applicative
morpho logy (derived ditransitives), as in the fo llowing examples. Recall that
morphophonology obscures the app licative morpheme, but I have undone this process and
have presented each morpheme, as discussed in

(77).
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§4.4.2.5.

I include an example below in

(77) PASSIVIZED VERB STEM WITH APPLICATIVE MORPHOLOGY - STAGEIll
Ni-chlh

wlht-im-iw-ikiwi-n

apishlsh ...

I-PAST

te)J-by.head-APPLIC-PASSIVE.1-1 /2

Jitt)e

1-PVB

ROOT· VTA.VBZ-APPLIC-PASSIVE-liN

P,QUANT

'I was told a little about [angels] ...'
Lit: 'To me it was told a little about [angels] .. .'

Target:

[n.-!fi

wiht-nn-a-bw-n

Ipjij]

Actual:

[m;)-ci3i

t 11 -;)m-a-gA-n

IpjiJ ;)Weda]
(B3 -2007-03- l9#3 70)

In Stage III, Billy uses every morphological form of the passive avai lable to adult
speakers, in roughly equal distribution. This marks a notable development from Stage I,
where Billy was heav ily reliant on 'do'-pass ives (78) . A graph of Billy's use of
morphological forms is given in Figure 4.

(78) MoRPHOLOGICAL FORMOF PASSIVEs - STAGE I-III

'Do'-PASSIVE

PASSIVIZED
VERB STEM
WITH MEDIAL

PASSIVlZED
VERB STEM
WITH
APPLICATIVE

STAGE

BASIC

PASSI VE OF
CAUSATIVE

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

4/ 11 (36%)

1/1 1 (9%)

6/11 (55%)

0/ 11 (0%)

0/11 (0%)

Stage II
(5;02- 5;05)

9/ 13 (69%)

0/13 (0%)

4/ 13 (31 %)

0/ 13 (0%)

0/13 (0%)

Stage III
(5 ; I 0)

3/ 11 (27%)

2/11 (18%)

1/11 (9%)

311 1 (27%)

2/ 11 (18%)
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Morphological form of passives as percent of utterances
100%
90%
80%

B Applicative
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60%

• 'Do'-passive

50%

t:a Causative

40%
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30%
20%
10%
0%
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Figure 4: Morphological form of passives

In Stage III we find an increase in the number of overt patient NPs. One was given
above in (75b), and another example with an inanimate patient NP is given below in (79).
A summary across the three sections is given in (80) .

(79) OvERT PATIENT NP- STAGE III
Misin-apisk-ihw-akiniu-u

utah.

iskitfi

write-metal,mineral-vTA. VBZ-PASSivEJ -3

P,QST skidoo

here

ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-IlN

P,QST NA

P,DEM.LOCATION

'Is the skidoo going to be fi lmed like this?'

Target:

[psn-Ab'sk-w-ag:m-o

a

skidu

'uta]

Actual:

[Ipsn-apsk-11 -ag;m-ol

a

sgido

1dre]
(B3-2007-04-02#304)
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(80) ADDITIONAL MORPHOLOGY ON PASSIVES - STAGE I-III
STAGE

0BVIATIVE
MARKING

PLURAL MARKING

LOCATIVE PHRASE

OvERT PATIENT
NP

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

1/ 11 (9%)

2/11 (18%)

1/11 (9%)

1/11 (9%)

Stage II
(5;02- 5;05)

1/ 13 (8%)

0/13 (0%)

0/13 (0%)

0/13 (0%)

Stage III
(5 ; 10)

0/11 (0%)

1111 (9%)

0/11 (0%)

5/ 11 (45%)

Thus we see that use of patient NPs rises, albeit not significantly, in Stage III. This is
likely due to the fact that patient NPs are uncommon in Cree passive constructions, given
the availability of pronominal elitics and cross-referencing.
Billy forms SAP passives more frequently in Stage III than in Stages I and II.

(8 1) SAP PASSIVES- STAGE III
a.

Ni-chlh

wlht-im-iw-ikiwi-n

1-PAST

te(J-by.head-APPLIC-PASSIVE.l/2-1/2 JittJe

Eng

1-PVB

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-APPLIC-PASSIVE-IIN

ADV

apishlsh

ah

kiwishim-u-ch.

PVB,CJ

go.to.bed-VAI.VBZ-3.PL

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VA!. vsz-CIN

P,QUANT

late

'I was told they go to bed a little too late.'

Target:

[n,-!fi

Actual:

[~m-dJidJi wet-;:nn-a-gu-n

wiht-rm-a-kow-n rpiJ lejt" a
lpjiJ ledaj a

bwjim-u-!f]
gaJum-1-!f]
(B3-2007-03- 19#3 72)
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b.

Ni-chlh

misinapiski-hu-kiwi-n

wash shash.

1-PAST

v ideorecord-by. instrument-PASSIVE.l/2-1 /2

EMPH already

1-PVB

ROOT-VAl. VBZ-PASSIVE-liN

P,DISC P,TIME

'I was already videotaped. I I already had my picture taken.'

Target:
Actual:

[n.-!fi
L-dJI

msnapsk-u-ku-n ;;!Waf Ej]
msmepsk-o-ko-n af

af gmiaj]

(B3-2007-03-19#582)

Example (81a) is the second utterance in a series, the completion ofthe previous
utterance 'I was told a little about...', which is given in (77). A comparison of SAP forms
in Stages I-III is given in (82).

(82) PERSON OF DERIVED PATIENT SUBJECT- STAGE I-III
STAGE

SAP(!"' OR 2"0 PERSON)

NoN-SAP (3RD PERSON)

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

1111 (9%)

I 0/ 11 (9 1%)

Stage II
(5 ;02- 5;05)

1113 (8%)

12/13 (92%)

Stage III
(5 ;10)

3/11 (27%)

8/ 11 (73%)

Despite the developments in his speech by Stage III, Billy is still not producing
passives formed from non-actional verbs. The data for all three Stages is given in (83).
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(83) AcTIONAL vs. NoN-ACTIONAL VERBS- STAGE I-III
STAGE

AcTIONAL VERB

NoN-ACTIONAL VERB

Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

11/ll (100%)

0/11 (0%)

Stage II
(5;02- 5;05)

12/13 (92%)

1113 (8%)

Stage III
(5; 10)

] 1111 (100%)

0/11 (0%)

Stage Ill is the first time that the majority of passive verbs are Transitive Animate
verbs, and inflected in the Independent order. This stage also marks the first use of
ditransitive stems in passive constructions. I take this to be evidence that Billy's linguistic
abi lities are increasing. For instance, Billy relies less and less on conventionalized 'do'passives, producing only one in this session. Recall that 'do'-passives are formed from Tl
stems and inflected in the Conjunct order in every recorded use. As Billy produces only
one 'do'-passive expression in Stage III, his speech begins to resemble CDS, where the
majority of passive verbs are formed from VTA stems and roughly half of verbs are
inflected in the Conjunct order (84). A graph of Billy's use of morphological verb classes
in passive utterances is given in Figure 5, and a graph of his use of inflectional orders is
given in Figure 6.
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(84)

M ORPHOLOGICAL CL ASS AND INFLECTIONAL ORDER OF PASSIVE VERBS- S TAG E ]-III

STAGE

TRANSITI VE

TRANSITIVE

I NANIMATE

A NIMATE VERB

VERB (VTJ)

(VTA)

9/ 11 (82%)

2/ 11 (18%)

8/ 13 (62%)
4/ 11 (36%)

DITRANSITIVE

Stage I

Stage II
(5 ;02- 5;05)

III
(5 ;10)

Stage

C o NJUNCT

(liN)

ORDER (ClN)

0111 (0%)

2/ 11 (18%)

9/ 11 (82%)

5/ 13 (38%)

0/13 (0%)

6/13 (46%)

7/13 (54%)

5/ 11 (45%)

2/11 (18%)

6/ 11 (55%)

5/ 11 (45%)

(VTA)

(4;06- 5;00)

I NDEPENDENT
ORDER

Morphological class of passivized verbs as percent of utterances
100%
90%
80%
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

~

Ditransitive VTA

D VTA
•VTI

Stage I

Stage II

Stage Ill

Figure 5: Morphological class of passives
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Inflectional order of passives as percent of utterances
100%
90%
80%
70%

D CIN
•liN

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Stage I

Stage II

Stage Ill

Figure 6: Inflectional order of passives

5.4.4. Comparison to CDS
In the above section I have shown the development of Billy's passive productions up to
Stage III, which is the most adult-like of the three stages. In this section, I compare Billy's
productions in Stages I- III (4;06- 5;10) to his caregiver's productions. T his section
requires adopting the assumption that CDS approximates conversational Cree, which is
not necessarily true. What we wi ll see is that Billy's speech has developed significantly,
and that his acquisition of the passive construction is comprehensive but by no means
complete.
Consider morphological forms ofthe passive in Billy's speech as compared to CDS .
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(85) MoRPHOLOGICAL FORM OF PASSIVES- BILLY's AND CDS

PASSIVIZED
PASSI VIZED
VERB STEM w/ VERBSTEM w/
APPLICATIVE
MEDIAL

SPEAKER

BASIC

PASSIVE OF
CAUSATIVE

Billy
Stage I
(4;06- 5;00)

4/11
(36%)

1I 11
(9%)

6/ 11
(55%)

0/ 11
(0%)

0/11
(0%)

Billy
Stage II
(5;02 - 5;05)

9/ 13
(69%)

0/ 13
(0%)

4/ 13
(31%)

0/12
(0%)

0/12
(0%)

Billy
Stage III
(5; I 0)

3/11
(27%)

2/11
(18%)

1111
(9%)

3/ 11
(27%)

2/11
(18%)

CDS

55/86
(64%)

4/86
(5%)

2/86
(2%)

20/86
(23%)

5/86
(6%)

'Do'-PASSIVE

By Stage III, Billy shows an adult-like ability to use all of the recorded forms of the
passive that occur in CDS. In this regard, Billy's acquisition is very advanced, though the
percentages of his usage of various form s in Stage III are influenced by the small samp le
size and do not approximate usage of various forms in CDS.
With respect to the possible morphological complexity of passive utterances, Bi lly
does not produce the same variety of morphology as his caregiver. As this morphology is
optional, I present Billy's speech as a percentage of his total utterances, as I have done for
CDS. While he shows knowledge of obviative marking, plural marking, locative phrases
and patient NPs, we have no evidence that he is aware of habitual or subjunctive mood
marking on passives, diminutive morphology, or adverbial preverbs. Note, however, that
this morphology may appear elsewhere in Billy's speech, only not yet on passives (86).
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(86) ADDITIONAL MORPHOLOGY ON PASSIVES- BILLY's AND CDS

0 BVIAPLURAL LOCATIVE
SPEAKER
TIVE
MARKING PHRASE
MARKING

OvERT
PATIENT
NP

ADVERBHABITDIMINU- SuBJUNCIAL
UAL
TIVE
TIVE
PREVERB
MARKING

Billy
Stage I
(4;065;00)

111 1
(9%)

2111
(18%)

Billy
Stage II
(5;025;05)

1113
(8%)

0113

0113

0113

0113

0113

0113

0113

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

(0%)

0111

(0%)

0111
(0%)

0/11
(0%)

0111

(0%)

5111
(45%)

0111

(0%)

1111
(9%)

(0%)

3186
(4%)

16186
(19%)

1186
(1%)

9186
(1 1%)

1186
(1 %)

2186
(2%)

3186
(4%)

3186
(4%)

Billy
Stage III
(5; 10)

CDS

0111

I I 11
(9%)

1I l l
(9%)

0111
(0%)

0111
(0%)

0111
(0%)

0111
(0%)

While SAP forms appear to be difficult to acquire, Billy's passive utterances
approximate his caregiver's by Stage III. Note, however, that Billy repeats an SAP
utterance twice in Stage III (see the discussion surrounding example (81 a) and Appendix
I , Conversation 20). Thus, his acquisition of SAP passives may not be as comprehensive

as they appear to be, based on these numbers (87).
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(87) PERSON oF DERIVEDPATIENT suBJECT - BILLY's ANDCDS

SPEAKER

SAP (l ST OR 2ND PERSON)

NoN-SAP (3RO PERSON)

Billy
Stage I (4;06- 5 ;00)

1111 (9%)

10/ 11 (91 %)

Billy
Stage II (5;02- 5;05)

1113 (8%)

12/ 13 (92%)

Billy
Stage III (5 ; 10)

3/ 11 (27%)

8/11 (73%)

CDS

28/86 (33%)

58/86 (67%)

Throughout the corpus, Billy produces no non-actional passives in an adult-like
way (recall that the one non-actional passive in the corpus is self-corrected and appears to
be a mistake, as in §5.4.2.1). It seems that he has yet to acquire an understanding of this
type of passive verb, and in this regard his speech is not adult-like (88).

(88) AcTIONAL vs. NON-ACTIONAL VERBs- BILLY's AND CDS

SPEAKER

ACTIONAL VERB

NoN-ACTIONAL VERB

Billy
Stage I ( 4;06 - 5 ;00)

11111 (100%)

0/ 11 (0%)

Billy
Stage II (5 ;02 - 5;05)

12/ 13 (92%)

1113 (8%)

Billy
(5 ;10)

11 / 11 (100%)

0/ 11 (0%)

CDS

60/86 (70%)

26/86 (30%)

Bi lly's reliance on 'do'-passives initially biased the distribution of morphological
verb classes in his passive utterances to VTI stems. This is unlike adult speech, in which
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VTA stems predominate. By Stage III, Billy's speech is adult-like in that the majority of
his passive utterances are derived from VTA stems (transitive and ditransitive). However,
note that Billy's speech is unlike adult speech in that he produces no passives of transitive
AI verbs. This suggests that passives of morphologically intransitive verbs are more
difficult to acquire than passives of transitive verbs. An interesting question for future
research will be how Billy acquires the difference between passives of transitive AI verbs,
which have a patient subject, and passives of AI+Adjunct verbs, which have a generic
human agent subject (89).

(89) MoRPHOLOGICAL CLASS OF PASSIVE VERBS- BILLY's AND CDS
SPEAKER

TRANSITIVE
INANIMATE VERB
(VTI)

TRANSITIVE
ANIMATE VERB
{VTA)

TRANSITI VE AI
VERB (VAl)

DITRANSITIVE
VTA

Billy
Stage I
(4;06- 5;02)

9/ 11 (82%)

2/11 (18%)

0/11 (0%)

0/11 (0%)

Billy
Stage II
(5 ;02 - 5;05)

8/13 (62%)

5/ 13 (38%)

0/13 (0%)

0/ 13 (0%)

Billy
Stage III
(5; I 0)

4/ 11 (36%)

5/11 (45%)

0/11 (0%)

2/ ll ( 18%)

CDS

27/86 (31%)

39/86 (45%)

6/86 (7%)

14/86 (16%)

Billy was exposed to passive verbs bearing dubitative preterit inflection in 5% of
the utterances he heard. Throughout the corpus of his speech, he only produces passive
verbs bearing indicative neutral inflection. Despite an early predominance of Conjunct
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order inflection, due to his reliance on 'do'-passives, his usage of the Independent and
Conjunct orders develops to a point where it is roughly similar to usage in CDS (90).

(90) INFLECTIONAL ORDER OF PASSIVE VERBS- BILLY's AND CDS

SPEAKER

INDEPENDENT
INDICATIVE NEUTRAL
(liN)

CoNJUNCT INDICATIVE
NEUTRAL (CIN)

INDEPENDENT
DUBITATIVE PRETERIT
(IDP)

Billy
Stage I (4;06 - 5;00)

2/ 11 (18%)

9/ 11 (82%)

0/ 11 (0%)

Billy
Stage II (5 ;02- 5;05)

6/ 13 (46%)

7/ 13 (54%)

0/ 13 (0%)

Billy
Stage III (5;10)

6/ 11 (55%)

5/ 11 (45%)

0/11 (0%)

CDS

36/86 (42%)

46/86 (54%)

4/86 (5%)

5.4.5. Summary

What I have shown in this section is that Billy's acquisition of the passive develops over
three Stages. In Stage I it is difficult to pinpoint how much he knows about passive
constructions, though it seems clear that he has acquired the passive morpheme. In Stage
II there is evidence that he is starting to understand the functi on of the passive morpheme,

and make mistakes in his verbal composition and self-corrects. In Stage III Billy shows a
much wider range of constructions, with more complex passive verbs, such as derived
ditransitive verbs and morphological causatives. He shows a marked improvement from
Stages I and II. However, Billy appears to have difficulty acquiring passives of nonactional verbs. Even so, his speech closely resembles CDS, though with a slight reduction
in morphological complexity and inflectional variety.
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5.5. Discussion
Billy's linguistic development is similar to development in some other non-Indo-European
languages in that the speed with which he develops a sophisticated understanding of the
passive construction is remarkable. He is exposed to a very high rate of passive utterances
in CDS, which is a factor that helps to explain this fact.
One surprising aspect of Billy's acquisition of passives is that SAP passives appear
later than non-SAP passives. This is unlike Zulu acquisition, where Suzman found that
chi ldren produced first person adversitive passives first (Suzman 1985). I believe that a
likely explanation for this pattern has to do with two factors: (i) the increased
morphological complexity ofTA passive verbs in Cree, and (ii) the conventionalized use
of the 'do'-passive, which is a non-SAP form .
Recall that Transitive Animate passives require the selection of an allomorph based
on the person of the derived subject (SAP vs. non-SAP), which adds a layer of complexity
to the acquisition ofthese forms . Furthermore, TA verbal stems in the active vo ice are
more complex than other verbal stems because the projection of two animate arguments
requires the direct/ inverse system, so it is possible that Billy acquires TA verbs, both
active and passive, later than TI verbs (cf. Allen & Crago 1996 on Inuktitut inflections).
This is an interesting question for future work. It is significant that these passives appear
late, given that they constitute the majority of the passives in the CDS.
Note also that Billy relies on 'do'-passives in his first passive utterances ('How do
you do this?'). This is a non-SAP passive of a Transitive Inanimate verb in Cree, inflected
in the Conjunct order. This is a highly useful phrase for a child learner. I speculate that
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Billy first acquired the 'do'-passive as an unanalyzed chunk, and find some supportive
evidence for this hypothesis in the corpus. This is an important observation, since
Conjunct order is argued to be more complicated for the Cree learner (Terry 20 I 0, Rose

& Brittain 20 II). Billy's passives are inflected in the Conjunct order to a very high degree
in the first stage, because of his reliance on 'do'-passives. Unfortunately, the corpus of
Billy's speech does not start early enough (4;06), and the corpus ofthe younger speaker
Ani's speech does not continue late enough (3;08) to test whether 'do'-passives are in fact
used by children to begin analysis the passive system, 43 so I must leave this question to
future researchers investigating the speech development of Cree children. The idea that
Cree children first acquire basic linguistic systems and use them to begin to analyze more
complex linguistic constructions is not new: this same pattern has been found in Ani's
acquisition of the NEC metrical system (Swain 2008) and intransitive inflectional
morphology (Terry 20 I 0; for an overview of Ani's acquisition see Rose & Brittain 20 II).
Billy does not produce passivized non-actional verbs. This resembles findings for
Inuktitut (Allen & Crago 1996), but not for Quiche and Sesotho (Pye & Quixtan Poz
1988; Kline & Demuth 20 I 0). Only one non-actional passive was produced (1 /35; 3%),
and it appears to be a mistake, as Billy self-corrects his utterance to an actional verb.
More data is needed to really assess the acquisition of non-actional passives in Cree.
Overall, Billy's acquisition of the passive construction shows aU-shaped
development pattern (e.g., Marcus et al. 1992), contra the Maturation Hypothesis (Borer

43 Note that recordings of Ani continue until 4;03, but no recordings have been translated or processed past
3;08.
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& Wexler 1987). In Stage I (4;06- 5;00), his use of passive morphology is productive,

and his passive utterances are relatively error-free, though the majority of his passive
utterances are 'do'-passives. Furthermore, we see no evidence that he has acquired the
syntax of the passive. Thus, at this stage he has acquired passive morphology and passive
words, but not passive grammar. In Stage II (5;02- 5;05) there is evidence that he
engages in an analysis ofthe syntax of the passive system, and during this stage he shows
an understanding of the relationship between passive and active verb forms. This is the
stage in which he produces the most errors. By Stage III there is a noticeable increase in
the complexity of his passive utterances, which are in many respects adult-like,
suggesting that by 5; I 0 he has acquired the syntax of the passive.
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Chapter 6- The acquisition of unaccusativity

6.1. Introduction

The purpose ofthis chapter is to investigate Billy's acquisition ofunaccusativity in the
subset of intransitive verbs. I begin by reviewing unaccusativity from a theoretical
perspective in §6.2, then I give an overview of the literature on the acquisition of
unaccusativity in §6.3. In §6.4 I introduce the subset of verbs of interest in Billy's speech,
that is the set of -piyi verbs. I discuss the methodology with which I investigate th is set of
verbs in §6.5. In §6.6 I consider -piy i verbs in CDS, and in §6.7 I present an analysis of
these verbs in Billy's speech. I conclude in §6.8 with a discussion .

6.2. Overview of unaccusativity
The theory of unaccusativity seeks to explain cross-linguistic differences in the syntactic
behaviour of intransitive verbs by positing two classes of intransitive verbs that differ in
their underlying syntactic representations. In the Minimalist terminology, the argument of
an unergative verb is merged in subject position, while the argument of an unaccusative
verb merged in object position. A simplified schematization is provided below in (91).

(9 1)

STRUCTURE OF INTRANSITI VE VERBS

a.

Unergative:

NP [vr V]

b.

Unaccusative:

[vr V NP/CP]
(Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995:3, ex.1)
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These ideas were first formulated by Perlmutter as the Unaccusative Hypothesis
(Perlmutter 1978; see also, for example, Chomsky 1981; Burzio 1986). Perlmutter
observed that semantic sub-classes share syntactic behaviour, for example that change of
state verbs are unaccusatives. This has been confirmed in a number of other languages.
In GB terms, the underlying object of an unaccusative verb raises to subject
position to get Nominative case, forming an A-chain, while the subject of an unergative
verb is base-generated in subject position.44 These two ty pes of verbs form causatives in
different ways. Unaccusative verbs with related transitive verbs enter into the causativeinchoative alternation (Levin 1993:27), whereas unergative verbs do not alternate (92).

(92)

CAUSATIVE- INCHOATIVE ALTERNATION

a.

UNACCUSATIVE ( A LTERNATES)

1.

The cup broke

INCHOATIY E

II.

Janet broke the cup

CAUSATIVE

(Levin 1993:29, ex.l2)

b.

U NERGATIVE ( DOES NOT ALTERNATE)

1.
11.

iii.

The doll giggled

UNERGATI VE

*Peter giggled the doll

*TRANSITIVE CAUSATIVE

Peter made the doll giggle

PERIPHRASTIC CAUSATIVE

(Borer & Wexler 1987:159, ex. 44)

Within the Minimalist Program (Chomsky 1995), v-projections are understood to
constitute phase boundaries, such that only the head and specifier(s) of the vP are
44 See §4.3 .1 for more discussion of argument raising in GB.
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available to syntactic functions higher in the derivation. 45 U naccusative verbs are
understood to proj ect a defective vP, which does not project an external argument, does
not assign Accusative case, and does not constitute a phase boundary (Wexler 2004 :168,
ex. 19). In other words, the complement ofVP is still available to the subject position
(Spec-TP) for purposes of feature-checking (Agree), and case assignment.

(93)

D ERI VATION OF AN UNACCUSATIVE VERB (MINIMALIST)

The vasei T v V broke ti

Because both unergative and unaccusative verbs have the same superficial surface
appearance, an intransitive verb with a single subject, unaccusative structures pose an
acquis ition problem, in terms of learnability. T he challenge can be stated different ly,
depending on one's theoretical bent: (i) the acquisition of the mismatch between
grammatical roles and thematic roles; (ii) the acquisition of structures requiring the
formation of an A-chain; (iii) the acquisition of defective v-projections as opposed to full
v-projections.

6.3. Unaccusativity acquisition literature
In thi s section, I provide a brief overview of the literature on the acqui sition of
unaccusativ ity. Much current work takes the Maturation Hypothesis (Borer & Wexler
1987) as a starting point. I restate the hypothesis here, as well as the Universal Phase
Hypothesis (Wexler 2004), but refer the reader to §4.3 .1 for an in-depth overview of the
45 See §4.3 .1 .1 for more on defective v-projections.
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same.

6.3.1. The Maturation Hypothesis and unaccusativity
The M aturation Hypothesis (Borer & Wexler 1987), which ho lds that children cannot
fo rm A-chains until around age 4;00, has implications for the acquisition of
unaccusativity. S ince unaccusative verbs require A-chain formation, children who lack the
ability to form an A-cha in are predicted to have difficu lty acquiring unaccusativity.
The Maturation Hypothesis has been updated to incorporate current syntactic theory
in a hypothesis known as the U nivera l Phase Hypothes is (UPH) (Wex ler 2004), which
holds that pre-mature children a lways understand v to be a phase boundary. Like
passives, unaccusative verbs are understood to proj ect a defective v w hich does not define
a phase boundary. The inability to interpret a v-projection as defective (that is, as not
constituting a phase boundary) would be an issue for children acquiring unaccusativity.
As children produce unaccusative verbs at a young age, Borer & Wexler ( 1992)
propose the Unergative Misanalyis Hypothes is (UMH) to account fo r child speech. 46

6.3.1.1. Unergative Misanalysis
A pre-mature child who is unable to form an A-cha in or to interpret a v-projection as
defective still undertakes an evaluation of language (Borer & Wexler 1987). T he UMH
holds that children presume a ll subjects to have been base-generated in subject position
46 Another potential misanalysis is the non-raising misanalys is, where children assume that the obj ect of an
unaccusative verb remains in situ. No evidence has been found to support this (Sano, Endo &
Yamakosh i 200 I).
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(Borer & Wexler 1992). Thus, children wi ll not structurally differentiate between verbs
that enter into the causative-inchoative alternation (unaccusative) and verbs that do not
(unergative). Since there will be no way for children to determine that only unaccusative
verbs form lexical causatives, they may assume that any verb may do so. This accounts
for the over-generalization of lexical causatives, as in *Peter giggled the doll, which is
not uncommon in child English.
Results of experimental studies have yielded mixed results. Ev idence in support of
the UMH comes from the acqui sition of Russian genitive-of-negation constructions
(Babyonyshev et a!. 2001) and Russ ian locative inversion constructions (Kallestinova
2007). Both studies found , through production tasks, that children have difficulty
differentiating between unergative and unaccusative verbs, particularly around age three.
Ev idence against the UMH comes from two studies of Japanese acquis ition, a study of
" full" unaccusatives (unaccusatives with a by-phrase) (Sano, Endo, & Yamakoshi 2001), 47
and a study of te-iru aspect constructions (Shimada & Sano 2007). Both of these stud ies
found that children are able to comprehend structures requiring A-cha ins by age 3.48 As
this thesis is not experimental in nature and the results I report do not bear on the UMH, I
do not go into any further detail here, but I refer the interested reader to Appendix IV for a
more detailed overview ofthese experimental studies.

4 7 Sano, Endo & Yamakoshi (200 I) was later reanalyzed in favour of the Unergative Misanalysis
Hypothesis by Machida, Miyagawa, & Wexler (2004).
48 Comprehension has been arg ued to precede production; see, for example, Clark ( 1993 :246).
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6.3.2. Longitudinal studies of the acquisition of unaccusativity

To the best of my knowledge, only one other longitudinal study of the acquisition of
unaccusativity has been undertaken, oflnuktitut (Allen & Crago 1993). 49 Though their
classification of intransitive Inuktitut verbs into unergatives and unaccusatives is
preliminary, they are able to demonstrate that children incorrectly form lexical causatives
for both unergatives and those unaccusatives that do not enter into the causativeinchoative alternation, as in the following examples (94).

(94) CAUSATIVE OYERGENERALIZATIONS INlNUKTITUT 50
a.

UNERGATIVE (3;05.15)

CoRRECTED UTTERANCE

?Niuvirialaurlagit?

N iuvirtilaurlagit?

niuviq-giaq-lauq-lagit?

niuviq-tit-lauq-lagit

buy-begin-POL-IMP.l sS

buy-CAUS-POL-IMP.l sS

'Want me to go buy you?'

'Want me to let you buy something?'

Context:

Suusi (speaker) is acting as a cashier in a pretend store
(Allen & Crago 1993:22, ex. 39b)

49 There is a study ofthe acquisition of change of state verbs in Quechua (Courtney 2002), which does not
address unaccusativ ity directly. Rather, Courtney focuses on the acquisition of basically intransitive
predicates (unaccusative, internally caused) as opposed to basically transitive predicates (externally
caused). (See Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995 for internal vs. external cause and cross-linguistic
differences in the construal of event causation.) She finds that children initially analyze all change of
state predicates as basically transitive, which she interprets as evidence that children first understand all
change of state events to be externally caused. Thus, the difficulty for Quechua-speaking children is the
acquisition of internal cause.
50 In this example I change Allen & Crago's (1993) glossing of -Iii- from 'CSV' (causative mood) to 'caus'
(causative derivational morphol ogy), following the distinction drawn in Allen ( 1998).

II 0

b.

UNACCUSATIVE (3 ;0 1.15)

CoRRECTED UTTERANCE

* ljukkalagu?

Ij ukkati llagu?

ijukka-lagu

ijukka-tit-lagu

fal l-IMP.! sS.3s0

faJi-CAUS-IMP.1 sS .3sO

'Shall I fa ll it?'

'I will make it fall.'

Context:

Suusi proposes pushing a stuffed animal down the stairs
(Allen & Crago 1993:23, ex.4 l b)

Allen & Crago ( 1993) go on to demonstrate that this difficu lty with unergatives and
unaccusatives can be extended to transitivity alternations in a more general sense. They
observe confusion between transitive and intransitive verbs, and difficulty with
antipassive morphology, case-marking and verbal inflections. They propose that th is
difficu lty does not arise because children lack the abi lity to form A-chains, but from the
structure of Inuktitut grammar. As an ergative language, Inuktitut is typically analyzed as
requiring NP movement in an overwhelming number of constructions (see, e.g., Johns
1992; Murasugi 1992). Children are consistently exposed to and producing constructions
requiring A-chain formation. Therefore, it is not surprising that children do not exhibit a
specific difficulty with the acquisition of unaccusativity, as they appear to be able to form
A-chains from a very young age.
I wi ll continue on to introd uce my own study in the next sections, beginning with an
overview of unaccusativity in NEC.
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6.4. Unaccusativity in NEC: piyi-derived verbs
Recall from Chapter 2 that Algonquian verbs are composed minimally of a root and a
verbalizer. In this study I will focus on verbs derived by the verbalizer -piyi. This set of
verbs is of particular interest because the same verbalizer derives both unaccusative and
unergative verbs, and both AI and II verbs (Brittain in press).

6.4.1. Previous discussions of -piyi
Previous discussions of -piyi in the literature have centred on the equivalent Pla ins Cree
morpheme -payi. Wolfart (1973:71) attributes the meaning 'move' to the -payi verbalizer.
Hirose (2003) analyzes payi-derived verbs as "dynamic" unaccusatives (e.g.,
inchoatives), and notes a subclass which denotes fast movement. H e attributes the feature
[dynamic] to the -payi verbalizer. Brittain (in press) and Johansson & Brittain (20 12)
provide a more detailed analysis of this verbalizer, for Naskapi and NEC respectively.

6.4.2. Classification of piyi-derived verbs
Piyi-derived verbs fa ll into three subclasses according to the semantics ofthe root
morpheme. Johansson & Brittain (20 12) propose the fo llowing c lassification (95).
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(95) PIYI-DERIVED VERB CLASSES
VERB TYPE

MORPHOLOGICAL COMPOSITION

Sus-CLASS

o/o OF LEXICON 51

Unaccusative

ROOT + piyi

Spontaneous unaccusative

80%

Unergative

ROOTispatiaiJ + piyi

Vehicle verb

10%

Verb of emission

10%

The set of unaccusative -piyi verbs includes verbs whose argument is a patient, for
example change of state verbs (pikupiyiu 'it breaks') and change of location verbs
(wiyiwipiyiu 'it falls out').
Roots of vehicle verbs denote points of departure, arrival, or movement between
two points and are thus considered to be "spatial" roots (Brittain in press). The verbs
themselves are typically agentive manner of motion verbs, where the agent of the verb is
the operator of a vehicle (e.g., boat, car, skidoo); no part ofthe morphology of the verb
refers to a vehicle, but the use of a vehicle is entailed by the verb ( dshuwipiyiu 's/he, it
(anim) goes across by vehicle'). Certain of these verbs can be non-agentive, where the
subject typica lly refers to the vehicle or engine itself(chihchipiyiu 'it (engine) starts on its
own'), though some refer to life events or time (winipiyiu 'events are going wrong').
Piyi-derived verbs of em ission refer to events of substance, sound, or light emission
(S ubstance: pishtdupiyiu 'it (anim) foams up'; Sound: shdshwdwapiyiu 'it jingles'; Light:
washtapiyiu 'it lights up, flashes'). 52 These are cross-linguistically non-agentive
5 1 The count is based on the Naskapi Lexicon (http://www.collectionscanada.gc.ca/naskapi). Naskapi verb
forms were tested with a native NEC speaker who accepted all presented forms as NEC words. No
dialectal differences between Naskapi and NEC were discovered with respect to p iyi-derived words.
52 Note that verbs of smell emission are derived by a different verbalizer (NEC: -maku) in CMN . This set
of verbs is not investigated further in this thesis. However, this morphological difference does present an
interesting puzzle, as verbs of em ission are typically treated as a fairly homogeneous lexical-semantic
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unergatives (Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995), and have been demonstrated to be so in
Blackfoot (Algonquian) (Johansson & Ritter in press).
Unlike most NEC verbalizers, -piy i can derive both AI and II verbs. In other words,
the subject of a piy i-derived verb can be animate or inanimate, and the morphological
form of the verb does not change, as demonstrated below in (96).

(96)

P !YI-DERIVED VERBS PERM IT ANIMATE AND INANIMATE SUBJECTS
a.

A N IMATE suBJECTs

Plku-piyi-u

akiskw.

Wiyip-isi-u

akiskw.

break-ovN-3

arrow

black-VAl. VBZ-3

arrow

ROOT-VI.VBz-IJN

NA

ROOT-VAl. VBZ-IJN

NA

'The arrow (animate) is broken.'

b.

'The arrow (animate) is black.'

I NANIMATE SUBJECTS

Plku-piyi-u

wiyakin.

Wiyip-a-u

wiyakin.

break-ovN-3

plate

black-vu.vsz-3

plate

ROOT-VI. VBZ-IJN

Nl

ROOT-VII. VBZ- IIN

Nl

'The plate (inanimate) is broken.'

'The plate (animate) is black.'

Thus, p iyi-derived verbs may be AI or II verbs. While any p iyi-derived verb can be AI/II,
the permissible arguments di ffer across the three subclasses (97).

class.
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(97) SuMMARY OF PJYI-DERIVED VERB CLASSES (CF. JoHANSSON & BRITTAIN 2012)

PIYI-DERIVED SUB-CLASS ARGUMENT

CREE

Gwss

UNACCUSATIVE

pfkupiyiu

It breaks

Patient (AI/II)

UNERGATIVES (VEHICLE) Agent (AI)
Non-agentive (AI/II)

chihchipiyiu S/he sets out by car or boat; the
engine starts on its own

UNERGATIVES (EMISSION) Non-agentive (AI/II)

tdpwdpiyiu

It makes a loud noise

Johansson & Brittain (20 12) provide empirical evidence to support the above
classification. Their diagnostics and my fieldwork findings are outlined below.

6.4.2.1. Agentive vs. non-agentive arguments

Unaccusative verbs, whose single argument is an affected entity (a patient), and verbs of
emission, whose single argument is a non-agentive emitter, are not compatible with either
agent-oriented adverbs or with purpose clauses. Agentive vehicle verbs are compatible
with both. This is demonstrated below with examples from my fieldwork.

(98) AGENT-ORIENTED ADVERBS ONLY PERMISSIBLE WITH VEHICLE VERBS

a.

UNACCUSATIVE
(*Wisht)

Chwan

chih

kwatipi-piyi-u.

(*deliberately)

John

PAST

roll.over-DYN-3

(*ADV)

NA

PVB

ROOT-Vl.VBz-liN

'John rolled over (*deliberately).'
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b.

VEHICLE VERB
Wisht

chlh wlh pa-piyi-u

Chwan.

deliberately PAST DESIO come-DYN-3

John

ADV

NA

PVB PVB

ROOT-VI.VBZ-liN

'John came over deliberately (e.g., in a motor boat).'

c.

VERB OF EMISSION
* Wisht

shashwawa-piyi-u

ah

deliberately DESIO

j ingle-DYN-3

PVB,CJdance-VAl. VBZ-3.S

ADV

ROOT-VI. VBZ-JJN

PVB,CJ ROOT-VA!. VBZ-ClN

wlh

PVB

nlm-i-t.

'*She deliberately makes the jingling sound while she dances.' 53

(99) PURPOSE CLAUSES ONLY PERMISSIBLE WITHVEHICLE VERBS

a.

UNACCUSATIVE
Chwan chlh kwatipi-piyi-u *[ ah

wlh pahp-i-h-a-t

John

PAST roll.over-DYN-3

PVB,CJ DESIO laugh-VAl. VBZ-CAUS-DIR-3 .S

NA

PVB ROOT-VJ.VBZ-JJN

PVB,CJ PVB

ROOT-VA!. VBZ-VTA.VBZ-THM-ClN

awashish-h].
Child-PL
NA-PL
'John ro lled over (unintentionally) *[to make the kids laugh] .'

53 Jing le dancing is a cultural practice shared by many aboriginal com munities in North America,
including the Cree. It involves wearing a dress with rows of metal cones (tobacco lids) sewn on and
dancing in such a way as to make the dress jingle. Jingle dancing is often part of dance competitions at
powvvow.
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b.

VEHICLE VERB
Chwan chih pa-piyi-u

ah

wih wap-iht-iw-ii-t

ut-Ot.

John

PAST come-DYN-3

PVB,CJ DESIO light-by.head-APPLIC-DIR-3.s 3-canoe

NA

PVB ROOT-VI.VBZ-IIN PVB,CJ PVB ROOT-VTI.VBZ-APPLIC-THM-CJN 3-NI

'John came over (e.g., in a motor boat) to show her his canoe.'

C.

VERB OF EMISSION
* Shashwawa-piyi-u

ah

wih pihkuht-a-t

chakwayiu.

j ing(e-DYN-3

PVB,CJ DESIO win-VAl. VBZ-3 .S

something

ROOT-VI. VBZ-JIN

PVB,CJ PVB

PRO,INDEF

ROOT-VA!. VBz-CJN

'*She jingles to win something (a prize).'
Lit. 'It is jingling to win something (a prize).'

This demonstrates that only vehicle verbs permit agentive external arguments, as
summarized below in (1 00).

(100) SuMMARY: SYNTACTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF PIY/-DERIVED VERBS

CHARACTERISTIC

UNACCUSATIVE

UNERGATIVE (VEHICLE)

UNERGATIVE
(EMISSION)

r---------------~-----------------+-----------------+-------

Agentive argument

X

X

6.4.2.2. Internal causer arguments

A shared characteristic of non-agentive external arguments is that the entity denoted by
the subject has the inherent capacity to generate the event denoted by the verb. This has
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been called " internal cause" by Levin & Rappaport Hovav ( 1995) and "teleological
capacity" by Folli & Harley (2008). Consider the following English examples. In (1 0 I a),
the bell denotes an entity that is capable of generating a chiming event. However, (I 01 b)

is strange because John does not denote an entity with the internal capacity to chime.

(I 0 1) I NTERNAL CAUSE

a.
b.

The bell chimed.
*John chimed.

Internal cause is understood to be a category of causers that includes agents (Levin &
Rappaport Hovav 1995). It is therefore associated with external arguments.
In the set of piy i-derived verbs, verbs of emission require that their argument be a
non-sentient internal causer. In the case ofthe verb 'whistle', a kettle is an appropriate
argument (1 02a), but lips are not, as lips are not in and of themselves capable of
generating a whistling event (1 02b).

(I 02) ARGU MENTS

a.

OF VERBS OF EMI SSION ARE INTERNAL CAUSERS

Kuishkushi-piyi-u

tiuschihkw.

whistle-oYN-3

kettle

ROOT- VI. vsz-IIN

NI

'The kettle is making a whistling sound .'
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b.

* Kuishkushl-piy i-u

nitowin.

whistle-oYN-3

my. lips

ROOT- VI . VBZ-JIN

NA

Intended: 'My lips are making a wh istling sound.'
(Johansson & Brittain 20 12)

Note that sentient whistlers are predicated of a different verb ( I 03a). Where a sentient
argument takes on the capacity to generate some event, for example through wearing
certain clothing, additional morphology is required on the verb to permit the sentient
subject (103b). Thus, emitters in NEC are non-sentient internal causers.

(1 03)

SENTI ENT EMITTERS

a.

Kuishkush-i-u

Mirl.

whistle-vAL vsz-3 Mary
ROOT- VA l. VBZ- JfN

NA

'Mary whistles.'

b.

Mirl shashwawa-piyi-hu-u.
Mary jingle-oYN-MED.RFLx-3
NA

ROOT- VI.VBZ- VA I.VBZ-IIN

'Mary jingled (wearing a jingle dress or clothing with bells).'
Lit. 'Mary made herself jingle.'
(Johansson & Brittain 20 12)

Vehicle verbs, while typ ically agentive manner of motion verbs, may also take
internal causer subj ects. My fie ldwork suggests that internal causer interpretations are
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available to most, if not all, vehicle verbs, as reported below (104).

(1 04) VEHICLE VERBS WITH INTERNAL CAUSERS

a.

Shash

chih chihchi-piyi-u

ni-misinihikin.

already

PAST leave-oYN-3

]-Jetter

P,TIME

PVB

J-NI

ROOT-VI.VBZ-JIN

'My letter has left (e.g., in the post; by vehicle, by air).'

b.

Awash

tiskim-ipiyi-u.

child

straight.across-ovN-3

NA

ROOT-VI. VBZ-liN

'The baby crosses the water in a motor boat (e.g., the motor is what carries the
non-agentive baby across).'

Verbs of emission and vehicle verbs thereby contrast with unaccusative verbs in that
their non-sentient subj ects are required to be internal causers ( I 05).

( I 05) SuMMARY: SYNTACTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF PIYI-DERIVED VERBS

UNACCUSATIVE

U NERGATIVE (V EHICLE)

UNERGATIVE
(EMISSION)

Agenti ve argument

X

../

X

Non-sentient subj ect
= internal causer

X

../

../

CHARACTERISTIC
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6.4.2.3. Causative alternation
The causative-inchoative a lternation is taken to be evidence that the subject of an
unaccusative verb is an underlying object (Burzio 1986; Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995,
among others). Among piyi-derived verbs, only the unaccusative set enter into the
causative-inchoative alternation. In the fo llowing examples, note that the verb root is
derived by a transitive verbalizer to form the transitive verbs. This is akin to Hale &
Keyser's (2002) "simple" or " automatic" transitivity alternation ( 106).

(l 06) CAUSATIVE- INCHOATIVE A LTERNATION:

UN ACCUSATIVE VERBS ONLY

I NTRANSITIVE

a.

Piku-piyi-u.

TRANSITIVE ALTERNANT

Piku-n-im.

AI/II

'It breaks.'

b.

Shayuw-ipiyi-u.

TI

'S/he breaks it.'

Shayuw-ishk-im.

AI/II

'It opens up.'

TI

'S/he opens it w ith her/his foot/body.'
( cf. Johansson & Brittain 20 12)

In contrast to unaccusative verbs, neither vehicle verbs nor verbs of emiss ion enter
into the causative- inchoative alternation. Causative vehicle verbs or verbs of emiss ion are
derived.fi-om the intrans itive -piy i verbs, by adding extra causative morphology. This is
evidence that these verbs are unergative, and that their single argument is Merged in
s ubject position; a causer is an additional external argument and requires additional layers
of syntactic derivation to be Merged in the structure, signa lled by the extra morpho logy.
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( 107) VEHICLE VERBS AND VERBS OF EMISSION DO NOT ALTERNATE

TRANSlTIVE ALTERNANT

I NTRANSITl VE

a.

Chishi-piyi-u.

AI/II

'S/he goes fast (in a vehicle or on foot) ; it (vehicle) goes fast.'

b.

Kuishkushl-piyi-u.

II

'It whistles.'

(Johansson & Brittain 20 12)

(I 08) DERIVED CAUSATIVE VEHICLE VERBS AND VERBS OF EMISSION (SECONDARY DERIVATION)

a.

Chisi-piyi-hta-u.
fast-DYN-CAUS-3
ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTI. VBz-JIN
'S/he drives it fast.'

b.

Kuishkushi-piyi-hta-u an
whistle-DYN-CAUS-3

napash

P,DEM boy

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTI. VBZ-JIN P,DEM NA

am-ya

utapan-iyiu.

P,DEM-OBV

train-OBV

P,DEM-OBV

NI-OBV

'The boy makes the train whistle.'
(Johansson & Brittain 20 12)

Johansson & Brittain (20 12) conclude that subj ects of unaccusative verbs are Merged in
internal argument position, but subj ects of vehicle verbs and verbs of emission are
Merged in external argument position (I 09). 54

54 The behaviour of the three classes is different, but the notion of " internal cause" allows for the
unification of vehicle and emission verbs. Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995 :9 1) propose that internal
cause subsumes agentivity. I assume this definition of internal cause, and conclude that arguments of
unergative verbs are merged in subject position and have the properties of internal causers.
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(I 09) SuMMARY: SYNTACTIC CHARACTERIZATION OF

PlYI-DERIVED VERBS

UNACCUSATIVE

UNERGATIVE (VEHICLE)

UNERGATIVE
(EMISSION)

Agentive argument

X

../

X

Non-sentient subject
= internal causer

X

../

../

Subject =
external argument

X

../

../

CHARACTERISTIC

6.4.2.4. Medio-reflexives

Johansson & Brittain (20 12) do not focus on media-reflexive morphology in their study
of piyi-derived verbs. Media-reflexive morphology consists of a transitivizer -h and an AI
verbalizer -u, which seems to detransitivize the verb. The resulting verb is an AI verb, but
the morphology adds some sense ofagentivity (110). For example, in ( I lOa) the source of
the motion is the engine of the vehicle. However, in (II Ob) the source of the motion is
vol itional muscle control. The same morphology is used to predicate sentient emitters of
verbs of emission, as in ( 103b), above, which is reproduced below in ( 11 Od). Med iareflexive morphology can also be used to predicate an agent of an unaccusative verb,
which will be discussed in §6.7.4.2.3.
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( 11 0) MEDIO-REFLEXIVE MORPHOLOGY ADDS AGENT

a.

Chiwa-piyi-u.

VEHICLE VERB

turn-DYN-3
ROOT-VI.VBz-JTN
'S/he went back (by vehicle).'

b.

VEHICLE VERB + MEDIO-REFLEXIVE

Chlwa-piyi-hu-u.
turn-DYN-TR-MED.RFLX-3
ROOT-VI. VBZ-VAI. VBz-JJN

'S/he turns back (e.g., to look over her/his shoulder, or in a vehicle).'

c.

EMISSION VERB

Shashwawa-piyi-u.
jingle-DYN-3
ROOT-VI.VBZ-IIN
'It jingles.'

d.

EMISSION VERB + MEDIO-REFLEXIVE

Mirl shashwawa-piyi-hu-u .
Mary j ingle-DYN-MED.RFLx-3
NA

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VAI. VBz-JJN

'Mary jingled (wearing a jingle dress or clothing with bells).'
Lit. 'Mary made herself jingle.'

My working hypothesis for these forms is that both vehicle verbs and emission verbs
require internal causers, but that the subject of a vehicle verb is attributed the
characteristics of an agent due to the conventional interpretation of the verb (cf. Brittain
in press). I suggest that the media-refl exive morphology attributes agenti vity to the
subject, such that the subject can be the volitional causer of some event, for example an
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event of turning as in (110b).55 This remains to be confirmed in fieldwork.

6.4.2.5. Mystery set 1: Relative root -piyi verbs
The set of relative root -p iy i verbs has not been analyzed in depth, and in this thesis I treat
these verbs as a homogeneous and mysterious class. Relative roots are typically translated
to mean 'thusly', which captures the idea that they refer to some other contextually salient
idea or event (see Bloomfield 1957; Rhodes 2006) . Relative root -piy i verbs receive a
default vehicle verb interpretation. This is demonstrated below ( 11 1).

( 11} ) RELATIVE ROOT VERBS AS VEHICLE VERBS
a.

Mana-tah

ka

is-piyi-t.

there-LOc

PVB,CJ thusly-DYN-3.s

P,DEM .REM-LOC

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBz-CJN

'S/he went over there (by vehicle).'

b.

Ka

is-piyi-h-lk.

PVB,CJ thusly-DYN-CAUS-INV
PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA.VBZ-THM
'I took him there (by veh icle).'

c.

is-piyi-hta-t.

Mau-tah

ka

thiS-LOC

PVB,CJthusly-DYN-CAUS-3 .S

DEM-LOC

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTI .VBz-CJN

'S/he took it somewhere by vehicle.'
55 The vehic le interpretation is still available in the presence ofmedio-refl exive morphology, but the
subj ect is interpreted as being somehow " more agentive" than in the absence of the media-refl exive.
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However, it is possible for the relative root to refer to, for example, the gesturing of
the speaker as in the following examples.

( 112) RELATIVE ROOT VERBS REFERRING TO SPEAKER GESTURING

a.

Mau-tah

ka

is-piyi-t.

thiS-LOC

PVB,CJ thusJy-DYN-3 .S

DEM-LOC

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. vsz-CIN

'S/he went like this (e.g., he fell- indicated by gestures of speaker).'

b.

Ka

is-piyi-hu-t.

PVB,CJ thus(y-DYN-MED.RFLX-3 .S
PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VAI. vsz-CJN
'S/he did like this (e.g., dancing or volitional motion - indicated by gesture).'

c.

Mau-tah ka

is-piyi-h-lk.

thiS-LOC PVB,CJ thus(y-DYN-CAUS-INV
DEM-LOC PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI.VBZ-VTA.VBZ-THM

'S/he made me go like this.'
Context: A child complains about a sibling spinning her around until dizzy.

d.

Mau-tah ka

is-piyi-hta-t.

th iS-LOC PVB,CJ thus(y-DYN-CAUS-3 .S
DEM-LOC PVB,CJ ROOT-VI.VBZ-YTI.VBZ-ClN
'He made it go like this (e.g., an inanimate thing, show motion with gesture).'

Given that the meaning of these verbs is so variable, I consider them to be a fourth subclass of piy i-derived verbs.
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6.4.2.6. Mystery set II: Manner adverbial -piy i verbs
There is a small set of p iyi-derived verbs that is, as of yet, under-studied. These are piyiderived verbs that refer to quick motion, but do not denote vehicular travel. For examp le,
consider the following example.

( 113) p fY/- DERIVED

MANNER VERBS

Kichashtipi-piyi-u.
fast-DYN-3
ROOT- VI.VBZ-IIN

'S/he is fast, quick, agile.'

This verb cannot refer to vehicular travel, nor to the passage of time. Similar verbs
inc lude kachipiyihau 'S/he hides her/him/it quickly', and kuchipiyihdu 'S/he quickly
swallows, gulps it down'. Verbs like this are also observed by Hirose (2003), but have not
been classified as e ither unergative or unaccusative as of yet. 56

6.4.2.7. Summary
In sum, I have identified five classes of -piyi verbs to consider in Billy's language
productions. T hese are unaccusative verbs, vehicle verbs, verbs of emission, relative root
verbs, and manner verbs. I turn now to my methodology for ana lyzing these verbs.

56 The various interpretations of piyi-derived verbs resembles the ambiguity of the verb of identity ('be an
X') in N ishnaabemwin (Central Algonquian), which can refer to "an ongoing state or a transition into
that state" (Valentine 200 I :337-338).
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6.5. Methodology
In this section I describe the methodology that I used in my analysis of Billy's acquisition
ofunaccusativity. This section continues from §3 .3, wh ich discusses pre liminary
methodology prior to analysis.

6.5.1. Identifying piyi-derived utterances
During preliminary analysis, all -piyi verbalizers in Billy's speech and the Adult's speech
were g lossed with the Morpheme Meaning 'inch', short for 'inchoative' and the Morpheme
Type 'vintr.fin'. 57 A search of Morpheme Meaning for 'inch' y ields a ll and on ly -piyi verbs.

6.5.2. Secondary analysis
As was done with passive utterances, transcripts of the conversation surrounding each

piyi-derived verb in Billy's speech were submitted to Luci Bobbish-Salt for secondary
ana lysis. The document listed Billy's age, and his utterances in both Cree syllab ics and
Roman orthography, together with a translation. The surrounding context was included to
facilitate the process, unless the utterance was isolated in the discourse. An example from
one of these documents is g iven be low, as it was before it was edited.

57 Note that in th is thesis the same morpheme is glossed are 'dyn', short for 'dynamic' (cf. Hirose 2003).
This reflects the results of analys is : As most p iy i-derived verbs are unaccusatives, these morphemes
were originally glossed as such. However, the preponderance of piyi-derived verbs in the corpus are
vehicle verbs . Thus, I adopt the conventions ofBrittain (in press) and Johansson & Brittain (2012) in
this text.
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( JJ4)

E XAMPLE FROM -PlY/ FIELDWORK MATERIALS

Session 1 -Age 4;06.08
Conversation 6 (-piyi tokens: 1) [sic]
Billy:

<iA''nL

<i"

W5pihtima

ah

6 ~ J\r L ,
ispiy ich

'Look how it goes .'
(B3-2005-ll-22#306)

Adult:

[>"

Oh
nuwich miyupiyishiu
'Oh it nms well eh?'

nima

Luci Bobbish-Salt read the transcripts and sent back an edited version with commentary.
Specifically, she considered the following questions: (i) "Does Billy's Cree look like adult
Cree, or are there some differences? If there are differences, w hat are they?"; and (ii) "Is
Billy using verbs that end in -piy i correctly, and in the right places? When you look at his
sentences in the context of the conversation, does it make sense for him to choose those
verbs?" Her input and commentary was added to the PHON corpus, as we ll as to the
appendix of -piyi utterances which is included in Appendix V of this thesis. Follow-up
questions were sent to Luci Bobbish-Salt over email, and asked in interviews w ith Luci
Bobbish-Salt and E lsie Duff in Chisasibi, Quebec in June, 2012. This consisted mostly of
questions having to do with the classification of -piy i utterances in the corpus as
unaccusative or unergative, and a pre liminary investigation into relative root -piyi verbs.

6.5.3. Excluded utterances
T he corpus of Billy's speech contains 68 utterances containing a p iyi-derived verb. Of
these, I will analyze 67. One utterance has been excluded from considerati on because
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poor audio quality obscured the verbal utterance. This is record 83-2006-07-26#371 ,
from session 5 of Billy's speech, age 5;02.12.

6.5.4. Productivity criteria and evidence of acquisition
As I did for passive utterances, I have adapted my morphological and syntactic criteria
from §3.4 for the analysis of the acquisition ofunaccusativity in NEC (cf. Allen & Crago
1996). The data were considered as follows.

( 115)

P RoDuCTIVITY CRITERIA: MoRPHOLOGICAL ACQUISITION

I.

The -piyi verbalizer morpheme is wrongly attached to its stem.

2.

The same root appears with both -piyi and a different verbalizer morpheme,
elsewhere in the transcript.

3.

Alternatively, the -piyi verbalizer morpheme appears in the transcript on at
least two different stems.
(cf. Allen & Crago 1989; Fortescue & Lennert Olsen 1992)

( 116) P RODUCTIVITY
I.

CRITER IA : A CQUISITION OF UNACCUSATIVITY

The -piyi verbalizer morpheme is used w ith clearly innovative
forms/arguments (e.g., overgeneralizations).

2.

Errors in argument selection or causativization of piyi-derived verbs are selfcorrected.

3.

Causative and non-causative forms of the same piy i-derived verb are used
correctly in the same session.
(cf. A llen & Crago 1996)
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Here again I will distinguish between the

MORPHOLOGICAL ACQUISITION

of the -piyi verbalizer

and the SYNTACTIC ACQU ISITION OF UNACCUSATIVITY. The first will be distinguished by purely
morphological criteria ( 115), while the second will require a clear demonstration that
Billy understands the distinction between unaccusative and unergative verbs and the
syntactic characteristics of each ( 116).

6.5.5. Classification of piy i-derived verbs

Each piy i-derived verb in both Billy's speech and CDS was classified into one of five
groups ( 117). The decision-making process for this classificaiton is outlined below.

( 117) C LASS IFICATON OF PIYI- DERIVED
I.

Unaccusative

2.

Vehicle verb

3.

Verb of emission

4.

Relative root verb

5.

Manner verb

VERBS

Unaccusative verbs are most strongly identified by the availability of a transitive
alternant (see §6.4.2.3), as well as by their semantics (e.g., change of state, change of
location) and the thematic role of their subject (e.g., patient; subject cannot be an agent) . 58
Vehicle verbs are listed in the lexicon with the designation "by vehicle" in their
definition. Furthermore, they have no transitive alternants and can take agentive subjects.

58 A fu rther diagnostic is the availability of the "accidental" reading (Brittain in press).
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Verbs of emission are identified by their semantics (sound emission, light emission,
substance emission). They are verbs that place restrictions on their arguments (internal
causers), have no transitive alternants, and typically require media-reflexive morphology
to allow agentive subjects. 59
Only one verb is included in the class of relative root verbs. It is ispiyiu (also

ishpiyiu) 's/he moves/goes, it happens', which is derived from the root is 'thusly' .
The category "manner verb" contains all verbs that thus far elude classification as
unergative or unaccusative. These include verbs whose root is an adverb (e.g., chiyi-piyi-

u, where chiyi means 'fast'), verbs of manner of motion (e.g., pipam-ipiyi-u, where pipam
means 'to go around/wander' and the verb itself means 'moving around'), and the verb of
quantity of motion ( ishpish-ipiyi-u, where ishpish is a particle meaning 'amount' and the
verb itself is used with numerals to tell time or to tell the speed of a car).

6.6. CDS
In this section, I present an analysis of piyi-derived verbs in CDS, with respect to both
frequency (§6.6.1) and piyi-derived subclasses (§6.6.2). Piy i-derived verbs from
interactions with Billy were identified and glossed in PHON, then extracted for analysis.
Unfortunately, it is beyond the scope of this chapter to include an analysis of piyi-derived
verbs in CDS from the recordings of Ani's speech.

59 One counter-example to this claim is the verb nititwdwdpiyin, 'l sound thusly', in wh ich a sentient agent
is an acceptable subject.
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6.6.1. Frequency of piyi-derived verbs in NEC CDS
Piyi-derived verbs are common in CDS, and are found in every session under analys is.

The number of piyi-derived verbs per session in CDS is given below.

(118) Pm-DERIVEDVERBS IN ADULT SPEECH: BILLY
SESSION

SESSION LENGTH

# -PIYI VERBS (ADULT)

BILLY's AGE

B3-2005-11-22

00:42:26

35

4;06.08

83-2006-01-10

00:43:53

24

4;07.26

83-2006-02-28

00:35 :22

19

4;09.14

83-2006-05-27

00:33 :05

12

5;00.13

B3-2006-07 -26

00:24:24

.)

'I

5;02.12

B3-2006-1 0-14

00:41:09

12

5;05.00

83-2006-11-06

00:45 :27

18

5;05.22

B3-2006-12-11

00:36:14

18

5;06.27

83-2007-03-19

00:44:42

17

5;10.06

83-2007-04-02

00:25:43

9

5;10. 19

TOTAL: 06:12:25

167

Piyi-derived verbs are abundant in CDS. Billy hears 26.9 piy i-derived verbs/hour, or one
piyi-derived verb every 2 minutes and 13 seconds. Billy has plenty of evidence with

which to analyze the different syntactic behaviour of the sub-classes of piyi-derived verbs.

6.6.2. Classification of piyi-derived verbs in NEC CDS

All of the piyi-derived verbs in CDS have been classified into the five sub-classes
identified in §6.5.5, above. The classification is as fo llows (119).
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( 119) CLASSIFICATION OF P/Y/-DERIVED VERBS IN CDS

UNACCUSATIVE

VEHICLE VERB

VERB OF EMISSION

RELATIVE ROOT

MANNER VERB

24/ 167
14.4%

55/ 167
32.9%

391167
23.4%

37/ 167
22.2%

12/167
7.2%

The majority ofthe verbs in the input are unergative (94/1 67, 56.3%), while only 14.4%
are known to be unaccusative. Recall that unergative verbs constitute only 20% of the
p iyi-derived verbs listed in the Naskapi Lexicon (§6.4.2). Regardless, Billy is exposed to
both unaccusative and unergative verbs in CDS.

6.7. Billy's -piyi productions

In this section I present a description ofBilly's productions ofpiy i-derived verbs in the
CCLAS corpus. I begin by classifying all of his utterances into the classes outlined above,
and compare them to the utterances in CDS (§6.7. 1). I then present the range of piyiderived verbs in Billy's speech (§6.7.2), followed by evidence for the acquisition of
unaccusativity (§6.7.3), and an overview of the morphological development of p iyiderived verbs in Billy's speech (§6.7.4).

6.7.1. Classification of piyi-derived verbs in Billy's speech

An analys is of Billy's speech reveals that the majority of his piyi-derived utterances are
vehicle verbs (26/67, 38.8%), as is also true of CDS. In fact, Billy's productions mirror
those of his adult interlocutor fairly consistently, excepting verbs of emission, which he
uses considerably less often (7/64, I 0.4%). This could be simply due to the lower number
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of tokens in Billy's speech than in CDS, or it could be an indication that, of the set of piy iderived verbs, verbs of emission are relatively difficult to acquire. Unfortunately, the
recordings do not start early enough to know which type of piyi-derived verb is produced
first.

( 120) CLASSIFICATION oF N YI-DERIVED VERBs IN BILLY's sPEECHAND CDS

UNACCUSATIVE

VEHICLE VERB

VERB OF EMISSION

RELATIVE ROOT

MANNER VERB

BILLY

11/67
16.4%

26/67
38.8%

7/67
10.4%

17/67
25.4%

6/67
9.0%

ADULT

24/ 167
14.4%

55/ 167
32.9%

39/ 167
23.4%

37/ 167
22.2%

12/167
7.2%

While Billy produces all sub-types of piy i-derived verbs, he does not produce them
all at once. The first session consists of unaccusatives, vehicle verbs, and relative root
verbs (4;06). Verbs of emission are first produced in the third session (4 ;09), and the
manner verbs (all of which are tokens of ishpishipiy iu 'be a certain quantity', which in
each occurrence is used for telling time) appear in the fourth session (5 ;00) . Note,
however, that he produces both unaccusative and unergative verbs from the first session.

6. 7.2. Range of piyi-derived verbs in Billy's speech
While Billy produces a good number of piyi-derived verbal utterances, the range of verbs
that he uses is restricted, with a total of 14 verb types across the 67 verb tokens. The
distribution ofhis productions is as follows (121).
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( 12 1) Pm-DERIVED VERBS IN BILLY's SPEECH
p IY/-DERIVED ROOT60

GLOSS

Sus-CLASS

CoUNT (TOKENS)

apihl

'open'

Unaccusative

I

chihchi

'leave'

Vehicle verb

6

chishchi

'leave/start'

Vehicle verb

1

chishi

'fast'

Vehicle verb

'"'
-'

chishwawa

'make noise'

Verb of emission

4

is/Is/Ish/as

'thusly'

Relative root

17

ishpish/ashpish

'quantity'

Manner verb

6

ltwa/ltwawa/atwawa 'be heard/sound thusly' Verb of emission

3

mmt

'pull off

Unaccusative

1

pa/piya

'along'

Vehicle verb

7

pahka

'bleed/burst'

Unaccusative

1

pihta

'go inside'

Unaccusative

1

plku

'break'

Unaccusative

7

punt

'move'

Vehicle verb

9

TOTAL: 67

When considered in this way, we see that Billy's use ofunaccusative and vehicle
verbs is equal in number of types, but very disparate in number of tokens. Half of the
types Billy uses are unergative verbs (vehicle or emission), and one third are
unaccusative. The rest are relative root and the unclassified manner verbs (122).

60 Where two roots are listed and the second begins with d, th is is the same root after having undergone
" initial change", a morphophonological process typical of verb roots that begin with i when inflected in
the conjunct order. Similarly, piy d is the form of pd after initial change (Wolfart 1973:82-83). The verb
roots itwd and itwdwd are related by a process of reduplication, which adds " continuity, repetition,
intensity" (Wolfart 1973:66).
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( 122) CLASSES OF P/Y/-DERIVED VERBS ANDTHEIRTYPES

Pm-DERIVEDCLASS TYPES (oF TOTAL) LIST OF TYPES (ENGLISH)

ToKENS (oF TOTAL)

UNACCUSATIVE

5/ 14
35.7%

open, pull off, bleed/burst, go inside,
break

11/67
16.4%

VEHICLE VERB

5/ 14
35 .7%

leave, leave/start, fast, along, move

26/67
38.8%

VERB OF EMISSION

2/ 14
14.3%

make noise, be heard/sound thusly

7/67
10.4%

RELATIVE ROOT

1/14
7.1%

thusly

17/67
25.4%

MANNER VERB

111 4

quantity

6/67
9.0%

Thus we see that Billy is capable of producing verbs from each subclass, but these
distributions are not sufficient evidence to claim that Billy has acquired unaccusativity.
We turn to this question in the next section.

6.7.3. Evidence of the acquisition of unaccusativity

In this section I consider the morphological acquisition of the -p iyi verbalizer (§6.7.3 .1)
and the syntactic acquisition of unaccusativity (§6.7.3 .2).

6.7.3.1. Morphologica l acquisition: -piy i

Applying the following diagnostics yields evidence that Billy has already acquired the
-piy i morpheme from the first session (1 23).
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( 123) PRODUCTIVITY CRITERIA: MoRPHOLOGICAL ACQUISITION
1.

The -piyi verbalizer morpheme is wrongly attached to its stem.

2.

The same root appears with both -piy i and a different verbalizer morpheme,
elsewhere in the transcript.

3.

Alternatively, the -piyi verbalizer morpheme appears in the transcript on at
least two different stems.
(cf. Allen & Crago 1989; Fortescue & Lennert Olsen 1992)

There are no cases where Billy uses -piyi incorrectly with a verb root: all of the
piyi-derived verbs that he produces exist in adult speech, and all are morphologically
well-formed . However, there are instances in which Billy uses the same root with both
-piyi and some other verbalizer. These occur from the first session, and are evidence that

the -piyi morpheme has been acquired by 4;06. An example is given below in (124). 6 1

(124) SAME ROOT DERIVED BY -PlY/ AND - HW (4;06)
a.

Nimui

ni-chlh

chishi-piyi-n.

not

I-PAST

fast-DYN-1/2

P,NEG

1-PVB

ROOT-VI. VBz -IlN

'I can't go fast.'

Target:

[mmuj1

n-!fi !fJI-pi-n]

Actual:

[mojo

_-dJi !ffi-pi-_j
(B3-2005-11-22#272)

6 1 Note that this does not constitute a causative alternation, as the example g iven in ( 124a) entails
vehicular motion, while the example in ( 124b) does not. These two verbs are different verbs derived
from the verb root chisi, not a pair of related intransitive and transitive verbs denoting vehicular motion.
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b.

Ai

yakwah-chishi-hw-a-u.

PRO,HES

Carefu!-fasf-VTA.VBZ-DIR-3

PRO,HES

P,INTJ-ROOT-VTA.VBZ-THM-IIN

'He sends them (someone) away.'

Target:

[h

j;;,ko-!f;;,J-w-a-w]

Actual:

[ha

jaga-!fha-w-ij -;;,]
(B3-2005-ll-22#692)

With respect to the third criterion for morphological productivity, Billy derives
eight roots with the -piyi verbalizer morpheme in the first session (unaccusative, vehicle
verbs and relative root verbs), which is significant.

6. 7.3.2. Syntactic acquisition: unaccusativity
There are no instances of pragmatically or contextually innovative piyi-derived verb
forms in Billy's speech. Furthermore, he makes no errors in argument selection or
causativization and there are no instances of self-correction . What evidence there is for
syntactic productivity comes from causativization of piyi-derived forms, the third
criterion for syntactic acqu isition (1 16), which was discussed in §6.5.4 above.
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( 125) PRoDUCTIVITY CRITERIA: AcQUISITION oF UNAccusATI VITY
I.

The -piyi verbalizer morpheme is used with clearly innovative
forms/arguments (e.g., overgeneralizations).

2.

Errors in argument selection or causativization of piyi-derived verbs are selfcorrected.

3.

Causative and non-causative forms of the same piyi-derived verb are used
correctly in the same session.
(cf. Allen & Crago 1996)

6.7.3.2.1. Unaccusatives
The earliest evidence that Billy has acquired the syntax ofunaccusative verbs is found in
session 4 at age 5;00. In this session, Billy productively uses the causative-inchoative
alternation. The verb root piku- 'break' is produced with three different verbalizers: -piyi
'dynamic', -h 'causative', 62 and -pit 'by force'. Examples of these three are given below.

( 126) CAUSATIVE-INCHOATIVE ALTERNATION
a.

Pm-DERI VED FORM
Chiki ihtut-im

u-tah

cha

p'iku-piyi-ch

ani-tah

floor.

FUT.3 dO-DIR

this-LOC

FUT

break-DYN-O.s

that-LOC

ENG

PVB

ROOT. VTI-THM P,DEM.PXL-LOC PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBz-ClN P,DEM.DST-LOC N

'lfl do it like this the floor will break'

Target:

<fJig

Actual:

[ImdJI m <i31k

~tot-~m

~dod-ob

o- 'da:

dJa

p"eb-baj£-!f

~s

dJa::

bigo-bii-dJ

is fl:)J]

fl:).J]

(B3-2006-05-27# 163)
62 Note that here, the causative verbalizer-his used to derive a "basic" verb. See the discussion in §5.2.4
for uses of the causative morpheme.
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b.

PIT-DERIVED FORM

Ai

plku-pit-im

PRO,HES

break-by. force-VTI.THM PRO,HES-OBV

PRO,HES

ROOT-VTR. VBZ-VTI. THM

ai-yiu.

PRO,HES-OBV

'He breaks it.'

Target:

[aj

bi"gu-pgt-gm

aj-:J]

Actual:

[h?aj bigu-ptd-om

aj-o]
(83-2006-05-27#438)

c.

H-DERIVED FORM
Chiki plku-h-am .
FUT.3 break-CAUS-VTI.THM
PVB

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-VTI. THM

'He' ll break it with something.'

Target:

[!fib "bik-_-;:Jm]

Actual:

[!fiob bik-"-:Jm]
(83-2006-05-27#680)

An add itional example from a later session is very compelling: Billy uses the root
mini- 'pull off twice in the same utterance, using both the p iyi-derived intransitive variant

and its causative alternant (127).
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( 127) CAUSATIVE-INCHOATIVE ALTERNATION
mini-piyi-ch

ni-chlh

min-in-a-n.

Chakat

ka

almost

PVB,CJ pull.off-DYN-0.s 1-PAST

pu ll.off-by.hand-THM- 112

P,MANNER

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBz-CJN 1-PVB

ROOT-VTR. VBZ-THM-IIN

'When it almost came off, I took it off.'

Target:

[!fa kat"

ka

m;}m-pij-!f

_-;}!fi mm-m-a-n]

Actual:

[!f;}kat

ka

plt;}-pi-!f

ni-_ m-m-a-_j
(B3-2006-ll -06# 115)

The above examples illustrate that Billy is aware of the causative-inchoative alternation
with unaccusative piyi-derived verbs by the age of 5;00. 63

6.7.3.2.2. Vehicle verbs

Billy correctly derives causative vehicle verbs from the first session, as seen below in
( 128). However, this example on its own is not suffic ient to consider this construction
acquired. The productivity criteria require that Billy produces a causative and a noncausative form ofthe same verb in the same session.

63 Note that the absence of this type of alternation with unergative verbs is also significant. There are
instances of a verb root from the set of vehicle verbs being derived by another verbalizer, for example in
chisi-hwdu 'he rushes him away', as compared to chisi-p iyiu 'he moves fast by vehicle'. However, in the
transitive case, the verb does not entail that the subject be the operator of or passenger in a vehicle, and
thus I do not take it to be a transitive alternant of the verb, e.g ., the verb does not mean 'he moves him
away fast (by vehicle).'
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( 128) (AUSATIVIZED VEHICLE VERB (4;06)
Nimui

pimi-piyi-h-a-u

wlyi.

not

move-DYN-CAUS-DIR-3

3

P,NEG

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA.VBZ-TI-lM-IIN

PRO

'He doesn't drive it himself (dirt bike).'

Target:

[nmuwi

p1m-pi-h-a-w

Wij]

Actual:

[mw i

b1m-bi-h-a-w

wi]

(B3-2005-11-22#780)

The earliest evidence that Billy controls the causativization of unergative verbs is
found in session 8, at age 5;06. Consider the following example (129).64

(129) (AUSATIVIZATION OF A VEHICLE VERB (5 ;06)
a.

Piya-piyi-yahch

mak.

along-ovN-l.PL

and

IC.Roor-vi. vBz-CIN

P,CONJN

'As we arrive (by veh icle).'

Target:

[pija-pi-ja!f unakh]

Actual:

[bija-bij-a

maga:]
(B3-2006-1 2-II #398)

64 Note that although pa and piya are the same root, only p iya has undergone initial change (Wolfart
1973:82-83).
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b.

Awa-yiu-h

ka

WhO-OBV-OBV

PVB,CJ a)ong-DYN-CAUS-INV- 3 .PL

PRO, WH- OBV- OBV

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA. VBZ-THM-CJN

pa-piyi-h-lku-ch.

'Who brought them (by vehicle)?'

Target:

[we-'ju-_

kre

bre-bi-h-igu-!fJ

Actual:

[wa-E-_

b

ba-b1-d-ib-<f3]
(B3-2006-12-11 # 196)

As the above utterances are from the same session, I take them to be ev idence that Billy
has acquired the syntax of unergative vehicle verbs by 5;06 (with the acknowledgment
that he may we ll have acquired this earlier).

6.7.3.2.3. Verbs of emission
There are no instances in the corpus in w hich Billy alternates between a non-causative
and a causative verb of emiss ion in the same session, w hich is required fo r his utterances
to be considered ev idence of productivity. However, across sessions we see that he
causativizes verbs of emission correctly, using the correct causative morpheme for a
sentient agent acting on an inanimate thing (em itter) ( 130).
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(130) CAUSATIVIZATION OF A VERB OF EMISSION (5;00, 4;09)
a.

Suhk chih chishwawa-piyi-u.
hard PAST noise-DYN-3
P,!NTJ PVB

ROOT-VI.VBz-JJN

'It made a loud no ise.'

Translator comment:

Silhk is common in child speech

(Periphrastic strategy for adverbial information)

Target:

dJi

!f;-,w- ' a-bi-~]

Actual:

[suk" dJe

dam-_-bij-o]
(83-2006-05-27#380)

b.

Ni-ki

chishwawa-piyi-hta-n

rna

a.

1-FUT.l /2

noise-DYN-CAUS-1 /2

EMPH

P,QST

1-PVB

ROOT-VI. vnz-vAr+o. vnz-IIN

P,DISC

P,QST

'I am going to turn up the sound, okay?'

Target:

[m-g1 !frw;-,1-bi-t"a-n

Actual:

rna

?a]

ufA-bi-t t:m mreh re]
(83-2006-02-28#345)

6.7.3.2.4. Relative root verbs

Billy uses causativization correctly from the first record with relative root verbs, as in the
following examples (131). 65
65 Unfortunately, relative root verbs have not been definitively classed as unergative or unaccusative up to
this point, though the form of the causative is an indication that they may be unergative, at least in
vehicle verb uses.
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( 13 I) CAUSATIVIZATION OF A RELATI VE ROOT VERB(4;06)
a.

Wiip-iht-ih

rna

iis-piyi-ch.

I ight-by.head-vTr .THM .IMP

EMPH

thusly-ovN-O.s

ROOT-VT!. VBZ-VT!.THM.IMP

P,DISC

ROOT.I C-vr. vsz-CIN

'Look how it goes.'

Target:

[wap-ht-h

rna

ajs-pi-!fl

Actual:

[u:o-_-_

rna

ajs-pi-!fl
(B3-2005 -ll-22#306)

b.

Miiu-tah

iis-piyi-h-iikiniw i-t.

thiS-LOC

thus)y-DVN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

P,DEM+G .PXL-LOC ROOT.I C-vr. vsz-VTA. VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN
'This is how you make it go. I You move it this way'

Target:

[maw-tah s-pi-h-akm;:)Wr-th)

Actual:

[mA-na

sr-pi-h-ag;:)nA-_]
(B3-2005-ll-22#210)

6.7.3.2.5. Manner verbs
Billy produces no causative manner verbs in the corpus.

6.7.3.3. Summary
From the first session, there is evidence that Billy has acquired the -piy i morpheme and
uses it productively. However, the evidence for syntactic acquisition is less clear.
Taking causative a lternations in the corpus to be evidence for the syntactic
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acquisition of unaccusativity, I find that Billy does not produce any errors in his
causativization. He correctly forms transitive variants of unaccusative verbs, and
causativizes vehicle verbs, verbs of emission, and relative root verbs using proper
morphology. The ages at which there is evidence ofhis acquisition ofunaccusativity
(causative alternations in a single session) are given below in (132).

( 132) AGE OF ACQU ISITION OF UNACCUSATIVITY
VERBTYPE

PRODUCTIVE CAUSATIVIZATION

U naccusatives

5;00

Vehicle verbs

5;06

Verbs of emission

--

Relative root verbs

4;06

Manner verbs

--

Because of the low number oftokens it is not the case that the above table should be
taken as definitive evidence of the order of Billy's acquisition. 66 Earlier recordings of
Billy and experimental evidence would be necessary to confirm the order in which he
acquires piy i-derived verb types.
As there isn't enough evidence to assess Billy's acquisition of the syntax of these
forms, I turn to a global assessment of his acquisition of -piy i verbs and the
morphological complexity of his utterances.

66 Note, however, that causativized unaccusative verbs are still " basic" verbs (transit ive alternants), not
morphological causatives. Therefore, these verbs are less morphologically complex and are predicted to
be acquired before morphological causatives. In support of this prediction, Allen ( 1998) finds that
lnuktitut-speaking children acquire the causative-inchoative alternation earlier than morphological
causatives.
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6.7.4. Increasing morphological complexity in piyi-derived utterances
An examination of Billy's piyi-derived verbal utterances reveals a clear development in
morphological complexity. In this section r will present this development in terms of a
morphological measure of his Mean Length of Utterance (§6.7.4.1) and will present an
inventory of the morphology of his forms split into three stages (§6.7.4.2).

6.7.4.1. Mean Length of Utterance by morpheme
Measures of Mean Length of Utterance by morpheme (MLUm) are useful to track
increasing morphological complexity in speech. However, the measure is problematic, as
it is not really possible to know what constitutes a separate morpheme to the child (see
Fortescue 1985 ; Allen & Crago 1996).
For the purposes of this study, I assume a linguist's analysis of the number of
morphemes in the verbal complex. The count of morphemes per utterance is based on the
ActuallPA transcription of each utterance, such that it is based on morphemes produced
by Billy, not the target number of morphemes.67 Only morphemes within the piyi-derived
verbal complex were counted. This includes pronominal clitics and preverbs as well as
derivationa l morphology and agreement suffixes.

67 First person pronominal clitics are assumed to be produced where they are the only missing morpheme
at the start of the verb complex. (If both the first person pronominal clitic and an immedi ately following
morpheme are not transcribed, both morphemes are considered absent from his production.) These
morphemes are often highly reduced in speech, such that they are not always transcribed by native
Eng lish speakers. Additionally, the word-final obviative marker-hand word-final imperative morpheme
-hare always assumed to be produced, as they are similarly difficult for English-speaking transcribers to
hear. I make the conservative assumption that these morphemes are always produced, as a study of the
acquisition of these morphemes would require acoustic analyses beyond the scope of this thesis. A pilot
acoustic study of word-final-his currently underway (O'Neill in prep).
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The number of utterances, minimum value, maximum value, and mean value for
each session is given below in (133), schematized in the chart in Figure 7.

( 133) MLUM

MEASUREMENTS

SESSION

AGE

# UTTERANCES

MINIMUM

MAXIMUM

M EAN

83-2005- 11-22

4;06

13

3

5

3.85

83-2006-01-10

4;07

1

4

4

4.00

83-2006-02-28

4;09

4

.)

"'

6

4.25

83-2006-05-27

5;00

8

3

5

3.75

83-2006-07-26

5;02

6

.)

"'

6

4.50

83-2006-1 0-14

5;05

5

.)

"'

6

4.20

83-2006-11-06

5;05

2

4

4

4.00

83-2006-1 2-11

5;06

8

.)

"'

7

5.00

83-2007-03-19

5;10

5

3

6

4.40

83-2007-04-02

5; 10

14

3

7

4.29

MLUm of piyi-derived verbs
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ill
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<IJ
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ro
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Figure 7:

MLUm of piyi-derived verbal utterances
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5;05

5;06

5;10

5;10

The results of this analysis show an upward trend from the 3-4 MLUm range to the 4-5
MLUm range. From age 4;06- 5;00 (sessions 1-4), Billy's MLUm ranges from 3.85-4.25.
From age 5;02- 5;05 (session 5-7), Billy's MLUm ranges from 4.00-4.50. From age 5;06
- 5;1 0 (sessions 8-1 0), Billy's MLUm ranges from 4.29-5.00. These groups of sessions
will form the three stages of -piyi acquisition analyzed in the next section.
The highest MLUm is measured at age 5;06. Billy produces several complex
utterances in this session: of the eight piyi-derived verbs, four are 6- or 7-morpheme
utterances. Thus, as of 5;06 Billy's use of longer utterances is more sustained. For this
reason, I take 5;06 to be the age that marks the beginning of Stage III in the acquisition of
unaccusativity. I consider the morphological make-up of Billy's utterances below.

6.7.4.2. Morphological inventory of piyi-derived utterances
In this section, I present an inventory of the morphology used in the derivation of -piyi
verbs. I separate Billy's utterances into three stages, as discussed above. Stage I includes
the first four sessions, ending with the last session with an MLUm in the range of3. Stage
III begins with session 8, the session with the highest recorded MLUm in the whole
corpus. These stages are the same as those used in the chapter on the acquisition of the
passive (Chapter 5), and are as follows ( 134).
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(134)

STAG ES OF -PlY/ ACQUISITION
STAGE

# OF - Pl Y/ VERBS

I

II

III

MLUM

S ESSION

BIL LY's AGE

I

4 ;06.08

3.69

2

4;07.26

4.00

3

4 ;09.14

4.25

4

5;00 . I 3

3.75

5

5;02.12

4.50

6

5;05.00

4.20

7

5;05.22

4.00

8

5;06 .27

5.00

9

5;10.06

4.40

10

5;10.19

4.29

26

14

28

In the rest of this session, I will discuss Billy's use of morphology in each position
in the morphological template of the verb, beginning with the first position in the verbal
complex, pronominal clitics. A full breakdown of his morphological inventory can be
found in Appendix VI.

6. 7 .4.2.1. Pronominal eli tics
Billy produces first person pronomina l clitics on piy i-derived verbs throughout the
corpus, but the second person pronominal c litic only appears in Stage III.
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( 135) PRONOMINAL CLITIC

PRODUCTIONS WITH PlY/- DERIVED VERBS

PRONOMINAL CLITIC

I
(4;06- 5;00)

II
(5 ;02- 5;05)

S TAG E III
(5 ;06-5;10)

1' 1 person
n- I ni- I nit-

./

./

./

2nd person
chi-

X

X

./

STAGE

S TAGE

The reason for this pattern is unc lear, as second person pronominal clitics are clearly
produced by Billy on other verbs by 4;09. This may well be an accident of the corpus
data, as it does not appear to be indicative of some wider pattern.

6.7.4.2.2. Preverbs
Conjunct preverbs, which might be thought of as subordinating preverbs, are used by
Billy throughout the three stages, as is the past morpheme in the independent order.
However, tense, modal, and desiderative preverbs show some interesting developmental
patterns.
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( 136) PREVERB PRODUCTIONS WITH PIYI-DERIVED VERBS

PREVERBS

STAGE I
(4;06- 5;00)

STAGE II
(5;02- 5;05)

STAGE III
(5;06-5 ;10)

Conjunct preverb
rih

./

./

./

Conjunct preverb
kri

./

./

./

Past independent
chih

./

./

./

Past negative
independent uhchi

./

X

X

Future conjunct
chri

./

X

./

Future 2"d/ 3'd person
independent chiki

X

./

./

X

./

./

Future I st; 2"d person
independent ki

X

X

./

Future 3'd person
independent kiti

X

X

./

Modal 'should'
chipi

X

X

./

Desiderative 'want'
wih

'

The reason for the past negative preverb uhchi to be absent in the second and third stages
and for the future conjunct preverb chri to be absent in the second stage appears to be an
acc ident of the data set. Billy produces these preverbs on a variety of verbs in every stage.
The future second/third person independent preverb chiki and the desiderative
preverb wih both appear to be used correctly throughout the corpus from the first session,
but less frequently than later in the corpus. The same cannot be said of the future SAP
independent preverb ki, which is regularly part of the target utterance from the fi rst
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session but is inconsistently produced throughout the corpus, even through the third stage.
In many utterances, Billy simply omits ki.
The future third person independent preverb kiti and the modal chipi are both
extremely rare in the corpus, appearing late in Billy's speech. The preverb kiti conveys
third person future information on an independent verb. This same information is
similarly conveyed by the more straightforward future independent preverb chd, which
requires no person distinctions. One way to capture this order of acquisition is to say that
children will acquire one morpheme to perform one function (e.g., Pinker's 1984 Unique
Entry Principle; Clark's 1987 Principle of Contrast; Markman's 1991 Mutual Exclusivity
Assumption). 68 The late appearance of the modal is likely due to the semantic complexity
of the concept of modality (see, e.g ., Papafragou 1998 and citations therein).

6.7.4.2.3. Derivational morphology
Billy's productions of derivational morphology are sporadic, excepting the diminutive
morpheme. Consider the followin g distribution.

68 This similarly predicts that Billy will have difficulty acquiring the past negative independent preverb
uhchi, as it encodes more complex semantics than the past independent preverb ch fh . Indeed, this seems
to be the case, as Billy incorrectly uses chih in negative sentences. Luci Bobbish-Salt notes that this
error is common in the linguisti c development ofCree-speaking children. I leave the analys is of the
acquisition of this morpheme to future researchers, as it is beyond the scope of this thesis.
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(137) DERIVATIONAL MORPHOLOG YPRODUCTIONS ON P/YI-DERIVED VERBS

MoRPHEME

STAGEI
(4;06- 5;00)

STAGE II
(5;02- 5;05)

STAGE III
(5;06 - 5;10)

Diminutive
-shi

./

./

./

Intensifier
-si

X

./

X

Medic-reflexive
-hu

X

./

X

Passive 3'd person
-dkiniwi I -kiniwi

./

X

./

Causative animate
-h

./

X

./

Causative inanimate
-htd

./

X

./

./

X

./

X

X

./

Direct theme

-a
Inverse theme
-iku

What I call the " intensifier" -si morpheme is not fully understood. It takes the form of a

VAl verbalizing morpheme, but can stack with other verbalizing morphemes. It seems to
add a pejorative meaning, or to funct ion as an intens ifier, as in the fo llowing ( 138). More
study is needed to understand the semantics and function of this form .
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( 138) INTENSIFIER

- Sf

A.twawa-piyi-si-yi-ch

rna

chakwa-yiu.

SOUnd.thusJy-DYN-INTENS-OBV-0.s

EMPH

what-osv

lC.ROOT-Vl. VBZ-INTENS-OBV-CJN

P,DISC

PRO,WH-OBV

'Something is making (a certain) noise! '

Translator comment:

Would normally be dtwdwdpiyiyich.

Target:

[redo-bi- ·s-i-z

mre d3Ego-jo]

Actual:

[mdo-vi-s-r-dJ

En

!f::>g:)-j::J]
(B3-2006-07-26# 191)

Similarly, the media-reflexive -hu needs a closer look. This morpheme appears to
first be used in fixed phrases like "I know how to do th is" and "I dress up as x (e.g.,
Halloween costume)." The use noted here in Stage II requires a deeper understanding of
the syntax of media-reflexives, as it is used to ascribe an agentive subject to an
unaccusative verb, instead of foc using agentivity on an already sentient subject as in the
fixed examples. In the fo llowing example, the agentive subject is " impersonal", referring
to people in general ( 139). This is also the only instance of impersonal inflection on piyiderived verbs, which is noted in the section on inflectional morphology, below.
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( 139) MEDIO-REFLEXIVE MORPHOLOGY
Mau-Hih

ah

wlh plhta-piyi-hu-naniwich.

thiS-LOC

PVB,CJ

DESIO go.inside-DYN-MEDIO.RFLX-IMPERS

P,DEM+G.PXL-LOC PVB,CJ

PVB

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VAI.VBZ-IMPERS

'This is where you go in order to get in.'

Target:

[' maw-daw 3ia-wg~-' bid~-bi-hu-n~notj] 69

Actual:

[ma-ta?

o-wi-bida-bi-hu-nano!f]
(B3 -2006-07 -26# 165)

I assume that both of these morphemes are acquired at least by Stage II, and do not appear
on Stage III piyi-derived verbs as an accident of the corpus.
With respect to the passive morpheme, I have argued that Stage II is the stage
during which Billy is acquiring passive syntax (§5.4.2). During this time, his productions
are less complex and he makes more errors. Thus, it is not surprising that he does not
form passives of morphological casuatives of -piyi verbs during Stage II . It is tempting to
hypothesize that the same holds true for causative morphology and the related theme
morphology. This is an interesting question for future work: Is Stage II a time during
which Billy is starting to understand how to derive more complex verbs from basic verb
stems (secondary derivation)? This would mean that passive, causative, benefactive and
other applicative morphology would all be acquired around the same time, predicting a
fairly uniform reduction in the use of this morphology from 5;02-5 ;05, together with an
increase in the rate of errors. Were this correct, it would strengthen my argument from
69 It is unclear why there is a syllable [3i] in the Target Morphology field in this example.
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Chapter 5 that Billy's acquisition path is U-shaped (Marcus et al. 1992; see a lso Rose &
Brittain 2011 for a discussion ofCree) . This question must be left for future work.
Before moving on, the acquisition of the inverse theme sig n deserves some
discussion. Transitive verbs with two animate arguments bear " theme sign" morphology.
This system interacts with the Algonquian person and gender hierarchy, which orders
second person above first person, which in turn is above third person (2> I> 3) (e.g.,
Bloomfield 1946; Wo lfart 1973 ; Dahlstrom 1991). The theme sign morphology indicates
which ofthe two animate arguments is the actor, and which is the patient. If the actor
argument is higher on the person hierarchy than the patient, the verbal complex is marked
with direct theme sign morphology. If the actor is lower on the hierarchy than the patient,
the verbal complex is marked with inverse theme sign morphology.
There is a sense in the literature that verbs bearing direct theme sign morphology
are somehow " more basic" (see, e.g., Dahlstrom 199 1). The acquisition facts from the set
of piy i-derived verbs appear to confirm this. While Billy produces basic transitives (e.g.,
transitive verb stems) with both direct and inverse morphology from the second session
( 4;07), the pattern is very different with derived transitive verbs (e.g., morphological
causatives). Billy produces morphological causatives w ith direct theme sign morphology
from the first session (4 ;06). He first produces morphological causative w ith inverse
theme sign morpho logy a full year later (5;06). Consider the fo llowing example ( 140).
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( 140) I NVERSE TH EM E SIGN

MORPHOLOGY ON A MORPHOLOGICAL CA USATI VE

Awa-yiu-h

ka

W h O- OBV-OBV

PVB,CJ a l o n g - DYN- CAUS-INV-3 . PL

PRO, WH- OBV - OBV

PVB,CJ ROOT- VI . VBZ- VTA. V BZ -THM-C I N

(5;06)

pa-piyi-h-iku-ch.

'Who brought them by vehicle?'

Target:

[we-'ju-_

kre

bre-bi-h-igu-!fJ

Actua l:

[wa-c:-_

b

ba-b1-d-ib -cf3]

(B3-2006-l 2-1 1#196)

T his prelim inary ev idence suggests that direct theme sign morphology is in fact acquired
before inverse theme sign morphology, which is predicted if d irect theme sign
morphology is more bas ic. Unfo rtunate ly, the corpus of Billy's speech does not begin
early eno ugh to observe which theme sign he fi rst uses w ith basic transitive verbs. I leave
this question to future work.

6.7 .4.2.4. Inflectiona l s uffixes
Billy produces a range of inflectional suffixes on piy i-derived verbs. He produces
subjunctive and obviative verbs from the first session, as well as verb inflected in both
Independent Indicative Neutra l (liN) and Conj unct Indicative Neutral (liN) orders. He
does not produce verbs inflected in the imperative order unti l Stage III. Consider the
fo llowing d istribution ( 14 1).
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( 141) INFLECTIONAL SUFFIXES PRODUCED ONP/Yl-DERIVED VERBS

STAGEIII

(4;06- 5;00)

STAGE II
(5;02- 5;05)

(5;06- 5;10)

Subjunctive
-a

./

./

./

Obivative
-yi I -y iu

./

./

./

Obviative inan
-h

X

./

./

Impersonal
-naniwich

X

./

X

liN I st I 2"d person
-n

./

X

X

liN I st person plural
-nan

./

./

./

liN 3'd person anim/inan
-u

./

./

./

liN 3'd person anim plural
-ich

./

X

X

CIN I st person singular
-yan

X

./

X

CIN I st person plural
-yahch

./

./

./

CIN !pi > 3
-ichihch

?

X

X

CIN inan singular
-ch

./

./

./

CIN anim singular
-t I -ch

./

X

./

MORPHEME

STAGE I

While I will, for the most part, set aside discussion of inflectional morphology, a few of
the above morphemes need some further attention. 70
70 It is diffi cult to comment on the word-final obviative morpheme -h, as these morphemes are difficult for
English-speaking transcribers to hear. See footnote 67 on page 148.
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. - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -- - - ----- - - - -

Impersonal morphology is an interesting part of the passive system, as discussed in
§4.4.2.2. This morphology is still not well-understood and requires closer investigation.
As it is, Billy produces very few of these forms, but appears to have more difficulty
acquiring this morphology than passive morphology. 71
Of the inflectional morphology, the transitive first person plural morpheme -ichihch
is interesting. This morpheme is used in cases where the actor is first person plural and
the patient is a third person singular animate, as in the following example ( 142).

(142) TRANSITIVE CIN IPL>3 MORPHOLOGY
Ah

pimi-piyi-h-ichihch

Ct.

PVB,CJ move-DYN-CAUS-l.PL

this

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA. VBz-CJN

P,DEM.PXL

'When we drive this one.'

p 11 ~m-bi- ·h-i~Itf'

Target:

[a:

Actual:

[aja: bm-bi-ha-jret.f

o]
o]

(B3-2006-05-27#505)

Take note of Billy's utterance in the Actual IPA field. The phonological form of the
morpheme is not adult-like. Instead, he appears to be producing the CIN morpheme for a
first person plural subject of an intransitive verb, -yahch. This is true of both utterances in
the corpus in which Billy ought to produce -ichihch- both have the phonological form of
-ydhch in his productions. This is an example of Billy generalizing intransitive

7 1 See example (66) on page 80, where Billy incorrectly produces a passive instead of an impersonal verb.
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inflectional morphology to transitive verbs. Whether this is a pattern found throughout his
speech is a question that I leave to future research.

6.8. Summary
In thi s chapter I have shown that Billy has acquired the syntax of unaccusative and
unergative verbs by 5 ;06 at the latest, though possibly earlier. I have further demonstrated
that his piyi-derived verbal utterances increase in morpholog ical length and complexity
across three stages. I have shown that modals appear late in Billy's piy i-derived verbs, as
do morphemes w hose basic semantics can be expressed in another, s imp ler way. l have
hypothes ized that U-shaped development is a more general pattern in Billy's acquis ition
of derivatio na l m orphology, and have given preliminary evidence from the order of
acquisition that direct theme s ign markers a re in fact " more basic" than inverse theme
s ign markers . I have demonstrated one case in w hich Billy generalizes intra nsitive
inflectiona l morpho logy to tra ns itive verbs.
I have raised a number of questions in this chapter, summarized below.

( J 43) Q UESTIONS FOR FUTURE RESEARCH

1.

What is the role of sentience in the acquis ition ofunaccusativity?

2.

D oes Billy's acquisition of derivational morphology follow aU-shaped
developmental path?

3.

Is direct theme sig n morphology acquired before inverse theme s ign
morpho logy in " basic" verbal stems (primary derivatio n)?

4.

D oes Billy regularly produce intrans itive inflectional suffixes on transitive
verbs, as he does w ith the morpheme -ichihch?
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Chapter 7 - Conclusion

In this thesis I have presented a case study of Billy's acquisition of the passive
construction and unaccusativity in Northern East Cree from 4;06- 5; 10.
With respect to the passive construction, I have shown that Billy has acquired
passive morphology by the first session, but not the grammar of the passive. I split his
acquisition of the passive into three stages. In Stage I he relies on unanalyzed chunks
('do'-passives) and shows no evidence of syntactic acquisition. In Stage II he produces
errors and self-corrections and demonstrates an understanding ofthe relationship between
the active and passive voices, wh ich I take to be evidence of his ongoing analysis of the
passive. In Stage Ill he shows an excellent command of the passive construction, and his
utterances increase in complexity and variety. This is evidence of U-shaped development
(Marcus et. a! 1992).
With respect to unaccusativity, I have restricted my investigation to the set of piyiderived verbs, which includes unaccusatives, unergative vehicle and emission verbs,
relative root verbs and manner verbs. There are no errors in Billy's productions of these
verbs in the entirety of the corpus, but I am able to suggest from causative alternations
that he productively uses the causative-inchoative alternation (transitive pairs of
unaccusative verbs) earlier than he shows command of morphological causativization of
unergative verbs. However, there is not enough data for these findings to be conclusive. I
show that he produces a restricted range of verbs, but that the morphological complexity
in these verbs rises significantly at 5;06, in line with his mastery ofthe passive. There is
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some suggestion that his acqu isition of the syntax of secondary derivation (morphological
causatives, passives ... ) is U-shaped across his grammar, which forms an interesting
question for future work.
Taken together, these findings show that Billy is an active learner, analyzing his
language. This stands in contrast with predictions made by nativist hypotheses like the
Maturation Hypothesis (Borer & Wexler 1987), which predicts that Billy's acquisition of
the passive and of unaccusativity will be linear. Rather, my findings are in line with other
studies of non-Indo-European, polysynthetic languages. As is the case with Sesotho, Zulu,
Quiche Mayan and Inuktitut, the structure of Cree plays a role in the acquisition of
grammar, as does input frequency (Suzman 1985; Pye & Quixtan Poz 1988; Demuth
1989; 1990; Allen & Crago 1996).
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Appendix 1: Passive utterances (Billy's speech)

Billy's pass ive utterances are listed by session with Cree syllabics, orthography, and a
mo rpho log ical analysis together with a translation. For each utterance, the target
morphology (in TPA) is given, as well as his actual mo rphology (i n TPA). Missing
morphemes are represented by '_'. Passive uttera nces are placed in their surrounding
context. All names have been changed. 72

1.

Session 1 -Age 4;06.08

1.1.

Conversation 1

(Total passive tokens: 2)

<iLL .

Adult:
wlyi

Miywayima u

ai ...

'Does ... like those ...?

(I)

Billy:

Lt>C"
M au-tah

as-piy i-h-akin iw i-t.

this-w e

thus(y- DYN- CAUS- PASS!YE.3 - 3 .S

P, DEM+ G .PXL- LOC

ROOT .IC-vr. YBZ- YTA . YBZ- PASS!YE- CIN

'This is how you m ake it go I You m ove it this way.'

Target:

[maw-tah

s-pi-h-akmgwJ-t"]

Actua l:

[mA-na

SI-pi-h-aggnA-_]

(B3-2005-ll-22#210)

72 Many thanks to Luci Bobbish-Salt, whose commentary on these examples was inval uab le. Any errors
are my own.
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BiJJy:

[>~ 11 x

Uyah.
'This one?'

<1

Adult:

Matiwachau a

L"-

rrjr"'

man

chichishimish aniyah

ka

J::,.J'Q_dJ'J'f>-LIIx

ishinakushishiyich-h.
'Does your little brother play with those sometimes?'

1.2. Conversation 2
(2)

r r'a-

Billy:

11

C>d:6"-x

Ni-chih

misin-ihu-kuwi-n.

I-PAST

write-by. instrument-PASSIVE. I /2-1 /2

)-PVB

ROOT-VTR. VBZ-PASSIYE- liN

'They wrote my name down (lit: l was written down).'

Target:

m-!fi-msm-Ihu-km-n]

Actual :

[Ana n-dJI-ms:m-o-gwa-n]
(B3-2005-ll-22#24l)

6

Adult:
Awan

ka

misinihusk.

'Who wrote your name on it for you?'
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Billy:

<d6 Jamesx
Ai

James.

'Umm, James.'

Adult:
Pill ichishtau

nima.

'It is written Billy, eh?'

2.

Session 2- Age 4;07.26

(Total passive tokens: 6)

2.1. Conversation 3

Billy:

L·b~o

Chakwayiu

wl

uya.

'What is this?'

Adult:
Ah

chistapawi ah

chistapawi.

'To wash ... to wash .. .'
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(3)

Billy:

[>(11

<i 11 )nPo-:t.l-

Pr·<.

u-tah

ahtut-ikiniwi-ch

kiyipwa.

thiS-LOC

dO-PASSJYE.3-0.S

of. course

P,DEM.PXL-LOC

ROOT. VTI-PASSIYE-CJN

P,AFF

'How you do this.'

Target:

[ o- ' da:

tot-Ebnowi-tJ

kiba]

Actual:

[o-da:

dod-anuwr-if

ka:]

Translator comment:

Correct verb composition but strange sentence
structure.
(B3-2006-0 1- 10# 139)

Adult:

c<

o-r~Lr-Lo.

Tapa nichischayimau.

'I don't know.'

Adult:

r'""C <t>CPo-i>

<Jo-n~~

<iL::. ...

Chishtapawitakiniu

anitih

ai ...

'It is washed there ummm ...'

Adult:
A.h

chishtapawichichaniwiwiyich

'When laundry is done?'
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a.

2.2. Conversation 4
(4)

Billy:

cere"

<i"

.6")nPcr:6t..

i>x

Tanitah

ah

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch

G.

how

PVB,CJ dO-PASSIVE.3-0.s

this

P,WH

PVB,CJ ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-CIN

P,DEM.PXL

'How do you do this?'

Target:

[dcen' d

ce

tot-Ikmaw~-tJ

o:]

Actual:

[dand

ce

dod-owanno-t

o:]

Translator comment:

Sounds li ke he begins to say the passive
morpheme -iikiniw but then changes his mind
mid-way through.
(B3-2006-0 1-1 0#238)

Adu lt:

·<i"x
wah.
'What?'

Billy:

·<i"x
Wah.
'What?'

Adu lt:

r"·(<i/\r-"<iPcri>x
Chistwawapiyihakiniu.
'It is started (lit: you make it, e.g., a skidoo, make a noise).'
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(5)

Billy:

<ill

6' 1 )CPo-~L x

Tanitih

ah

ihtut-akiniwi-ch.

where

PYB,CJ

dO-PASSIYE.3-0.S

P,WH

PYB,CJ

ROOT.YTI-PASSIYE-CIN

ca-n

11

'Where do you do it?'

Target:

[dcen 'd

Ge

tot-akmo-tj]

Actual:

[dAnd

a

Jdab-Igceg;;mo:-_]
(B3-2006-0 1-1 0#242)

Adult:

<Jo-C"

<if'IILx

Anitah

ay ihch.

'Somewhere there.'

Adult:

<if'll)nllb

<i/\r CPo-i>

L·ba.

ApichihtakiniG

chakwan,

tapa n ich ischayimau ayihtutihk

~f'C

r"

11

c<

'

James,

·<i..,

James,

wash yayita

o-r~Lf'L o

~o-"cr Lx

chlh winihtachicha.

'We use something, I don't know what James did with it, of course, he
must have lost it.'
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(6)

Bi lly:

c a- n 11

<ill

6 11 )C Po-'6.L

Jamesx

Tanitih

ah

ihtut-akiniwi-ch

James.

where

PVB,CJ

dO-PASSIVE.3-0 .S

name

P,WH

PVB,CJ

ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-CIN

N

'Where do you do it (name)?'

Target:

[dren ' d

re

tot-agmo-tf

(name)]

Actual :

[d3ugon

a

dod-reno-tf~

0

(name)]
(B3-2006-0 1- 10#245)

Billy:

·<illx
wah.
'What?'

Adult:
Tapa nichischayihtan anitah

ah

ihtikuniyich.

'I don ' t know where it is.'

2.3. Conversation 5
(7)

Billy:

6 11 )nPo-'6.L

<i 11

rN'6.Po-'6.Lx

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch

ah

chip- ih-ikiniwi-ch.

dO-PASSIVE.3-0.S

PVB,CJ close-VTI.VBZ-PASSIVE.3-0.s

how

PVB,CJ

P,WH

PVB,CJ ROOT. VTI-PASSIVE-CIN PVB,CJ ROOT-VTI. VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN

'How is this closed?'

t"ot-Ik~' no-d3

Target:

[dan'd a

Actual :

[dren ' d a d::>d-ano-dJ

E tsp-"-iga' no-tf]
a dJap-"-a ' no-!fJ
(B3-2006-0 1-1 0#650)
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<:ju

Adult:

6 11 )nPo-·LLx

ihtutikiniwich.
'That's how it is done.'

3.

Session 3- Age 4;09.14

(Total passive tokens: 2)

3.1. Conversation 6

Billy:

<dL,

o-ru

l> nCI

Ai

nichlh

utitamihukw

11

James

1>d

James

nlchinahch .

'James hit me at our house.'

Adult:

<JO

Q_"'L

<:ju

1 11 ·62'-Lx

Aw

nashch

ah

mihkwayich.

'Aw, it's very red.'

Adult:

L·b2'

0

Chakwayiu

I>CI

.<:jur

ru

wah chi

chlh utamihusk.

11

1>'"-bx

'Why did he hit you?'

(8)

Billy:

<dL,

[>

LI>C

b

6' 1)nPo-nLx

Ai

Q

mau-tah

ka

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch.

PRO,HES

this

this-LOC

PVB,CJ

dO-PASSIVE.3-0.S

PRO,HES

P,DEM.PXL

P,DEM+G .PXL-LOC PVB,CJ

11

ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-CIN

Umm, the thing that is done this way.

Target:

[' a

jo

'u-da

ka

dod-Ikanowi-tfJ

Actual:

[a

jo

WA-d:}

ga

d;"}d-ajgAne-jt]
(83-2006-02-28#79)

20 1

Billy:

~~~~X

ihi.
'Yes.'

Adult:

L·bro

'
Chakwaayiu,

t>Ln·<io-"'

<ix

umatiwanish

a.

'What? With his toy?'

Billy:

~~~~X

ihi.
'Yes.'

3.2. Conversation 7
(9)

Billy:

Drops ·<i"'

ru /\ r~rno-Po-l>

11

Drops wash ch1h pichischit-in-ikiniu-u-h
Eng

EMPH

ENG

P,DISC PVB ROOT-VTR.VBZ-PASSIVE-IIN-IIN

my

eyex

my

eye.

PAST release-by.hand-PAssrvE.3-3-0.PL ENG

ENG

POSS.PRON.l N

'They're gonna put drops in my eye.'

Target:

[ ·dmps waJ gA

Actual:

[dJmps

aJ

tig;:,

bits-n-Ig;:,no-o-_

m

aj]

bJts-d-ig;:,nano-o-_

dm

Aj]

(83-2006-02-28#599)

8 illy:

ey-"'

rJ'

dIll, X

Nishchlsh ikuhch.
'In my eye.'
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Adult:
Chichishchishikuhch

a.

'In your eye?'

C..."' (<>'

Billy:
Nashtapwah

nashtapwah

nitahkuhikGn

man h.

man nichlh

ltikw

'It hurts lots usually.'

Adult:
Chimatun.
'Are you crying?'

Billy:
Ihl,

nlshwau

wash G

'Yes, my mother said twice (e.g., drops twice a day).'

4.

Session 4 -Age 5;00.13

(Total passive tokens: 1)

4.1. Conversation 8
Adult:
Umischisinihch chah plhchipiyiyich yakayiu,

ayuwikw

wahchi

lyitik.

'Sand will go inside her shoes, that's why I said (that about it).'
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nikawl.

Billy:
Ah

chishiHiyich

aniyayiuh nima.

'When it's hot those right?'

Adult:

A Ax
11

iht.
'Yes.'

(1 0) Billy:

Ah

min-in-ikiniwi-wiyi-ch-h

PVB,CJ

pu ll.off-by.hand-PASSIVE.3-0BV-0 .s-0 .PL

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VTR.VBZ-PASSIVE-OBV-C!N -CIN

1>~~011

o-L

u-yayiu-h

nima.

thiS-OBV-lNAN.PL

right

P,DEM.PXL-OBV-INAN.PL P,NEG
'You take these off, right?'

Target:

['a

Actual: [A

m:m-_-Ig;:mg-wi-!f-_

W -Iap- _

11;;lffiA)

mn-_-Igonegon::>-j-!f-_

g-ojea-v

na]

(B3-2006-05-27#57)

Adult:

A Ax
11

ihl.
'Yes.'
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5.

Session 5- Age 5;02.12

(Total passive tokens: 2)

5.1. Conversation 9
(II) Billy:

r'"'

nA"LiPo-i>

Chlh tipi-hi-ikiniu-u

wash.

PAST measure-by.instrument-PASS!VE.3-3 P,EMPH
PVB

ROOT-VT!. VBZ-PASSIVE-IIN

P,EMPH

'It was paid.'

d~p-i-gE 'no : -_

Target:

[d3i

Actual :

[c!Ji t::lp-"i-t;:mo-_

waj]
w~J]

(B3-2006-07-26#265)

<ix

Adult:
Chlh tipihlchaniu

a.

'Was it already paid?'

Billy:

Li"Li rr
Ihl

nN'LiLa-i>

chiki tipihlchaniu

wash.

'Yes, it wi ll be paid.'

Billy:

Graduate-1>~6...x

Grad uate-uyana.
'When I graduate.'

Adu lt:

l>"x
Uh.
'Oh!'
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5.2. Conversation 10

L

Adult:
Chlwayina kiyipwa

cha wapimit

P?-·<

nitiwapimiska

'
kiyipwa,

L
cha

wapimit,

a.

'You will see her when you go home, you will see her when she comes
to get you, ok?'

Adult:
Chiskutimuwakiniwlchicha wash,aw,

chiskutimuwakiniwlchicha,

<iAn~rL

apitislchicha

wash.

'She must be in class, aw she must be in class, she must be working.'

(1 2) Billy:

a-J.6

r"d nJ ·<iPa-:L:::.?- 0 "

[??]x

Nimui

chiskutim-U\.v-akiniwi-yi-u-h

[??].

not

teach-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE.3-0BV-3-0BV

P,NEG

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-OBV-liN-OBV

'His [indecipherable] is not going to school.'

Target:

[ng'muj

t'skudgm-w-;)gn;)-j-o-_ *]

Actual:

[muj

skudom-_-gnaw-_-u-_ *]
(83-2006-07-26#3 77)
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Adult:

<iAn~rL

Pr·< '

Apitislchicha

kiyipwa,

apitislchicha.

'She must be working, yes, she must be working.'

6.

Session 6- Age 5;05.00

(Total passive tokens: 7)

6.1. Conversation 11

Billy:
Chakwan

uyiu.

'What is this?'

Adult:

<i

Ln · <ia-~Lx

11

Ah

matiwaniwich.

'It's a game.'

(13) Billy:

<ill

t,.'')nPa-~L x

Tanitah

ah

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch.

how

PVB,CJ

dO-PASSIVE.3-0.S

P,WH

PVB,CJ

ROOT. VTI-PASSIVE-ClN

Co-C

11

'How do you use th is?'

Target:

['danda

a

'tot-Ig;-mo-!fl

Actual:

[tand

a

t;m-ano-t 11 ]
(B3-2006-1 0-14#3 11)

Adult:
Ah

apihikiniwich

a.

'To open it?'
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BiJJy:

A Ax
11

ihl.

'Yes.'

6.2. Conversation 12

6

Adult:
Chitiyan

a

an

chlyi

ka

lshinakuhch.

'Do you have one that looks like this?'

<d

Adult:
Nimui

chitiyan.

'You don't have one?'

(14) Billy:

(./)

('II

Shash

chlh wap-iht-ikiniu-u.

already

PAST light-by.head-PASSIYE.3-3

P,TIME

PVB

•

VI

·<dA nPo-l>x
11

ROOT-YTI. YBZ-PASSIVE-liN

'It's already been seen.'

Target:

[ 'faf ci3i

wap-"t"-Ik":}n-o]

Actual:

[ha

jap ' -t-:}gm-Ap ']

ci3i

(B3-2006-l 0-14#445)

Adult:
Chichlh

iyan a

man.

'Did you have one before?'
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(15) Billy:

(/)

("'

Shash

chlh wap-in-ikiniu-u.

already

PAST throw.out-by.hand-PAssrvE.3-3

P,TIME

PVB

•

V>

·<i/\o-Po-i>x

ROOT-VTR. VBZ-PASSIVE-IIN

'lt was already thrown out.'

Target:

['faf dJi

wab-:m-rg:m-o]

Actual:

[haf dJi

wab-n-rg~n-o ?]

(B3 -2006-I 0- 14#44 7)

6

Adult:
Awan

ka

wapin ihk.

'Who threw it away?'

(16) Billy

N-Ohtawl, chlh iskwa-s-ikini u-u.
(-father

PAST burn-VTI.YBZ-PASSIVE.3-3

J-NAD

PVB

ROOT-VTI. YBZ-PASS!YE-IJN

'My father; it was burned.'

Target:

[n-::>'tawi? rdJ

i sb-s-~g~n-o]

Actual:

[m-~dawt dJ i

jka-s-rgn-up ' ]
(B3-2006-1 0-14#449)

Billy:

A"Ax
lhl.
'Yes.'
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Adult:
IskwasikiniOh

a

L"-

rLn·<dPo-""'

man

chimatiwakinish-h.

11

x

'Are your toys burned sometimes?'

Adult:

<:ju

Ad/\~~t.,ll

<ix

A.h

plkupiyiyich-h

a.

'Those that were broken? I When they are broken?'

Billy:

Mhm goodx
'Mhm good.'

6.3. Conversation 13

Adult:

L

o-·6(~"-

P~·<

i\(Lx

Cha nikwatayin kiyipwa

plsim.

'You will catch the sun with your snare.'

Adult:

<J·bnca.

l>,

L

Akwatitan

o,

cha

nikwatayin kiyipwa

plsim .

'I said, "You will catch the sun with your snare".'
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(17) Billy:

·6 cP0" :6 C" x

L·b"-

<]"-

"<:j"

0"

Chakwan

an

" ah

nikwa-t-akiniwi-t."

what

that

PVB,CJ

snare-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

PRO,WH

P,DEM.DST

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN

'What is the meaning of"ah nikwatakiniwit"?'

Target:

['dJagwan ;;>n

a

n;;>g::H -;;>gano-th]

Actual:

[th;;>gAn

;;)

ga-b-eg;;>mA-lf]
(2006-1 0-1 4#5 16)

Adu lt:

rr~Lr--"C"

ChichischayihHin

an.

'Do you know that...?'

(18) Billy:

L·b"-

<]"-

"<i"

o-·bCPo-:6 C"

Chakwan

an

" ah

nikwa-t-akiniwi-t."

what

that

PVB,CJ

snare-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

PRO,WH

P,DEM.DST

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN

X

'What is the mean ing of"ah nikwatakiniwit"?'

Target:

[' dJagwan ; > n

a

n;;>g::J-t-;;>gano-th]

Actual:

[!f;;>gAn

;;)

ga-d-ag;;>nA-lf]
(2006-1 0-14#518)

2 11

(19) Billy:

L·bQ_

<]Q_

"<i"

o-·bCPo-:6 C"

Chakwan

an

" ah

nikwa-t-akiniwi-t."

what

that

PVB,CJ

snare-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE.J-3 .S

PRO,WH

P,DEM.DST

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN

X

'What is the meaning of "ah nikwatakiniwit"?'

Target:

['cfJagwan

Actual:

[cfJigAn

~m

a

n;:,g:H-;:,gano-th]
IJOga-d-ag;:,no-!fJ

(2006-1 0-1 4#519)

Adult:
Ah

nikwatakiniwich

a

chakwan.

'To catch something in a snare?'

Bi lly:

L,. 11 L,.x
lhl.

'Yes.'

Adult:
Ai,

kiyipwa,

wapush

wapush,

chichischayihtan,

ah nikwatakiniwit.

Hmm, yes, rabbit, do you know, to snare a rabbit?'

Billy:

L,."ic,x

I hi.
'Yes.'
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Adult:

<i

11

Ah

C/\-bo-:61,x

tap ikwaniwich.

'To set snares.'

Billy:
Nimimah, niki paschiswauplsim,

a.

'No, I will shoot at the sun, okay?'

7.

Session 7- Age 5;05.22

(Total passive tokens: 4)

7.1. Conversation 14

(20) Billy:

(a.

Co-C 11

<JII

8 1 )nPo- :6 ~, x

Tan ai

tanitah

ah

ihtut-ikiniwi-ch.

P,WHPRO,HES

how

PVB,CJ

dO-PASSIVE.3-0.s

P,WH PRO,HES

P,WH

PBY,CJ

ROOT.YTI-PASSIVE-CJN

<i~

'How is it done?'

Target:

[tan aji

tant

a

htut-Ikmu-!f]

Actual:

[tan aJ

tan

a

wtt-I k 111 o-!fJ

(B3-2006-Il-06#249)

Adult:

( .(

o- P ~r nl> a.

Tapa nikischihun

PS.II

(J f'", rn ~

kiyah

nlyi, chlhin

Q.

'I don't know how to do it either, is it working?'

Billy:

o-IL 11 x

N imimah.
'No.'
2 13

<ix

a.

l
7.2. Conversation 15

Adult:

Lt>c"

<ib

MauHih

ihtut-h

aka

o-1 rP

r"·(<i/\~ 0 x

chistwawapiyihtayin,

mm1 chiki chistwawapiyiu.
'Do this to turn the sound off, so it won't make a noise.'

Adult:
Nimi chiki chishwawapiyiu, nima.
'So it won't make a loud noise, right?'

(21) Billy:

Ca-C"

<i")nPo-~~.,x

Tanitah

ahtut-ikiniwi-ch.

how

dO-PASSIYE.3 -0.s

P,WH

I C. ROOT. VTI - PASSIYE- C IN

'How is this done?'

Target:

[tantah

t11 ut-Ikmu-!f]

Actual :

[ta

tut-Ikmaw-!f]
(83-2006-11-06#343)

2 14

(22) Billy:

CcrC

<i )nPcr:6L.x

11

11

Tanitah

ahtut-ikiniwi-ch.

how

dO-PASSIVE.3-0.S

P, WH

IC.ROOT.VTI-PASSIVE-CIN

'How is this done?'

Target:

[tant

ahthut-Jkmu-!f]

Actual:

[tan

atut-Ikmun-!fJ
(B3-2006- ll-06#344)

Adu lt:

Lo

a._crno

<i

Mau nanitiu

ah

11

l b l>x

jumpt>·62'a.,

p~ ll

JUmpUWIYin

kiyahmak

u.

'I think this one is pressed to jump, or this one.'

7.3. Conversation 16
(23) Billy:

Susie <ill

,6.11((

err"

Susie ah

iht-a-t

ni-chih iti-kiwi-n

II

name

PVB,CJ be-vAL vsz-3 .s

N

PVB,CJ ROOT-VAl .vsz-CIN 1-PVB

cr b .f::~ x

6nP:t:.<l. ,

n-ikawi.

I-PAST tell-PASSIVE. I/2-( /2 1-mother
ROOT-PASSIVE-I IN

1-NAD

'(Name)'s place, they told me, my mother.'

Target: [(name) a
Actual: [(name) o

jt-a-t

n,i-tsta

_-!f

itu-ku-n n-Ikawi]

n-!f

it;:}-ku-n n-1kawi]
(B3-2006-11-06#628)
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Billy:

o-<"'rLJ'a.x
Nipaschichashin.
'I (little me) shoot/1 shoot a little bit.'

Billy:

<ill
Ah

paschichashiyan chiwapihtan.

'When I (little me) shoot, do you see?'

8.

Session 9 -Age 5;10.06

(Total passive tokens: 7)

8.1. Conversation 17

<i 11 )n Po-;0. t- x

(24) Billy:
Tanitah

ahtut-ikiniwi-ch .

how

dO-PASSIVE.3-0.S

P,WH

IC.ROOT.VTI-PASSJVE-CIN

'How is it done? (How do you do this?)'

Target:

[tant ahthut-rkano-f]

Actual:

[bgh adod-gno-f]

(B3-2007-03-19#6)

8.2. Conversation 18
Adult:

<i"'d

o-J.0.

6~d~

<lo-C 11

f'"a.

Ashkw

mmu1

iskulQ

anitah

min kutik awashish.

'No other child is going to school there yet.'

2 16

dnb <l ·<iJ'"'x

(25) Billy:

.c:.)n

('II

·<i""

<lo-Cu

<J·<iJ'""

Chlh itutih-akiniu-u

wash

ani-tah

awash ish.

PAST take-PASSIVE.3-3

EM Ph

that-LOC

child

PYB

P,DISC

P,DEM.DST-LOC

NA

11

<iPa-t>

ROOT.VTA-PASSIVE-JJN

X

'They took the child over there.'

Target:

[!fi

t11 uth-a-kmo

waf m-tah

Actual :

[d3i

dobot11 -a-g;m

af

;:,waf:]

m-da waj]
(B3-2007-03- 19#20 I)

Adult:

Co-C x
11

Tanitah.
'Where?'

Billy:

<ill

<i~J_y.0,C x

ah

askuluwit.

'Where he goes to school.'

8.3. Conversation 19
Adult:
Chipikwayihtan a

(' ~

Easterx

chlyi

Easter.

'Are you anxious for Easter to come?'

Adult:

Easterx
Chichischayihtan a

chakwan

'Do you know what's Easter?'

2 17

Easter.

(26) Billy:

Eggs

<ill

<nP<J:DY'x

Egg-s

ah

pat-ikiniwi-ch-h.

ENG-ENG

PVB,CJ

bring-PASSIVE. 3-3 .S-0. PL

N-PL

PVB,CJ

ROOT-PASSIVE-ClN -CIN

'When eggs are brought (e.g., Easter).'

Target:

[ek-s a-pat-c:kano-!f-_]

Actual:

[eg-s a-bad-ag;mo-!f-_]
(B3-2007-03-19#350)

Ad ult:
Chishayimihauchishikau,

nima.

'It's Easter, right?'

Billy:

·<i

11

x

Wah.
'What?'

Adu lt:

r~r-r 11 <i t>r\r6o

LiO...<Ji>x

Ch ishayim ihauchish ikau

inaniG.

'We say Easter.'
Lit. 'It is said Great Sunday.'

8.4. Conversation 20

Adult:

angels.
Chichischayimawich

a

angels.

'You know angels?'

2 18

Billy:

A Ax
11

ih!.
'Yes.'

(27) Billy:

o-r'

L u nLP~""

<J /\ J' ~ X

Ni-chih

wiht-im-a-kiwi-n

apishlsh...

I-PAST

tell-by.head-APPLIC-PASSIVE.l -1/2

little

1-PVB

ROOT-VTA.VBZ-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-liN

P,QUANT

II

'I was told a little about (angels) ...'

Target:

wiht-Im-a-bw-n

ipJi.n

Actual:

_-thgm-a-gA-n

rpJiJ gweda ]
(B3-2007-03-1 9#3 70)

Adult:

.<j 11 x

wah.
'What?'

2 19

(28) Billy:

o-r"

11

L nLP~""

<l A J'"'

late

Ni-chih wiht-im-a-kiwi-n

apishish

late

I-PAST

tell-by.head-APPLIC-PASSIVE.l-1/2

little

ENG

}-PVB

ROOT-YTA. YBZ-YTA.YBZ-PASSIYE- JIN

P,QUANT

ADY

<ill

P~J' Jl..x

ah

kiwishim-u-ch.

PVB,CJ

go.to.bed-VAI. VBZ-3 .PL

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VA!.YBz-ClN

II

'I was told they go to bed a little too late.'

Target: [n.-!fi

wiht-Im-a-kow-n IpiJ

Actual: [;m-dJidJi wet-;)m-a-gu-n

IpjiJ

lejth

a bwjim-u-!fJ

ledaj a gaJum-I-!fJ
(B3-2007-03-l9#3 72)

Adult:
Awan

kah

wihtimask.

'Who told you?'

Billy:

·<i 11 x
Wah.
'What?'

Billy:

<iL. Jamesx
Ai

James.

'Umm, James.'
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8.5. Conversation 21

.

(29) Billy:

(/)

Ni-chlh misin-apiski-hu-kiwi-n

""

X

wash shash.

1-rAST

write-metal,mineral-by.instrument-rAssivE.ll2- l/2 EMPH already

1-PVB

ROOT- MEDIAL- VAI.VBZ- PASS IVE-IIN

P,DISC P, TIM E

'I was already videotaped I I already had my picture taken.'

Target: [n.-!fi
Actual:

L-dJI

msn-apsk-u-ku-n

;:,waf E.n

msn-repsk-o-ko-n

af

aJ;:,miaj]
(B3-2007-03-19#582)

Billy:

C<

o-r~L2' 11 CQ.x

Tapa nichischayihtan.
'I don't know.'

Adult:
Taisp.
'When?'

Billy:

·<i"" PLx
Washkich.
'Long ago.'

22 1

8.6. Conversation 22
(30) Billy:

<it>d

<i

<l<l.

up and down

Aukw

a

an

up and down

that.one

P,QST that

E NG E NG E NG

PRO,FOC

P,QST P,DEM. DST

E NG E NG E NG

<i"

.6. ~/\~"CPo-:6.t..x

ah

is-piyi-ht-akiniwi-ch.

PVB,CJ

thus(y-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3-0.s

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VT!.VBZ-PASS!VE-CIN

'Is this what is used to make it go up and down?'

Target: [aw

a

n Ap an tawn

a

j s-pi-ht-akanow-!fl

Actual: [awg

a

n ab ;:> dmd

aw

is-pi-td-ag;:>no-!(1
(83-2007-03-19#617)

Adu lt:

.6.".6.x

Ihi.
'Yes.'

r A"ra.."Cd/\

Adult:
N imi wawach

Q. x

chipihchinahtakupin.

nuhchi

'It looks like I didn't even turn it off.'
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9.

Session 10 - Age 5;10.18

(Total passive tokens: 4)

9.1. Conversation 23
Billy:

James

r"

James

chlh pimipiyiu, nlyi on the back

11

/\l/\r 0 ,

er r

on the back

o- r"

L.ll(<iQ.x

11

nichlh

ihtawan.

'James was driving and I sat in the back.'

(31 ) Billy:

tQ.

611

/\ l/\r 11 <iPo-i::.c

Susiex

Min

kah

pim-ipiyi-h-akiniwi-t

Susie.

agam

PVB,CJ

move-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

name

P,QUANT

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI.VBZ-VTA .VBZ-PASSIVE-C IN

N

'Then it was Susie's turn, (name) had a ride.'

Target:

['min

ga

b;:)m-bi-h-ag;:m:)-t

(name)]

Actual:

[min

ga

vim-bi-hh-ag;:)no-d

(name)]

(B3-2007-04-02#63)

Billy:
Min ai

kaplhch ichayahch

uti h.

'Then, hmm, we came in(side) here.'

Adult:

t> 11 x

Oh.
'Oh!'
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9.2. Conversation 24

Adult:

Daycare

<i

Daycare

a

ihtashiyiuh.

'Is she at the daycare?'

Billy:

A"Ax
lhl.

'Yes.'

(32) Billy:

c<

rN'.6.Po-l>

<l__D"L

daycarex

Tapa chip-ih-lkiniu-u

anuhch

daycare.

not

today

E NG

P,TIME

E NG

close-VTI.VBZ-PASSIVE.3-3

P,NEG PVB-VTI. VBZ-PASSIVE-JlN
'The daycare's not closed today.'

Target:

[daba

tsg ' p-11-iggno

ajn~lf

dekhc:J]

Actual:

[ba

cfJgb-h-rgnu

gnolf

dik 11 EJ]
(83-2007-04-02#193)

9.3. Conversation 25

Lx

Billy:
Wapim

rna.

'Look at him/it.'

wah.
'What?'
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(33) Billy:

<it>d

<]<>.

L

I (0..../\ ~P 11 ·<iPa-:6.c x

Aukw

an

cha

misin-apisk-ihw-akiniwi-t.

that.one that

FUT

write-metal,mineral-vTA. vsz-PASSIVE.3-3 .s

PRO,FOC P,DEM.DST

PYB,CJ

ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CfN

'It will be the one that is fi lmed.'

Target: [awkw

~n

<t3A

msn-Ams'k-w-ag~n:::>w-th]

Actual: [awg

~n

<t3~

nbisn-ask-w-odnu-th]
(B3 -2007-04-02#306)

(34) Billy:

I (0..../\ ~P 11 ·<iPa-i>

<i

t:. ~r)

t>C11 x

Misin-apisk-ihw-akiniu-u

a

iskltO

utah.

write-metal,mineral-VTA. VBZ-PASSIVE.3-3 P,QST skidoo here
ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-liN

P,QST NA

P,DEM.LOCATION

'Is the skidoo going to be filmed like this?'
Target:

[psn-Ab'sk-w-ag~n-o

a skidu

'uta]

Actual:

[Ipsn-apsk- 11 -ag~n-ol

a sgido

1dre]
(B3-2007-04-02#3 07)

Adult:
Kwashtah

L
rna

ltlh.

'Place it on the other side.'

Billy:

t>C 11 x
utah.
'This way?'
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Adult:

b. b.x
11

ihl.
'Yes.'
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Appendix IV- Unergative Misanalysis Hypothesis

This appendix consists of an overview of four experimental studies ofthe acquisition of
split intransitivity, beginning with two studies of Russian acquisition that support the
unergative misanalysis hypothesis (Borer & Wexler 1992).
Babyonyshev et. al. (200 1) find support for the unergative misanalysis in their study
ofthe acquisition ofthe Russian genitive-of-negation (GoN) construction. The GoN
construction is one in which an underlying direct object (Pesetsky 1982) may be marked
with genitive case if it is both nonspecific and indefinite and the sentence is negative, as
in example (1 b) below. 73

( 1)

R ussiAN GENITIVE- OF- NEGATION

a.

Ja

ne

polucil

pis'ma.

not

received

letter-ACC.PL

'1 didn't receive the/some letters.'

b.

Ja

ne

polucil

(nikakix)

not

received

(NEG-kind-GEN.PL) Jetter-GEN.PL

pisem .

'I didn't receive any letters.'

73 Levin & Rappaport Hovav (1995) note that Pesetsky's ( 1982) characterization ofthe GoN construction
as a diagnostic for unaccusativity in Russian does not account for the (small number of) unergative
verbs that participate in this construction, as pointed out by Babby ( 1978; 1980). They suggest that
discourse factors may provide a better explanation for this construction, in line with their analysis of the
locative inversion construction (see ft. 74, below). Given this consideration, it is interesting that the
children tested in Babyonyshev et. al.'s (200 I) experiment never produce GoN constructions with
unergative verbs. One wonders what the acquisition of this subset of GoN verbs would look like in
Russian.
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c.

Ja

polucil

pis'ma/*pisem .

received

letter-AcC.PLI*letter-GEN.PL

'I received the/some letters'

(Babyonyshev et al. 200 1:1 1, ex. 8)

As the GoN is found on underlying arguments (Pesetsky 1982), it occurs both on direct
objects oftransitive verbs (as we saw above) and on derived subjects of unaccusative
verbs. Compare this with subjects of unergative verbs, which do not permit GoN. We see
this below (2).

(2)

GENITIVE-OF-NEGATIVE PERMITTED ON DERIVED SUBJECTS OF UNACCUSATIVE VERBS
a.

Ne

rasstajalo

ni

odnoj

not

melted-NEU.SG

NEG

single-GEN.SG

snezinki.

UNACCUSATIVE

snowflake-GEN.SG

'Not a single snowflake melted.'

b.

*Nikakix

devocek

ne

NEG-kind-GEN.PL gir)-GEN.PL not

tancevalo.

UNERGATIVE

danced-NEU.SG

'No girls danced.'

One sub-set of Russian unaccusative verbs, called "bleached" unaccusatives, requ ire
genitive case in negative constructions.

(3)

"BLEACHED" UNACCUSATIVE
a.

v

go rode

ne

bylo

vraca.

111

town

not

was-NEu.sG

doctor-GEN.sG

'There was no doctor in town I The doctor was not in town.'
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b.

*v
tn

gorode

ne

by I

vrac.

town

not

WaS-MASC.SG

doctor-NOM.SG

Intended:

'There was no doctor in town I The doctor was not in town.'
(Babyonyshev et a l. 200 I: 13, ex. 13)

Derived subjects of unaccusative verbs remain in situ in Russian, that is, in postverbal position. Babyonyshev et. a l. argue that there is covert movement in Russian, and
thus unaccusative verbs require the formation of an A-chain (Babyonyshev et al. 200 I : 1418). Thus, the prediction ofthe Maturation Hypothesis is that children will produce GoN
constructions on the objects of transitive verbs, but they will analyze all intransitive verbs
as unergative and wi ll not permit GoN constructions on the derived subjects of
unaccusative verbs, even bleached unaccusatives.
To test this, the researchers used a sentence completion task, where 30 children
(3;0-6;6) were prompted to finish a sentence, providing the argument of a transitive,
unergative, unaccusative or bleached unaccusative verb. The Maturation Hypothesis
makes the prediction that pre-mature chi ldren will only produce arguments bearing
nominative case for a ll intransitive verbs, even for (common) bleached intransitives,
ignoring the fact that these verbs require GoN on their arguments. The results of the
experiment are as fo llows (4).

(4)

R uSS IAN GENITIV E- OF- NEGATION SENTENCE COMPLETION TASK RESULTS
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SENTENCE TYPE

%

Transitive

73

Unergative

0

Unaccusative

45

Bleached unaccusative

47

GENITIVE RESPONSES

Children produce genitive case-marked nominals to complete transitive sentences at
a rate significantly hig her than they do w ith unaccusative verbs. This resu lt supports the
Maturation Hypothes is, which predicts that children w ill have difficulty w ith
intransitives. The authors argue that the rate of gen itive responses to unaccusative verbs is
partly a result of the age of each child: w ith respect to A-chain formation, some of the
respondents are pre-mature, w hile others are mature. Overall, the researchers fo und seven
different patterns of responses, most easily accounted for by the Maturation Hypothesis.
One set of respondents gave genitive responses to regu lar unaccusative verbs but
nominative responses to bleached unaccusative verbs, w hich is a marginal case for the
Maturation Hypothesis, and the researchers speculate that these children are in flux, or
that they fail to treat unaccusative verbs consistently, or that there is some interaction with
the Uniformity of Theta Assignment Hypothesis (UTAH) (Baker 1988) .
Another paper in support of maturation considers the acquisition of defective v in
Russian locative inversion constructio ns (Kallestinova 2007). T he locative inversion
construction refers to a word order variation possible only w ith unaccusative verbs in
Russian (Babyonyshev 1996).74 Consider an example of the locative invers ion in the
74 Levin & Rappaport Hovav ( 1995) argue that, at least in English, the locative inversion is not a
diagnostic for unaccusativity, showing that both unaccusative and unergative verbs may participate in
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English example below (Sa).

(5)

LOCATIVE INVERSION IN ENGLISH
a.

In the distance appeared the towers and spires of a town which greatly
resembled Oxford.

b.

[L. Bromfield, The Farm, 124]

The towers and spires of a town which greatly resembled Oxford appeared in
the distance.
(Levin & Rappaport Hovav 1995:218, ex. 1,2)

In Russian, the locative inversion may appear with either VS or PP VS word order, as
below (6a).

(6)

LocATIVE INVERSION IN RussiAN
a.

UNACCUSATIVE VERB
(Na

kuxne)

svistit

chainik.

In

kitchen

whistles-PREs.3sG

kett(e-NOM.SG

In the kitchen whistles the kettle.'

b.

UNERGATIVE VERB
??( Sebe

self-oAT

pod nos) svistit

Vanya.

undernose whistles-PREs.3sG Vanya-NoM

'To himself whistles Vanya.'
(Babyonyshev 1996 :27)

this construction, which is triggered by discourse factors. See also, e.g., Birner & Ward (1 998).
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To account for the various word orders available for unaccusative verbs,
Kallestinova (2007) proposes that unaccusative verbs project a defective v, as in the
following structure (7).

(7)

UNACCUSATIYE VERB STRUCTURE IN R uSSIAN

vP
~
VP

II

~

NP

V'

~
V
(PP)
(Kallestinova 2007:336, ex. 7)

The above structure y ields all possible unnacusative word orders: SV(PP) and (PP)VS,
with some additional complications with respect to optional adjunct phrases that are
ignored here. As there is no intervening agent argument projected in Spec- vP, the NP and
(optionally null) PP are w ithin the same minimal domain and either phrase could raise to
check the strong EPP feature (Chomsky 1995). On the other hand, unergative verbs
project Spec-vP, meaning that the agent NP Merged in Spec-vP is the only NP available to
check the EPP feature, follow ing the Minimal Link Condition (Miyagawa 1993 ;
Chomsky 1995). Thus, given this structure, the only possible word order for unergative
sentences is SV(PP) (8).
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(8)

UNERGATIVE VERBSTRUCTURE IN RUSSIAN
vP

/'-.....

v'

NP

/'-.....

v

VP

/'-.....

(NP)

V'

/'-.....

V

(PP)

(Kallestinova 2007:337, ex. 8)

Following the UPH and the unergative misanalysis, children acquiring Russian
unaccusative verbs are expected to treat the defective v-projection in the unaccusative
verb structure in (7) as though it were a full vP as in (8).
Kallestinova (2007) finds experimental evidence for the unergative misanalysis
with a picture-description task. Unaccusative word order was analyzed in the productions
of 30 monolingual Russian-speaking 3-year-olds, 3 1 6-year-olds, and 47 adu lts. The
results are as follows (9).

(9)

ExPERIMENTAL RESULTs : RussiAN LOCATIVE INVERSION
UNACCUSATIVE SENTENCES

UNERGATIVE SENTENCES

WoRD
ORDER

3-y-o

6-y-o

Adults

3-y-o

6-y-o

Adults

sv

11 3
82.5%

109
75.2%

162
63.5%

152
95 .0%

196
98 .5%

284
92.2%

LOCATIVE
INVERSION

24
17.5%

36
24.8%

93
36.5%

8
5.0%

3
1.5%

24
7.8%

TOTAL

137

145

255

160

235

199
308
(Kallestmova 2007:340)

The key finding of this experiment is that there is no significant difference between the
productions of unaccusative and unergative word order by 3-year-old children, and all
productions utilize the word order typical of unergative verbs. On the other hand, word
order productions of the two types of sentences are significantly different in the speech of
6-year-old children and adults.
Kallestinova (2007) observes that children first acquire the locative inversion with
prototypical unaccusatives such as verbs of change of location, change of state and
appearance (So race 2004), then extend this word order to other classes of unaccusatives.
This observation seems to be more consistent w ith theories of emergent grammar than
with maturation. If maturation is correct, we would expect children to begin to produce all
types of unaccusative verbs with the locative inversion order at the same time . Instead, it
seems that Russian-speaking children first acquire the most " basic" unaccusative verbs
and then gradually master the more abstract or ambiguous verbs. This type of gradual
mastery is not consistent with a maturational view (see Rose & Brittain 20 II for s imilar
findings in the acquisition in Cree).
Two studies of Japanese acquisition, a study of "full" unaccusatives (Sano, En do, &
Yamakoshi 200 I) and a study of te-iru aspect constructions (Shimada & Sano 2007), do
not support the Unergative Misanalysis or the Maturation Hypothesis.
Sano, E ndo & Yamakoshi (200 I) demonstrate that Japanese unaccusative require
the formation of an A-chain. T hey show that, by age 3 (n= 8, mean age 3;6), Japanese
children are able to distinguish between the thematic roles of the subj ects of null-object
transitive verbs (agent) and the subjects ofunaccusative verbs (theme) in a
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comprehension task (40/46 correct responses= 87%), as in the fo llowing stimulus
sentences (1 0).75

() 0) NULL-OBJECT TRANSITIVE VERBS AND UNACCUSATIVE VERBS

a.

TN

JAPANESE

TRANS!TlVE
Zou-san

ga

elephant

NOM (pig

o)

umeta

ka

ACC)

buried

Q

(buta san

na?

AGENT

'Did the elephant bury (pro)?'

b.

UNACCUSATIVE
Buta-san

ga

plg

NOM buried.UNACC

umatta

ka

na?

THEME

Q

'Was the pig buried?'
(Sano, Endo, & Yamakoshi 200 1:674, ex. 19)

This finding, taken together with the previous finding that Japanese treat the subjects of
unergative and unaccusative verbs differently (e.g., Miyata 1992), leads Sano, Endo &
Yamakoshi (2001) to conclude that Japanese children are able to form A-chains by age 3.
The researchers further test chi ldren's comprehension of "fu ll" unaccusatives (that
is, unaccusatives w ith a by-phrase) as compared to comprehension of full passives
(passives with a by-phrase) . These are exemplified below (11).

75 Note that the children tested have more difficulty understanding the null-object transiti ve verbs than the
unaccusative verbs, with 3-year-olds responding correctly to the transitive stimulus sentences only
68. 1% of the time (32/47). 4- and 5-year-olds perform excellently with both unaccusative and transitive
verbs.
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( 11) JAPANESE FULL UNACCUSATIVES AND FULLPASSIVE VERBS
a.

FuLL UNAccusATIVE
Buta-san

ga

zou-san

pig

NOM elephant

ka na?

nt

tsukamat-ta

by

catch.UNACC-PAST Q

'Was the pig caught by the elephant?'

b.

FuLL PASSIVE
Buta-san

ga

zou-san

pig

NOM elephant

nt

tsukamae-rare-ta

by

catch-PASSIVE-PASTQ

ka na?

'Was the pig caught by the elephant?'
(Sano, Endo, & Yamakoshi 2001:677, ex. 24b,c)

Sano, Endo & Yamakoshi found that children comprehend full unaccusatives earlier
than full pass ives, which is shown by the rates of correct responses to the above stimulus
questions ( 12).

( J 2) CoRRECT RESPONSE RATES: UNACCUSATIVES VS. PASSIVES (SANO, £ NDO, & YAMAKOSHI 200 J)

VERBTYPE

3-YEAR-OLDS

4-YEAR-OLDS

5-YEAR-OLDS

f ULL UNACCUSATIVE

14/30
46.7%

21/28
75.1 %

27/30
90.0%

FuLL PASSIVE

13/28
46.4%

15/29
51.7%

17/3 1
54.8%

Note that by age 5 children answer full unaccusative prompts correctly 90% of the time,
but still only 54.8% of the time with full passive prompts. Sano, Endo & Yamakoshi
interpret this fi nding as evidence against the Maturation Hypothesis. If the ability to form
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A-chains matures, both full unaccusatives and full pass ives should be acquired at the
same time, which is not what they find. However, Machida, Miyagawa & Wexler
(2004) reinterpret these findings using the Unergative Misanalysis hypothesis, claiming
that Japanese children interpret full unaccusative verbs as though they are unergatives and
do not require an A-chain, which results in better performance with full un accusatives
than full passives.
Shimada & Sano (2007) undertake a study ofthe Japanese te-iru aspect
construction. Te-iru is always compatible with a progressive reading, but passive and
unaccusative verbs in the te-iru construction are additionally compatible with a resultative
reading, because this reading requires an A-binding relationship (e.g., A-chain formation)
between the subj ect and object (Takezawa 1991). This is exemplified below (13).

( 13)

J A PANESE TE-IRU CONSTRUCTIONS

a.

Progressive ./

U NERGATIVE

Resultati ve x

Buta-san-ga

hasit-te-iru.

pig-NOM

r un-TE .IRU- PRES

'The pig is running'

b.

Progress ive ./

U NACCUSATI VE

Resultative ./

Buta-san-ga

agat-te-iru.

pig-NOM

nse- TE. IRU- PRES

'The pig has risen. I The pig is rising.'
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c.

DIRECT PASSIVE

Progressive ./

Buta-san-ga

ager-arare-teiru .

ptg-NOM

rtSe-PASSIVE-TE.IRU

Resultative ./

'The pig has been raised. I The pig is being raised.'
(Shimada & Sano 2007:390, ex. 13)

The unergative misanalysis hypothesis therefore predicts that pre-mature children will
disallow the resultative reading in unaccusative verbs in the te-iru construction.
Shimado & Sano (2007) tested this prediction with a Truth-Value-Judgment-Task
(Crain & McKee 1985; Crain & Thornton 1998). A situation was acted out with puppets,
and then the puppets were hidden behind a curtain. When the curtain was removed, the
action was either continuing (e.g., the pig puppet was still running), or the action had
stopped (e.g., the pig puppet had stopped running and was trying to catch his breath). One
of the two experimenters played the role of a puppet named Wanchan, who described the
situation after the curtain was lifted with sentences such as the following .

( 14) STIMULUS SENTENCES (SHIMADA & SANO2007)
a.

UNERGATJVE
Buta-san-ga

tma hasit-teiru-yo.

pig-NOM

nOW run-TE.IRU-PRES

'The pig is now running.'
Correct answer
Progressive: The pig is still running

./

(accept)

Resultative: The pig has stopped running

x

(reject)
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b.

UNACCUSATIVE
Kaeru-san-ga

ima umat-te-iru-yo.

frog-NOM

nOW bury-TE-IRU-PRES

'The frog is (has been) buried now.'
Correct answer
Progressive: The frog is still being buried

./

(accept)

Resultative: The frog is completely buried

./

(accept)

(Shimada & Sano 2007:390-391, ex. 17)

The unergative misanalysis hypothesis predicts that children will treat all
intransitive verbs as unergative verbs, therefore rejecting all instances of te-iru
constructions describing resulting states. This is not what the researchers find. Even the
youngest participants at 3 years old (n=6, mean age 3 ;8) correctly differentiate between
unergatives and unaccusative verbs with respect to the resultative reading. The rates of
correct responses to the stimulus questions (e.g., correctly accepting/rejecting) are given
below (15) .

( 15) CORRECT RESPONSES TOTRUTH-VALUE-JUDGMENT-TASK (SHIMADA& SANO 2007:392)
3-YEAR-OLDS 4-YEAR-OLDS 5-YEAR-OLDS 6-YEAR-OLDS
Progressive
./

UNERGATIVE

Resultative
X

Progressive
UNACCUSATIVE

./

Resultative
./

ADULTS

18/ 18
100.0%

29/30
96.7%

30/30
100.0%

9/9
100.0%

33/33
100.0%

16/ 18
88.9%

30/30
100.0%

29/30
96.7%

9/9
100.0%

33/33
100.0%

16/ 18
88.9%

24/30
80.0%

24/30
80.0%

6/9
66.7%

29/33
87.9%

18/ 18
100.0%

29/30
96.7%

30/30
100.0%

9/9
100.0%

33/33
100.0%
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Shimada & Sano (2007) interpret the results of their experiment as evidence against the
unergative misanalysis hypothesis and the Maturation Hypothesis. They show that
Japanese-speaking children differentiate between unergative and unaccusative verbs
already at 3years of age. This finding, they argue, is felicitous because if children really
do misanalyze unaccusative verbs as unergative verbs, they are able to violate UTAH,
which leaves theta assignment unrestricted in child grammar.
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Appendix V- Piyi-derived utterances (Billy's speech)

Billy's intransitive -piyi verbs are listed by session with Cree syllabics, orthography, and a
morphological analysis together with a translation, and an identification of the sub-class
of -piyi verb (Unaccusative, Vehicle, Emission, Relative Root, Manner). For each
utterance, the target morphology (in IPA) is given, as well as his actual morphology (in
IPA). Missing morphemes are represented by'_'. Each -piyi verb is placed in its
surrounding context, and all names have been changed. When an utterance cannot be
transcribed because of recording quality, the utterance is represented as'---'. 76

1.

Session 1 -Age 4;06.08

(Total -piyi tokens: 13)

1.1. Conversation 1
Context:

Billy and his caregiver are discussing Billy's team, and a trip that the team
will take. They can't go on the trip before they fundraise.

Adult:
Chichlh

chlyi.

chihchipiyin

'Did you leave by vehicle?'

Adult:

rr'"'
Chichlh

chihchipiy inauwa

chlyiwau

ai

chikawl.

'Did you and your mother leave by vehicle?'

76 Many thanks to Luci Bobbish-Salt, whose commentary on these examples was inval uab le. Any errors in
the text are my own.
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Billy:

crll"x
Nimimah.
'No.'

Billy:

crll"x
Nimimah.
'No.'

Adult:

crJ ~

d"rr"r Ara..t>·<L

Nimui

kuhchichihchipiyinauwa.

'No, you didn't go?'

(I)

Billy:

c< ...D"r

r"r1\ra...

Tapa n-uhchi

chihchi-piyi-nan.

not

VEHICLE

a. X

1-PAST.NEG leave-DYN-l.PL

P,NEG 1-PVB

ROOT-VI.VBZ-IIN

'No, we (excl.) did not go.'

Target:

[tapa n-o!fd

!fi-piji-nan]

Actual :

[ba

cfJI-bi-nd]

n-o!f

(B3-2005-II-22#20)

Billy:

·<i"x
Wah.
'What?'
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Adult:

(a.

6

Tan ka

.6.~~~n~d

l bx

iyihtiyakw mak.

'What did you do then?'

Adult:

("-

6

Tan ka

.6.~~~n~"-x

iyihtiyin.

'What did you do?'

Billy:

<i.6. ...
Ai .. .
'Uh .. .'

Billy:

L·btMakwach nichlh ...
'During, I was/we were ...'

Bi lly:

c;P!>J'u<icl..

AnLx

<l.

Shuwiyan nikiushihanan
'We have to make money first.'
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pitima.

(2)

Billy:

<:ju

VEHICLE

Ah

chihchi-piyi-yahch.

PVB,CJ

Jeave-DYN-l .PL

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI. vsz-CJN

'When we go.'

Target:

[a

!fh!f~-pi-jah!fJ

Actual:

[a

!ft~-bi-c!fJ

(83-2005-11-22#2 7)

1.2. Conversation 2

(3)

Bil ly:

<da... <d

6

6, "/\f"Cx

Anna a

ka

is-piyi-t.

name P,QST PVB,CJ

thusly-oYN-3 .s
ROOT-VI .vsz-CIN

P,QST PVB,CJ

N

RELATIVE ROOT

'Anna goes this way?'

Target:

[(name)

a

ka

js-phi-th]

Actual:

[(name)

a

gc

s-pi-th]
(B3-2005-ll-22#88)

Adult:

A Ax
I hi.
11

'Yes.'

Bi lly:

A Ax
I hi.
11

'Yes.'
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1.3. Conversation 3
(4)

Billy:

Mhm <dA"A/\~ 0

l>x

Mhm apihl-piyi-u

u.

P,JNTJ open-DYN-3

this

P,INTJ ROOT-VI.VBZ-IJN

P,DEM.PXL

UNACCUSATIVE

'This opens.'

Target:

[Ih(t aphah-pij-w aw]

Actual:

[:;Jh£ :;Jp 11 A-pi-:;J

aw]
(83-2005-1 1-22# 198)

Adult:

.<:j II X

w ah.
'Eh?'

Adult:

P~ ·<

'
Kiyipwa,

chlhin

a,

nitiha.

'Yes, is it working? Let me see.'

Adult:

a-~

L

Nlyi ma

niki apihan.

'Let me open it.'

Adult:
Niki kuchihtan a.
'I will try it, okay?'
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Adult:

.<j"r
Wahchi

chlhich,

<j/\".6Po-:t.J't-

Lt>

t>n",

.<j"r

miiu

utih,

wah chi

.6 '""'/\l"t-,

iipihikiniwishich ishpimihch,

r-<j/\"C<l."x
chiwiipihtiinh.

'It works. It (something small) can be opened from the top. Do you see?'

1.4. Conversation 4
Adult:

r-~ rL o

Miywiiyimiiu

a

wlyi

iii...

'Does .. . like those ... ?'

(5)

Billy:

Lt>C"

<:j"/\r"<:jpo-:6 ex

Mau-tah

as-piyi-h-akiniwi-t.

thiS-LOC

thusly-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3 -3 .S

RELATIVE ROOT

P,DEM+G.PXL-LOC ROOT.IC-VI.VBZ-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CIN
'This is how you make it go I You move it this way'

Target:

[maw-tah

s-pi-h-akm;:,wi-th]

Actual:

[mA-na

SI-pi-h-ag;:,nA-_]
(83-2005-11-22#2 10)

Billy:

[>~ " x

Uyiih.
'This one?'
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rrJ'r~

Adult:

Matiwachau

man

6

i:::.J'Q_dJ'J'rL 11 x

ka

lshinakushishiyich-h.

chichishlmish

'Does your little brother play with those sometimes?'

1.5. Conversation 5
Adult:

<i~d

Ashkw

a

ntml chipipamiskupiyin.

'You don't skate yet?'

Billy:

<i.t. .. .
Ai ...
'Uhh ...'

Adult:

·<i

11

x

wah.
'Eh?'
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aniyah

(6)

Billy:

a-JL:::.

a-r"ll

I'J'/\f'>-o..x

Nimui

ni-chlh

chishi-piyi-n.

not

I-PAST

fast-DYN- 1/2

P,NEG

1-PVB

ROOT-VI.VBZ-IJN

VEHICLE

'I can't go fast.'

Target:

[nnnuj1

n-!fi

!ffi-pi-n]

Actual:

[mojo

_-dJ i

!ffi-pi-_]
(83-2005-1 1-22#272)

Adult:

Daycare

<:ju

AYC~d

rnYca..·<i

Lo..

Daycare

ah

ltuhtayakw

chitituhtanawa

man arena.

'When you ' re at the daycare, do you go at the arena?'

Billy:

Mhmx
Mhm.
'Yes.'
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arenax

1.6. Conversation 6

(7)

L

Billy:

<i ~/\f> t.,x

RELATIVE ROOT

as-piyi-ch.

Wap-iht-ih
Jight-by.head-VTI.THM.IMP

EMPH

thusly-oYN-O.s

ROOT-VTI.VBZ-VTI.THM.IMP

P,DISC

ROOT.IC-vi.vBz-CIN

'Look how it goes.'

Target:

[wap-ht-h

rna

ajs-pi-!fJ

Actual:

[u:o-_-_

rna

ajs-pi-!fJ
(B3-2005-l l-22#306)

Ad ult:

1>11

'

Oh

o- ~1.,

~~ 1\f> J'O

o-lx

niw ich

miyupiyishiu

nima.

'Oh it (diminutive) runs well eh?'

Billy:

o-P~r 11 1>Q. x

a- r~ riii>Q.

<i

(/)

Nikischihun.

Nikischihun

a

shash.

•

V>

X

'Am I doing it the right way? Am I do ing it the right way now?'

Translator comment:

Billy uses English-style intonation for the first
question, instead ofthe question word a.

Adult:
Kiyipwa.
'Of course.'
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1.7. Conversation 7

Bi lly:

.

(/)

""

Shash

·<1""

crn~a....

Q.

wash nitiyanan

(r-~c>. x

nlyan.

'We already have that.'

Adult:

<J .<:jc>.

<:j~c x

Awan

ayat.

'Who has it?'

Bi lly:

..D 11 C·Ax
Nuhtawl.
'My father.'

Adult:

L.,.

<:j r--·<1

6~/\rucc

Ayiwa

iyapichihtat man

'That's what he uses to call?'

Bi lly:

Mhmx
Mhm.
'Yes.'
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<:ju

r.cunccx

ah

mitwahtitat.

(8)

Bi lly:

<iL.

<i"

A.i

ah

chihchi-piyi-yahch.

PRO,HES

PVB,CJ

leave-oYN-l .PL

PRO,HES

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI .VBz-CJN

VEHICLE

'When we leave I When we go on a trip.'

Target:
Actual:

[aj

a

h!fh!fi-pij 1-ah!f]

a

!f<ti-bi-c:!fJ
(B3-2005-l l-22#3 71)

Adu lt:

<1°

<ill

Aw ah

rur ;\~~·b x
chihchi-piyi-yakw-a.

'Aw when you go out of town?'

1.8. Conversation 8
(9)

Billy:

<i"

AdA~l,

Ah

p!ku-piyi-ch

u-yah.

PVB,CJ

break-oYN-O.s

thiS-OBV

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI.vsz-C!N

P,DEM.PXL-OBV

UNACCUSATIVE

'It's broken, this one.'

Target:

[ah

piko-piji-!f

u-ja]

Actual:

[a

b1go-bi;:J-<t

o-ja]
(B3-2005-Il-22#453)

Adu lt:

t>"x
Oh.
'Oh.'
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1.9. Conversation 9

Adult:

6

Ouch

Ouch ka

ihtiyan.

'I did ouch!'

Adult:

6
Ka

kaslhkwauyan.

'I wiped my face.'

UNACCUSATIVE

(10) Billy:
Chi-chih

pahka-piyi-n.

2-PAST

bleed-DYN-1/2

2 - PYB

ROOT- VI. YBZ-IIN

'Did you bleed?'

Target:

[!f-!fih

pahka-pi-n]

Actual:

L-J!

bajga-b1-_]
(B3-2005-Il-22#512)

Adult:

6

rP JJ'l-

Ka

chikimushich utih chakwan.

'There was something (diminutive) stuck here.'

Adult:

L_nL_ <JAi"'

Ihi

o-r"

11

apishish nichih

< 11 6/\~J'O..

a- J6

pahkapiyishin nimui

'Yes, I was bleeding a little, not too much.'
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kiyipwa nashch mishtih.

1.10. Conversation 10

Adult:

<J;6.L

Niwich

miywiishiu misinihikin nimii.

'It's a nice book, eh?'

Billy:

<J;6.L

Niwich

niiush.

'It's taking a long time.'

Adult:
Shiish

wipich

a.

'Very soon, ok?'

VEHICLE

( II) Billy:

Chiikwiin chishch-ipiyi-ch-ii.
what

)eave-DYN-0 .S-SUBJUNCTIVE

PRO,WH

ROOT-VI. vsz-CIN -SUBJUNCTIVE

'What (thing) will start?'

Target:

[!fakun

Ifpf-Ipi-!f-a]

Actual:

[cfJ::Jg::J

.Itsf::J-bi-!f-a]
(B3-2005-II-22#619)
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1.11. Conversation 11

(12) Billy:

i>c"

chimney

b

6 "AF'"Lx

0 -tah

chimney

ka

is-piyi-ch .

this-LOC

E NG

PVB,CJ

thusly-DYN-3.PL

P,DEM.PXL-LOC

N

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI. vsz-CJN

RELATIVE ROOT

'This is how the chimney went (e.g., from gesture, crumbled).'

Target:

u-ta !fim;mi a

js-pij 1-!f]

Actual:

[~h; ~-nd a !fim~ni a

js-pi1-!f]
(B3-2005-ll-22#655)

Billy:

c<

t>"r ...

Tapa uhchi ...
'No .. .'

Billy:

ChimneytJ.IIL

Santa Claus

a-Lx

Chimneyihch

Santa Claus

nima.

'In the chimney Santa Claus, eh?'

Adult:

h,."h,.x
lhl.

'Yes.'

1.12. Conversation 12

Adult:

James

b

James

ka

pimipiyihat

'James drove it, eh?'
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Adu lt:

Jamesx
James.
'James.'

Billy:

·<1 11 x

wah.
'What?'

/\1/\r-"<10

( 13) Billy:

V EHICLE

Nimui

pimi-piyi-h-a-u

wlyi.

not

m o v e - DYN- CAUS- THM - 3

3

P,NEG ROOT- VI.VBZ- VTA .VBZ-THM- JIN

PRO

'He doesn't drive it himself (dirt bike).'

Target:

[nmuwi

p1m-pi-h-a-w

Wij]

Actua l:

[mwi

b1m-bi-h-a-w

wl]
(B3-2005- I I-22#778)

Adult:

<dr-r-oll

ski-doo

Pr-·<

Ayiyiuh

ski -doo

kiyipwa

jd

A"A CJL

'
mikw, Ihi

nima

'A ski-doo only, oh yea, a ski-doo only. Yes, right?'
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ski-doo.
ski-doo

2.

Session 2 -Age 4;07 .26

(Total-piyi tokens: 1)

2.1. Conversation 13

(14) Billy:

("-

<ill

.6. "1\f:'- ~

l>x

Tan ah

is-piyi-ch

Q

P, WH

PVB,CJ

thusly-oYN-O.s

this

P,WH

PVB,CJ

RooT.lC-vi. vsz-CIN

P,DEM.PXL

REL ATI VE ROOT

'Why is this going this way (in this manner)?'

Target:

[dren ' d

a

s-pi-d3

o]

Actual:

[wan

a

js-pi-d3

::J:]
(83-2006-0 1-1 0# 123)

Adult:
Akwaspiyich

wash

'It does that I That's how it goes.'

3.

Session 3- Age 4;09.14

(Total -piy i tokens: 4)

3.1. Conversation 14

Adult:

r ·<iN'C"Chiwapihtan

LLIIf"J'Q_dll ~ ll

<i
ani hi

ka

mamahchlshinakuhch-h

ka pimapakimushihch-h anitah pitikimihch plhch akutih an itih.
'Do you see those fancy things (decorations) that are strung inside?
Inside there, that is where they are.'
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Bi lly:

Co- Ax
11

Tanihl.
'Where are they?'

( 15) Billy:

Lb

t>n

Tan as-p iyi-ch

mak

u-tih.

P,WH thusly-DYN-0.s

so

here-LOc

P,WH IC. ROOT-VI. vsz-CIN

P,CONJN

P,DEM-LOC

(o.

<i~A~ t-

11

RELATIVE ROOT

x

'What about here? What happens ifl touch this?'

Target:

['dm Ef-bi-tf

mceg :)-th]

Actual:

[ajn

mak u-t]

10s-pi-!f::J

(83-2006-02-28#3 37)

Adult:

<idC

11

Akutah

<lo- A

<lo-Cu

<dn

L:.~C .(p JL:.J't.

anitah

ati

iyitapakimuishich anihl

11

'That's where those things (diminutive) are strung along.'

Bi lly:

t>x
0.
'This.'

Billy:

A Ax
11

Iht.
'Yes.'
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L·bo- Ax
11

chakwanihl.

3.2. Conversation 15
Adult:

<i"

6."" ·61\''c r\rb~,

r"d_);6. a..

Ah

lshkwiipihtiichlshikiich

chiskulGwin.

X

'Are you going to school in the afternoon?'

(16) Billy:

o-P

r·v,·<i/\r"ca.

L

<ix

Ni-ki

chishwiiwii-piyi-htii-n

mii

ii.

1-FUT.l/2

noise-DYN-CAUS-1 /2

EMPH P,QST

1-PVB

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VA!+O.VBZ-liN

P,DISC P,QST

EMISSION

'I am going to turn up the sound, okay?'

Target:

[ 111- g I !fiW:) 1-bi-t 11 a-n

ma

Actual:

L-_

mreh re]

uf.-\-bi-td-n

?a]

(B3-2006-02-28#345)

Adult:

·<i"x
wah.
'Eh?'

Billy:

6."6.x
iht.
'Yes.'

Adult:

<i"

Lrv,<~~,

A.h

chiichishiipiiyiich ii

rn"d_);6. a..

<i

X

chitiskulGwin.

'You go to the school in the morning?'
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(17) Billy:

f'"-

cr-P

r'·V> · <iA~ 11 CJ''"

N i-ki

chishwawa-piyi-hta-si-n

1-FUT.l/2 noise-DYN-CAUS-INTENS-1/2
1-PVB

EMISSION

'
min,

kwa.

agam

of.course

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VAI+O.VBZ-INTENS-IJN P,QUANT P,AFF

'I am going to turn this up a bit, okay?'

Target:

[m-gqfiW:)-bi-th~-si -n

mm

Actual:

[;-_ !fa-bi-tda-s:;,-n

:;,n
(B3-2006-02-28#349)

Adult:

~x

'Ok.'

3.3.

Conversation 16

Adult:
Tan atwawamuchayinchakwan

chastuhchichayin.

'What kind of music are you play ing? What are you playing?'

(18) Billy:

Bambi t>(n

6

6. ~;\~ L,

rain6.~ x RELATI VE

Bambi u-tah

ka

is-piyi-yi-ch

rain-iyiu.

PVB,CJ thusly-DYN-OBV-0.s

ENG-OBV

0

name

here-we

N

P,DEM-LOC PVB,CJ ROOT-VI.VBZ-OBv-CJN N-OBV

ROOT

'In Bambi (e.g., movie) when the rain came down.'

Target:
Actual:

[bambi

o'-da

ka

js-pi:;,-d3

'ren-i-o]

g:;,-d:;,

g:;,

cfJis-pi-I!f 1en-ij-a]
(B3-2006-02-28#529)
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Billy:

I>C

11

x

Utah.
'Like this.'

Adult:

Bambix
Bambi.
'Bambi (e.g., movie).'

Adult:

Co-C

<i"A~~I.,x

11

Tanitah

aspiyiyich.

'How does it move?'

Adult:

L·b~ 0 x

Chakwayiu.
'A what?'

Billy:
Rainiyiu

ka

chimuwiniyich.

'Rain, when it was raining.'
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4.

Session 4 - Age 5;00.13

(Total -piyi tokens: 8)

4.1. Conversation 17
(19) Billy:

/:::,. "/\2'-f>~!J

·<l""

p~ll

t>C

Is-piyi-yi-wich

wash

kiyah

utah.

thus ly-DYN-OBV-3 .PL

EMPH

and

here

ROOT-VI.VBZ-OBV-liN

P,DISC

P,CONJN

P,DEM.LOCATION

11

x

RELATIVE ROOT

'They go this way, then th is way.'

Target:

(IS-b-j;}-d}

:Jf

Actual:

[?isis-kwi-ju-d}

Af

dawda

gjcal;}

uta]

kol;}

sda]

(B3-2006-05-27# I)

Adult:

L,_nL,_x

I hi.
'Yes.'

Billy:

L,_nL,_ L,.uL,_x

I hi

I hi.

'Yes yes.'

Adult:

r jruL.dL

r'f>

<lo-r'

6

L.ro...d r !J

ChimGchihlkucha

chlyi

ani chi

ka

lsinakusich wah.

'Do you have fun with those kinds, eh?'
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·<i llx

4.2. Conversation 18

Billy:

rP Jr-o

Chikimuyiu

floorhch

'Yes, it is stuck to the floor.'

Adult:

<la-C"

<J"'(r-o x

Anitah

ashtayiu.

'It is sitting there?'

Billy:

rP Jr-ox

Chikimuyiu.
'It is stuck.'

Billy:

rP Jr-o x

Chikimuyiu.
'It is stuck.'
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'ih'i.

(20) Billy:

i>cll

L

AdArL

Chiki ihtut-im

u-tah

cha

plku-piyi-ch.

FUT.3 dO-DIR

this-LOC

FUT

break-DYN-O.s

rP

6. 11 )n l

PVB

UNACCUSATIVE

ROOT.VTI-THM P,DEM.PXL-LOC PVB,CJ ROOT-VI.YBZ-CJN

<lo-Cu

floorx

an i-tah

fl oor.

that-LOC

E NG

P,DEM.DST-LOC

N

'If l do it like this the floor will break'

d31g gtot-gm o- ' da: dJa p"eb-bajc:-!f

Target:
Actual:

[undJI m d31k gdod-ob A-tg

dJre bigo-bi1-d3

gs fl:)J]
is fl::>1]

(83-2006-05-27# 163)

<ix

Adult:
Tapwah

a.

'Really?'

4.3. Conversation 19

Billy:

c< a-a-<a...""

·<i""x

Tapa ninipanan wash.
'We don't sleep.'

Billy:

L

daycarex

Manh

daycare.

<>. II

'At the daycare.'
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.

Billy:

(/)

"" X

Tapa ninipanan shash.
'We don't sleep anymore.'

ro-<a_·<i

Adult:
Aw

mmu1

0

x

chinipanawau.

shash

'Aw! You don't nap anymore.'

(21) Billy:

thunderstorm

·<i"'

L"' 11

Nimimah thunderstorm wash manh
no

E NG

EMPH

P,N EG

N

P,DISC P,TIME

RELATIVE ROOT
IS-plyi-U.

normally thusly-oYN-3
ROOT-VI. VBZ-llN

'No, there's a thunderstorm happening.'

Target:

'8And;}JSt:)llTI

'waJ man 1s-'pi-u]
;}S-bij-::>]

Actual:

(B3-2006-05-27#346)

Adult:
Chakwan a.
'A what?'

Billy:

Thunderstormx
Thunderstorm .
'Thunderstorm.'
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Adult:

Thunderstormx
Thunderstorm.
'Thunderstorm.'

4.4. Conversation 20

Adult:
Chichlh

kushtachin a.

'Were you scared?'

Billy:

i::,_ui::,_x

I hi.
'Yes.'

Billy:

Kitchen8'lKitchenihch

wiyi ai ...

'In the kitchen, he umm ... '

Billy:

;ub

ru

C.<r' x
0

SGhk chih tapwasiu.
'It was loud.'

Consultant comment: This verb is usually tapwau, but in current
language tapwasiu is also said.

Adult:

C·<u
Tapwah

a.

'Really?'
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Billy:

Billy:

r"

I"P·<io

<J~N-.

Chlh miskiwiiu ayiipich.
'They were still hard.'

(22) Billy:

)"b

r"

r·U?·<iAr- 0 x

E MISSION

Suhk chlh chishwiiwii-piyi-u.
hard

PAST

P,INTJ PVB

noise-oYN-3
ROOT- VI. VBZ-IJN

'It made a loud noise.'

Target:

dJi

!f':)w-' a-bi-g]

Actual:

[suk" dJe

dam-_-bij-o]
(83 -2006-05-27#380)

Billy:

·<rPJ'L-.

6
Kii

tikushi hch-h

pwiichiklshich.

'The little boogeymen came.'
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4.5. Conversation 21

(23) Billy:

<i"

AI Ar"6r" t.

i>x

Ah

pimi-piyi-h-ichihch

iL

PVB,CJ move-DYN-CAUS-l .PL

this

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI.VBZ-VTA.VBz-CJN

P,DEM.PXL

VEHICLE

'When we drive this one.'

Target:

[<e

Actual:

[aj;.e bm-bi-ha-j;.e!f

phgm-bi-'hi-c!Jr!fl' o]
o]
(B3-2006-05-27#505)

<idJ' J"<i6... a. x

Billy:
Nichlh

akushimuhanan.

'We (excl.) hid him.

Adult:

l>"x
Oh.
'Oh!'

Billy:

<i"

o-) " l>~"l,

o-CA r "<ia... a. x

Ah

nituhuyahch

nitapichihanan.

'We use it when we went hunting.'

4.6. Conversation 22

Billy:

a_ ~( .("

Nashtapwah

naush.

'It's very long.'
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(24) Billy:

·<i/\11(11

L

<i"' J\J' ;\~Lx

Wap-iht-h

rna

ashpishi-piyi-ch.

light-by.head-2s EMPH

amount-DYN-0 .s

ROOT-VTI. VBZ-IMP P,DISC

IC.P,QUANT-VI. vsz-CIN

MANNER

'Look at the time.'

Target:

[o-t"-Q ·

m refp 1'fi-bi-1f]

Actual:

[anl-e

n !fi-bi-1f]
(B3-2006-05-27#533)

(25) Billy:

·<i/\11(11

L

<i"' J\J' ;\~Lx

Wap-iht-h

rna

ashpishi-piyi-ch .

light-by.head-2s EMPH

amount-DYN-0 .s

ROOT-VTI. VBZ-IMP P,DISC

IC. P,QUANT-VI.VBZ-CIN

MANNER

'Look at the time.'

Target:

['::>p-"P

Qm

refp1'fi-bi-!fJ

Actual:

[a

n

alfi-bi-!fJ
(B3-2006-05-27#534)

Billy:

<lcrC 11 x

Anitah.
'Let me see.'
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4.7. Conversation 23

(26) Billy:

<A~L

bus

t>nll

Q_(ll

Pa-piyi-ch-a

bus

u-tih

natah

along-DYN-3 .S-SUBJUNCTIVE

E NG

here-LOc

over. there

ROOT-VI. vBz-CJN-SUBJUNCTIVE

N

P,DEM-LOC

P,DEM,LOC

L

L:::. 11 C~d

:6~ ·Lini 11 Lx

cha

iht-a-yakw

wiyiwltim-ihch.

FUT

dO-VAJ.VBZ-2.PL

OUtSide-LOC

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VAI.VBZ-CIN P,LOC-LOC

VEHICLE

'When the bus gets here you can go outside.'

Target:

['bA-bi-dJa bas

u-t" 'nada !fe

tht-a-jEkw

wiw-id;:)m-!fJ

Actual:

[ba-bi-da

A-f

tst-a:-g

::Jjwidip-!fJ

bas

nog::Jj g::Jj

(B3-2006-05-27#598)

L

Adult:

cha ltuhtayakw.
'When the bus comes you go over there?'

Adult:
Chichlh

ltikiwinau a.

'You were told?'

Billy:

fi fix
I hi.
11

'Yes.'
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5.

Session 5- Age 5;02.12

(Total -piy i tokens: 7)

5.1. Conversation 24

L

Adult:
Wapihth

a...

aspiyich

rna

na

chimischisin.

'Look at how your shoe is (e.g., she notices something wrong with it).'

Adult:

rl"rr'a.x
Chimischisin.
'Your shoe.'

(27) Billy:

U NACCUSATIVE

Plku-piyi-u

ai ...

break-DYN-3

PRO, HES

ROOT- VI. VBZ- IJN

PRO,HES

'It's broken, umm.'

Target:

[bigu-' bi-o aj]

Actual:

[b1b-b-u

?aj?]

(83-2006-07-26# 122)
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(28) Billy:

Ad/\r-

Grass<d"

t::."nd"L,

I'P

Grass ah

ihtikuh-ch

chiki piku-piyi-u.

0

U NACCUSATIVE

x

ENG

rvs,cJ be-O.s

FUT.3

break-DYN-3

N

PVB,CJ ROOT.VII-CIN

PVB

ROOT- Vl. VBZ-JIN

'If there's grass on it, it will break.'
Context:

There is grass in the velcro on his shoe, so it will not attach.

'g.1res aj-tuku-tf

Target:
Actual:

[g.1res A-ft~ok~o-_ g.1res ~-dA-jf

~JI*~

bigu-bi-o]

d}1k~

bigu-bij-o]

(B3-2006-07 -26# 123)

Adult:

[>"

Oh

mishkuch

a

mmUI chihin.

'Oh! So it doesn't work.'

Billy:

;"b

I'P j

Suhk chikimuu

l>x
0.

'This one really sticks.'

Adult: C>"x
Oh.
'Oh.'

5.2. Conversation 25

Adult:
Wiyi aniya

chih ushihtau

'He made the boat himself.'
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chimaniyiu.

Bi lly:

·fi~ .<jo

<j

611(~Lx

Wlyiwau

a

ihtawich.

'Are they there (themselves)?'

Billy:

Pirates.
'Pirates.'

Adult:

fi 11 fix

I hi.
'Yes.'

Billy:

Pirates.
'Pirates.'

Adu lt:
Wlyiwau

ushihtawich.

'They make it themselves.'

Billy:

Lt>n 11

door n..x

Mautih

door na.

'The door is here, right?'

Adult:

fi 11 fix
Ihl.
'Yes.'
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(29) Billy:

Lt>C 11

<ill

.A_ II

;\11(;\~11 t>O..o-:6.. LX

Mau-tah

ah

wlh

plhta-piyi-hu-naniwich.

thiS-LOC

PVB,CJ DESID

P,DEM+G .PXL-LOC PVB,CJ PVB

UNACCUSATIVE

go.inside-DYN-MED.RFLX-IMPERS
ROOT-VI.VBZ-VAI .VBZ-IMPERS

'This is where you go in order to get in.'

Target:

['maw-daw

3ia

wgre

'bidre-bi-hu-nrenotj]

Actual:

[ma-ta?

o

wr

bida-bi-hu-nano!f_]
(B3-2006-07-26# 165)

5.3. Conversation 26
(30) Billy:

<i·CA~t..

L

Atwawa-piy i-si-yi-ch

rna

SOUnd.thusJy-DYN-VAI.VBZ-OBV-0.S

EMPH what-OBV

IC .ROOT-VI.VBZ-VAI.VBZ-OBV-CIN

P,DISC PRO, WH-OBV

EMISSION
chakwa-yiu.

'Something is making (a certain) noise!'

Target:

[red-o-bi-' s-i-z

mre

d3ego-jo]

Actual:

[md-o-vi-s-1-dJ

en

!fgg::>-jg]
(83-2006-07-26# 191)

Billy:
Tapa ihtawich

t>n 11 bicycles,

a.. x

utih bicycles

na.

'There are no bicycles here, right?'
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5.4. Conversation 27

Billy:

a_"'(<"

r ·S. ~ " nr':.0.l,

nashtapwah

m iywayihtisiwich

gymx
awanichl

gym.

'Everybody likes to go to the gym.'

'Aw.'

(31) Billy:

a_ V>l,

<d"

i:~"

/\I 1\~S."-

bicyclex

Nashch

ah

wlh

pim-Ipiyi-yan

bicycle.

very. much PVB,CJ

DESIO move-oYN-1 .s

ENG

P,MANNER

PVB

N

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI.VBZ-CIN

VEHICLE

'I really want to ride a bicycle.'

Target:

[gf

a-wi bgm-' bij-cn

bAjsgbl]

Actual:

[d

a-we bun-bij-ren

bajs1bl]
(B3-2006-07-26#426)

Billy:

rnS."-

<:j

r~

Chitiyan

a

chlyi key.

keyx

'Do you have a key?'

Adult:
Tanitih.
'Where?'
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Billy:

Bicylce

rd

Bicycle

mikw

<dx
a.

'Only a bike?'

Adu lt:

c<

o-n~a.

o-r-

keyx

Nima tapa nitiyan

nly i

key.

o-L

'No, I don't have the key.'

5.5. Conversation 28

(32) Billy:

r<uca.
chakwan

Chi-paht-a-n

6

A·C/\f-l-x

ka

ltwa-piyi-ch.

EMISSION

2-hear-VAI.VBZ-1 /2 P,QST something PVB,CJ heard-DYN-0.S
2-ROOT-VAI.VBZ-IIN P,QST PRO,INDEF

PVB,CJ ROOT-MEDIAL-VI.VBZ-CIN

'The one that makes that sound.'

Target:

L - ' ba:t11-g-ma:n zag::m

Actual:

L -bAfd-a-man c!JukwAn di

gaj

'd-;): -bi-!f]
d-o-bi-!f]
(B3-2006-07-26#442)

Adu lt:

La.

rr ~~

Chichlh

man chakwan.

pahtan

'Do you hear something?'

Billy:

L,_uL,_

o- J.6

Ihl

nimui

L·6a.x

anitah.

'Yes. Is it from there?'
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Billy:

r ·<1A" CQ.x
Chiwapihtan.
'Can you hear it? (Lit. Do you see it?)'

6.

Session 6 - Age 5;05.00

(Total -piy i tokens: 5)

6.1. Conversation 29
Adu lt:

<l·<1 Q.
Awan

gymx
ah

chiskutimatakw gym.

'Who is teaching you at gym?'

.<:j

Adult:
Chishashfmpluhunau

'

a

akutah

ah

'Are you doing exercises? That's what they tell you?'
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ltikiwiyakw.

L

(33) Billy :

v EHICLEIRELATIVE ROOT

o..ll

NashHipwah ni-chishi-piyi-n

manh

very.much

1-fast-oYN-1 /2

normally 1

P,EMPH

1-ROOT-VI. vsz-JIN P,TIME

~~"'

!J. "A~~a.

nlyi

PRO

<lo-C 11 x

ah

is-piyi-yan

wiyash

ani-tah .

PVB,CJ

thusly-oYN-l.s

m.some.way

that-LOC

PVB.CJ

ROOT-VI. vsz-CIN

P,MANNER

P,DEM.DST-LOC

'I usually go very fast when I go somewhere (by vehicle).

Target:

[ngJtaw m-t Jg-bi-n

ma

ni a j 's-pi-an

wicf ta]

Actual:

[da

ma

ni a js-bi-jan

JES

m-!ffi-bi-_

_-da]

(B3-2006-l 0-14#36)

Adult:

r C 11 ·6n~a.. x

Chitahkwatisln.
'Are you good?'

6.2. Conversation 30

<i

Adu lt:

Chitichistasunau a

man.

'Do you count sometimes?'

Billy:

P~·< x

Kiyipwa.
'Yes.'
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Adu lt:
A.i

mak wl

'e

I>

<] "

·<illx

u

a'

wah.

'What about e i u a, eh? (e.g., syllabic alphabet)'

Billy:

P?-·<x
Kiyipwa.
'Yes.'

t>cll "<J" x

Billy:
Mikw

utah 'a'.

'Only like this (the letter) a'

Billy:

"V"

X

'e'.

'(The letter) e'

(34) Bi lly:

ld

o-n·C-<iAr--a...

<>.

" \1

~"x

EMISSION

.,

Mikw

nit-itwawa-piyi-nan

'e

I .

just

1-heard-DYN-l.PL

ENG

ENG

P,MANNER

I-ROOT-VI. YBZ- liN

N

N

'We just make the sounds e i.'

Target:

[' mukw

md-Jdawa-bi-nan

e

' i]

Actual:

[mu :g

m-da-bi-na

t:

i:]
(B3-2006- I 0-1 4# 179)
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'I'

mikw.

'Just f.'

Adult:
Mikw

"V

!::!."

'e

i'

chititwanawau.

'You only say e, i?'

6.3. Conversation 31
b/\.(I 11 ~IP 11 L x

Adult:
Chichischayihtan a

kapipamihyamikihch.

'Do you know an airplane?'

Adult:
Shash a

chichlh

pus in

<1 Q.

rr-

an

chlyi ka

'Have you ever got on it on the big one?'

28 1

b

r·L X

I (/)

mishach.

(35) Billy:

Montreal

<n"'

t,.u(~uL

Montreal

patish

iht-a-yahch-a

name

later

be-VAl. VBZ-l .PL-SUBJUNCTIVE

N

P,TIME

ROOT-VAl .VBz-CJN -SUBJUNCTIVE

VEHICLE

rurA r-~ 11 L

Montrealx

chihchi-piyi-yahch-a

Montreal

leave-DYN-l .PL-SUBJUNCTIVE

name

ROOT-VI. VBz-ClN-SUBJUNCTIVE

N

'When we are in Montreal, we go to Montreal by vehicle.'

Target:

[mAnti)' al bce!f

t-a-jce!f-:;,

!fi-bi-ce!f-:;, mAnt.I)al]

Actual:

[mAnual

d-a-jt:!f-;}

fti-bi-j Et-:;, mAn!J.ja]

bwA!f

(B3-2006- 10- 14#572)

L

Adult:
Taisp

cha

ihtayakw

'When are you going to be there?'

Adu lt:

rP

[>IIJ\II[>Q_ 0

<ix

Chiki

uhpihunau

a

'Are you going by plane?'

Billy:

o-L

11

x

Nimimah
'No.'
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Adult:

Montreal

<d

rP

Montreal

a

chiki lspiyinawau.

Li "A~a...-<do .

a- J6."

<d.

Nimuih

a.

'Are you going to Montreal? No?'

Billy:
Patish

tipishkimana

six

lhtupunwasiyana.

'When I have my birthday when I am six years old.'

6.4. Conversation 32
Dash,

Billy:

Pipakichishipihtashiu Dash

nima.

'Dash (e.g., Disney character) runs fast, doesn't he?'

Adult:

b 11 b x
I hi.
'Yes.'

Billy:

r"rN'CJ'

0

x

Chihchipihtashiu .
'It runs very fast.'
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(36) Billy:

o-~1,

straight

Av> 1\f-.J'f-.OIIx

N iwich

straight

lsh-piyi-shi-yi-u-h

a .lot

ENG

thusly-DYN-DIM-OBV-3-0BV

P,MANNER

ADJ

ROOT-VI.VBZ-DIM-OBV-JIN-OBV

RELATIVE ROOT

'It goes really straight (someone's (little) something).'

Target:

['no!f

suet

If-bi-J-i-o-_]

Actual:

[wud

ftied

if -bi-Ji-j-o-_]
(B3 -2006-1 0-1 4#603)

Billy:

o- n ~Q.

.<:j v>

Nitiyan

wash nlyi.

o-r-..

'I have it myself.'

Adu lt:

L·ba.x
Chakwan.
'What?'

Bi lly:

c<

6

11

nda..

Tapa ihtikun.
'It's not here.'

Billy:

Ln·<dPo-v>x
Matiwakin ish.
'Little toy.'
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7.

Session 7- Age 5;05.22

(Total -piy i tokens: 2)

7. 1. Conversation 33

Adu lt:
Chlh minipiyiu a
'Did your tooth come off?'

(37) Billy:

Lbc

6

r a- /\ ?>-~.,

a- 1"11

Chakat

ka

mini-piyi-ch

ni-chlh min-in-a-n.

almost

PYB,CJ puJJ.off-DYN-0.S 1-PAST

pull.off-by.hand-THM-112

P,MANNER

PYB,CJ ROOT-YI.YBZ-CIN 1-PYB

ROOT-VTR.VBZ-THM-IJN

ra-o__""x

UNACCUSATIVE

'When it almost came off, I took it off.'

Target:

[!fakat"

ka

mgm-p ij-!f _-g!fi mm-_-an]

Actual:

[!fgkat

ka

pit-g-pi-!f ni-_ mm-_-a]
(B3-2006-l l -06# 11 5)

7.2.

Conversation 34

Adu lt:
Nimimah lyakw

<] _6 111.,

611

,6.) 11((

daycare Janex

anGhch

kah ltuhtat

daycare Jane.

'No, Jane went to the daycare today.'
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(38) Billy:

Weekend

<d

r'"'

Weekend

a

chlh IS-ptyt-U.

Eng

P,QST PAST thus(y-DYN-0

ADV

P,QST PVB

RELATIVE ROOT

6."/\r 0 x

ROOT-VI.VBZ-JIN

'Did it happen on the weekend?'

Target:

[wikwd

a

Actual:

(mwikm

a

!fi
!fi

s-pij-u]
s-pij-o]
(B3-2006-11-06#297)

Adult:

r"

L"r~.,

~y(ox

~~~~ ·<d"'P~.,

·<d"'

lhl

wash mahchich chlh ltuhtau.

'

washkich

'Yes, she has not gone there for a while.'

8.

Session 8 - Age 5;06.27

(Total -piyi tokens: 9)

8.1. Conversation 35
(39) Billy:

<J·<dro"

6

<Ar"~d~.,x

Awa-yiu-h

ka

pa-piyi-h-lku-ch.

who-osv-osv

PVB,CJ

a(ong-DYN-CAUS-THM.INV-3 .PL

PRO, WH-OBY-OBV

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI .VBZ-VTA.VBZ-THM .INV-CfN

VEHJCLE

'Who brought them by vehicle?'

Target:

[we- 'ju-_

k<e

bce-bi-h-igu-!f]

Actual:

[wa-£-_

b

ba-bt-d-ib-dJ]
(B3-2006-1 2-11 # 196)
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Adult:

·<d"x
Wah.
'Eh?'

(40) Billy:

<l·<d ("O il

b

.(A(" 11 ,6.dcx

Awa-yiu-h

ka

pa-piy i-h-lku-t.

WhO-OBV-OBV

PVB,C.I

along-DYN-CAUS-THM.!NV-3 .S

PRO, WH-OBV-OBV

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA.VBZ-THM .!Nv-CJN

VEHICLE

'Who brought him/her here (by vehicle)?'

Target:

[we-'ju-_ kre

bre-bi-h-igu-t11 ]

Actual:

[wA-?-_

bru-bi-h-igu-th]

ga

(83-2006-12-11 # 198)

Adult:

Busx
'Bus.'

<dd II X

Billy:

Chakwayiu akuh.
'Why?'

Adult:

·<d"x
Wah.
'Eh?'
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8.2. Conversation 36
(41) Billy:

rP

2::,. '-;\~"<jo

<d

Jan ex

Chi-ki

ls-piyi-h-a-u

a

Jane.

2-FUT.I /2

thusJy-DYN-CAUS-THM-3

P,QST name

2-PVB

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA. VBZ-THM-liN P,QST N

RELATI VE ROOT

'Are you taking Jane (by vehicle)?'

Target:

[![1-ki is-pi-h-a-w

a (name)]

Actual:

[h-_ 1s-bi-h-a-

_(name)]
(B3-2006-12-11 #27 1)

Adult:

<d6

rP <r

Ai

chiki pachi

rb·6.x
natihukw

chikawl.

'Hey, your mom will come to pick you up.'

(42) Billy:

rP

6

'-;\~"<jo

<d

<Ja.. x

Chi-ki

ls-piyi-h-a-u

a

an.

2-FUT. l/2

thusJy-DYN-CAUS-THM-3

P,QST that

2-PVB

ROOT-VI .VBZ-VTA.VBZ-THM-liN P,QST P,DEM.DST

RELATIVE ROOT

'Are you driving her/him?'

Target:

is-pi-h-a::-w

Actual:

Is-bi-h-a-A

a

m]

m;;)m]
(B3-2006-1 2-11 #273)

Adult:

o-P O..n"·<do

r""

6~ 0 x

Niki natihwau

chlh

IYIU .

'She said she would pick her/him up.'
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Adult:
Nimimah

bus

chiki Gtinau.

'No, she will take the bus.'

8.3. Conversation 37

(43) Bi lly:

<ju

AI Ar~lll,

. Ill,
d (} X

Ah

pimi-piyi-yahch

kiln-ihch .

PVB,CJ

1110Ve-DYN-l.PL

SnOW-LOC

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI. VBz-CIN

NA-LOC

VEHICLE

'As we ride on the snow.'

Target:

[ah

pgm-pi-ja!f

Ikun-!fJ

Actual:

[a

bgn-bi-a!f

gon-!f_J
(B3-2006- 12- 11 #389)

Adu lt:

<ju

AI Ar~lll,

Lbx

Ah

pimipiyiyahch

mak.

'As we go.'

Adult:

<ju

AI Ar~lll,

dCJ 11 l,x

Ah

pimipiyiyahch

kilnihch.

'Dashing through the snow.'

Billy:

dcr

11

l,x

Kilnihch.
'Through the snow.'
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l

Adult:

<ill

rJ' ArS.IIL

Ah

chishipiyiyahch wah.

·<i''x

'Going very fast, eh?'

(44) Bi lly:

do-Ill,

<ill

rJ' ArS. Lx

KGn-ihch

ah

chishi-piyi-yahch.

SI10W-LOC

PVB,CJ

fast-DYN- l.PL

NA-LOC

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI.VBZ-CJN

11

VEHJCLE

'We went fast on the snow.'

Target:

[kun-!f

Actual:

[kon-!f

a

tj;:J-pi-jah!fJ
_-_-rej]
(83-2006- 12-11 #394)

Adult:
Ah

chishipiyiyahch kunihch tatiyakinaskw ah

'We went fast in the snow using a sled (toboggan).'
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pimipiyiyahch.

(45) Bi lly:

cn~p a_ l.,d

<d"

A I /\r~"l,

Tiitiyiikiniiskw

iih

pimi-piyi-yiihch

sled

PVB,CJ

move-oYN- l .PL

NA

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI .vBz-CJN

<d"

r>nn "<dL"l,

~Ax

iih

utit-ih-iim-iihch

slpl.

PVB,CJ

reach-VTI. VBZ-VTI.THM- l .PL

river

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VTI.VBZ-VTI. THM-CJN

NI

VEHICLE

'We rode on the toboggan, and got to the river.'

Target:

[tatijask

a

pgm-pi-jah!f a

utit-ah-m-a!f

sipi]

Actual:

[dadijask

Am

b1m-bij-a

wEdit-a-m-a!f

ivi]

a

(B3-2006- 12- 11#396)

Adult:

<d"

r>nn"<dL"l,

~A

Ah

utitihiimiihch

sip!

piyiipiyihyiihch

miik.

'We reached the river and when we got there ...'

(46) Bi lly:

1\~/\r~" l,

VEHICLE

Piyii-piyi-yiihch
along-oYN- l. PL
IC.Roor-vi. vsz-CIN

P,CONJN

'As we arrive.'

Target:

[pija-pi-ja!f nnak"]

Actual:

[bija-bij-a maga:]
(B3-2006- 12- 11#398)
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Bil ly:

V>V>·<i"n(pa."x
Shashawahtitakinh.
'Bells.'

Adult:

V>V>·<i"(pa.ll

<i"

·Ar"Ad ~~~l,

Shashawahtakinh

ah

wlchihlkuyiihch iih

a-P J~ ll l, x

<i"

nikimuyiihch.

'The bells are helping us to sing.'

8.4. Conversation 38

Billy:
Wapiht-h rna.
'Look at this.'

(47) Billy:

r·V>·<iAro-"c"

L

<JI\J ~ X

Chishwawa-piyi-hta-h

rna

ap ishlsh.

noise-oYN-cAus-2.s

EMPH

little

ROOT- VI. VBZ- VAJ +O. VBZ- I MP

P,DISC

P, QUANT

EMISSION

'Turn up the volume a little bit.'

Target:

[!fo-pi-hta-_

m

mpjiiJ

Actual :

[::>-bi-t::>-_

m

apjiiJ

(83-2006-12-11 #467)

Adu lt:

c<

l' ·~ · <i/\ ~"CPa-~ t-x

6"ndQ.

Tapa ihtikun

iii

ah

chishwawapiyihtakiniwich.

'We don't have the button to turn up the volume.'
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Adult:

hot chocolatex
Aiyiu

minihkwawich

hot chocolate.

'They're drinking hot chocolate.'

Billy:
Chitiyan

<d

remotex

a

remote.

'Do you have a remote?'

Adult:

·<d"x

wah.
'Eh?'

Adult:

Pro·<x
Kiyipwa.
'Yes.'

9.

Session 9 -Age 5;10.06

9.1.

Conversation 39

Adult:

ca.

(Total -piyi tokens: 5)

<dr-"nb

Tan ayihtik

Jamesx
wl

ai

Where is James?
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James.

(48) Billy:

rur /\f"-

0

Ottawa.

Chihchi-piyi-u

Ottawa.

leave-oYN-3

name

ROOT- VI. VBz-liN

N

V EHICLE

'He went to Ottawa.'

Target:

[)111![r-pij-u. at;:>wah]

Actual:

[di!f!fr-bi-w adowa]
(B3-2007-03-19# 169)

Adult:

b:.''/\f"-ox

Ottawa

('11

Ottawa

chlh lspiyi u.

'He went to Ottawa?'

Billy:

b- 11 Ax

NihI.
'Yes.'

9.2. Conversation 40

Billy:

(a.

<ir'CJbr cx

Tan asin ikasut.
'What is his/her name?'

Adult:

Tomx
'Tom.'
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Billy:

·<i 11 x

wah.
'What?'

Adult:

Tomx
'Tom.'

Bil ly:

<iD. <J<l.

6

L)C

L<l.llx

Ai

ka

matut

manh.

an

'That one who used to cry all the time.'

Billy:

<i<l.

<i

6

L)Cx

An

a

ka

matut.

'Is it the one who cried?'

Adult:

<J·<i<l.x
Awan .
'Who?'

Billy:

Tomx
'Tom.'
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(49) Billy:

<ill

L)C

L<>.II

<it>d

<lo-~

ah

mat-u-t

manh

aukw

ani-ya

PVB,CJ

cry-vALvsz-3 .s

normally

that. one

that-osv

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VAI.VBZ-CfN P,TIME

PRO,FOC

P,DEM.DST-OBV

<ill

.f:,ll

ah

wih chihchi-piyi-t.

PVB,CJ

DESIO )eave-DYN-3 .S

PVB,CJ

PVB ROOT-VI. vsz-CIN

VEHICLE

rllr 1\f>-Cx

'He cries because he wants to go (on that trip) .'

Target:

[a

mat-u-tg

man awk um-J<e a w1

!fh![-1pi-t]

Actual:

[a

mced-o-t"

manh awk" m-jaw 1a WI

fc!Jg-bi-t"]

(83-2007-03-19# 194)

9.3. Conversation 41
(50) Billy:

AdA[>-[>-011

<i

Piku-piyi-yiu-h

a

a-yah.

break-DYN-OBV-OBV

P,QST

thiS-OBV

ROOT-VI. VBZ-OBV-OBV

P,QST

P,DEM.PXL-OBV

UNACCUSATIVE

'Is this (belonging to someone else) broken?'

Target:

[piku.-pi-ju.-h

a

o-jah]

Actual:

[bggo-bi-jo-h

a

wi-ja]
(83-2007-03- 19#483)
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Adult:
Apishlsh

kiyipwa

mikw.

'Just a little bit. '

Billy:

t>nn,
Uti h.
'Here.'

Billy:

cr-J.6..
N imui.
'No.'

Billy:
wash nlyi kuiskw nitihtutiwawich.
'It's only me that treats them right.'

Billy:

a-n~~)

6
Ka

apishlshishiyan

nimui

kuiskw nuhchi

'When I was little, I did not treat them properly.

Adult:

c·<ll

<d.

Tapwah

a.

'Really?'

Billy:

cr-r"ll

Ad/\CJ'".6. ~..

N ichlh

plkupitashiwich.

'I used to break them (diminutive).'
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n·<d".6. ~-.

nitihtutiwawich.

9.4. Conversation 42

Tan a

iyihtiyin.

'What are you doing?'

o-P"r·b~Q. x

Adult:
Tapa wiyash

nikischikwasun.

'Nothing, I'm sewing.'

Billy:

L·br-.o
Chakwayiu

akuh.

'Why?'

Adult:

ldx

Mikw.
'Only.'

Adult:

j "'

·<i"'

o-P"r·b~Q. x

Mushwash nikischikwasun.
'I always sew.'
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(51) Billy:

<i"

Ad/\~L

<i

L·ba.x

Ah

plku-piyi-ch

a

chakwan.

PVB,CJ

break-DYN-O.s

P,QST something

PVB,CJ

vi.vsz-CIN

P,QST PRO,INDEF

UNACCUSATIVE

'When something is torn/broken?'

Target:

[ah

p1ku-pi-)f

a

tsakwan]

Actual:

[a

p1b-bi-)f

a:

)f1k11 a]
(83-2007-03-19#592)

·<i"' L·ba.

Adult:
Ah

plkupiyich wash chakwan

nuyashtutan.

'When something is broken, I fix it.'

<J·<io-1\

Adult
Mush wash nilyashtutimwan uchakwanimiwauh
'I always fix other people's things.'
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awan ichl.

9.5. Conversation 43
(52) Bi lly:

<it>d

<i

<JO..

up

and

down

aukw

a

an

up

and

down

that.one

P,QST that

ENG

E NG

E NG

PRO,FOC

P,QST P,DEM.DST

PREP CONJN PREP

<i

11

ah

RELATIVE ROOT

D. "A~ 11 CPo-~t..x
is-piyi-ht-akiniwi-ch.

PVB,CJ thus(y-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3-3 .PL
PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTI. VBZ-PASSIVE-CJN

'Is this what is used to make it go up and down?'

Target:

[aw an

Ap

an

tawn a

js-pi-ht-akanow-!f]

Actual:

[awg a n

ab

g

dmd aw

is-pi-td-aggno-!f]
(B3-2007 -03-19#617)

Adult:

'Yes.'

r N 'ra_n(d /\ a.. x

Adult:
Nimi wawach

nuhchi

chipihchinahtakupin.

'It looks like I didn't even turn it off.'
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10.

Session 10 -Age 5;10.18

(Tota l -piy i tokens: 14)

10.1. Conversation 44
Billy:

Round

·<i.., Ar'Q..dr'

Round

wash lsinakusiu.

0

x

'Round in shape.'

Adu lt:
A.h

chlnikwanipitikiniwich

a.

'When we turn it?'

(53) Billy:

Pr·<

[>("

<i"

!:::,."1\rJ'"'x

Kiyipwa

utah

ah

is-piyi-shi-ch.

of.course

here

PVB,CJ

thusly-DYN-DIM-0.s

P,AFF

P,DEM .LOCATION

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI. VBZ-DIM-ClN

RELATIVE ROOT

'It goes like this.'

Target:

['gibA

'ut

a

if- ' bi-fi-!fJ

Actual:

[d~gwa

Jog a

JO-bi-J I-!f]
(BJ-2007-04-02#27)

Billy:

roundx
Manitah

round.

'Like this, round.'
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(54) Bi lly:

)d

p~ll

round

f::::.."/\rJ' 0 x

Mikw

kiyah

round

is-piyi-shi-u.

just

and

ENG

thusJy-DYN-DIM-3

?,MANNER

P,CONJN

ADJ

ROOT-VI. VBZ-DI M-JJN

RELATIVE ROOT

'It only goes around.'

Target:

['mu gjE Jawnd

If-bi-J-o]

Actual:

[mAj khe

Ajs-pi-J-o]

mnd

(B3-2007 -04-02#29)

Adult:

Ax
L
'Ok.'

10.2. Conversation 45
<I _D Ill., X

Adult:

0

Tan kah ayihtiyin

anuhch.

'What did you do today?'
/\1 /\r 11 Ad0..

(55) Billy:

Q. x

ni-chlh

pim-ipiyi-h-lku-nan.

I-PAST

n10Ve-DYN-CAUS-THM.!NV-l.PL.

[-PVB

ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA. VBZ-THM.!Nv-JJN

VEHICLE

'Someone was driving us.'

Target:

L-dJI

b1m-bi-' h-ig;'}-nren]

Actual:

[;m-dJi

b;'}m-bi-f-igu-nren]
(B3-2007-04-02#46)
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Billy:

<i6 <i6 Jamesx
A.i

ai

James.

'Uhh, uhh ... James.'

Adult:

<l ·<ia.

'

Awan

James

<i

James

a

A<r Ar--r-- 11 dx
chichlh

'Who? James was driving you around?'

Billy:

A 11 Ax

iht.
'Yes.'

Billy:
Nimui

rd

trailerx

mikw

trailer.

'Not in the trai ler.'

Adult:

<JO

'

L·br-- 0

611

Aw, chakwayiu kah

<iAr 11 (.<idx
apichihtawakw.

'Aw, what did you use?'

Billy:

<il>ox
Aiu ...
'Uhh .. .'

Billy:

In the back o-f"'

<JA<iC... a.x

In the back nichlh

apiwanan.

'We sat in the back.'
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pipamipiyiyihkw.

Adult:

At the backx
'At the back?'

Billy:

L,.IIL,.x
ihl.
'Yes.'

Adult:

(..(11

<dx

Tap wah

a.

'Oh yea?'

Bi lly:

L,.IIL,.x
iht.
'Yes.'

Billy:

a-J.6

(d

three

a-r"ll

.6 11 nJ'o_ '""x

Nimui

mikw

three

nichlh

ihtishinan.

'No, there was only three of us.'

Adult:

( ..(11

<dx

Tapwah

a.

'Oh yea?'

Billy:

(d

(d

<d.6

(dx

Mikw

mikw

ai

mikw.

'Only, only, only...'
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(56) Billy:

James

r" 11 AI Af>-o

a-r-

In

the

back

James

chlh ptm-tptyt-u

nlyi

In

the

back

name

PAST move-ovN-3

ENG

ENG

ENG

N

PVB

o-r"

II

ROOT-VI.VBZ-IfN

PRO

PREP ARTCL

VEHICLE

N

_611(-<io..x

ni-chlh

iht-a-w-a-n.

I-PAST

be-VAl. VBZ-RELATIONAL-VAI. VBz-l/2

)-PVB

ROOT-VA[. VBZ-RELATIONAL-VAI .VBZ- I IN

'James was driving and I sat in the back.'

Target:

[* dJi b1m-'bij-o ' ni

Actua l:

[* dJi bim-bij-o

111

m O::l 'brek" ::ln-dJi 't"-a-w-a-n]
n

d::l brek" An-dJi t"-a-_-_-n]
(83-2007 -04-02#62)

(57) Billy:

to..

611

AI Af'- 11 <iPo-~ c

Jan ex

Min

kah

pim-ipiyi-h-akiniwi-t

Jane.

again

PVB,CJ move-DYN-CAUS-PASSIVE.3-3 .S

name

P,QUANT

PVB,CJ ROOT-VI. VBZ-VTA.VBZ-PASSIVE-CJN N

VEHICLE

'Then it was Jane's turn, Jane had a ride.'

Target:

['min

ga b::lm-bi-h-a-ggn::l-t

(name)]

Actual:

[min

ga vim-bi-"h-a-ggno-d

(name)]
(8 3-2007-04-02#63)

Billy:
Min ai

ka

plhchichayahch utih .

'Then, hmm, we came in(side) here.'
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Adu lt:

t>".
Oh .
'Oh!'

10.3. Conversation 46

Billy:
NiishHipwiih

niw'ih wiyiw'in .

'I really want to go outside.'

Adult:

r/\·6~"(<>. ".

ChipikwayihHinh.
'Are you anxious?'

·<i ~

Adult:
Shash

Lbc.

wash chakat.

'It's almost done.'

Adult:
Shash

rr"

r r'a..../\ "P"t>n<>..

chich'ih

misinapiskihutin .

'I'm almost done videotaping you.'
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(58) Billy:

(a.

L,. ~ 1\J' 1\i'>L,

two

o'clockx

Tan lshpish-ipiyi-ch-a,

two

o'clock.

P,WH amount-DYN-0.S-SUBJUNCTIVE

ENG

ENG

P,WH P,QUANT-VI. VBz-ClN-SUBJUNCTIVE P,NUM

MANNER

ADV

'At what time, two o'clock?'

Target:

[tren

rfp'j-~' bi-d}-~

t"u

~klak"]

Actual:

[ant

uJ-~b i-d-a

t" u~

kwak"]
(83 -2007-04-02#77)

Adult:
N imimah.
'No!'

Adult:

a-J.6.

·b·C..:.,

Nimui

kwashwan ashkw

tWO x

Q.

two.

'Maybe not even at two.'

Adult:

<ix

A.
'Ok?'

10.4. Conversation 47

Bi lly:
Shash

four o'clock

r ·<il\'l(a.

<ix

four o'clock

chiwapihtan

a.

'It's now four o'clock, do you see?'
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Billy:

r·<iN'co..

<ix

Chiwapihtan

a.

'Do you see?'

Adult:

·<illx
Wah.
'What?'

(59) Billy:

r·<iN'(o..

<i

(/)

. ....

four

Chi-wap-iht-a-n

a

shash

four

2-light-by.head-THM- 112 P,QST already ENG
2-ROOT-VTI. VBZ-THM-fJN P,QST ?,TIME

MANNER
ishpish-ipiyi-u.
amount-oYN-3

P,NUM ?,QUANT-VI. VBz-}JN

'Do you see it is now four o'clock?'

Target:

[c!J-wap-t-re-n ;} fref

f::u

;}klakh Ifp 1f -Jbij-o]

Actual:

[!fi-_-m-_

bJ

;}klag

a haJ

ij-1bij-o]

(83-2007-04-02# 143)

Adu lt:

t> 11 x

Oh .
'Oh!'
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(60) Billy:

Five

o'clock

('p

Five

o'clock

chiki pa-piyi-u

n-Ghtawi.

ENG

ENG

FUT.3 a(ong-DYN-3

1-father

PVB ROOT-VI. vsz-IIN

1-NAD

P,NUM ADV

<.Af>-o

_i;"(}::;.x

V EHICLE

'My father is coming at five o'clock by vehicle.'

Target:

[fajv ::>klak"

d:31g::> 'ba-bij-o

n-ot"awi]

Actual :

[of::> klag

d:31g::> ba-bj-o

::>n-::>ndawe]
(83 -2007-04-02# 145)

Adult:

What time

<L

What time a.
'At what time?'

Billy:

Five o'clockx
'Five o'clock.'

10.5. Conversation 48
Billy:

Four o'clockx
'Four o'clock.'

Adult:

four o'clockx
four o'clock.
'It will be four o'clock.'
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(61) Billy:

One

o'clock

<i

f:::.~/\~1\~ox

One

o'clock

a

ishpish-piyi-u.

ENG

ENG

P,QST

amount-DYN-3

P,NUM

ADV

P,QST

P,QUANT-V!. VBZ-IJN

MANNER

'Is it one o'clock?'

Target:

[wAn

g'klak11

a?

Ifp''f-Ip ij-0]

Actual:

[wAn

gklak

a

.ifJ-bij-o]
(B3-2007-04-02# 161)

Adult:

One o'clock

!:::.~1\J'/\~o x

One o'clock

ishpishipiyiu.

'It is one o'clock.'

Billy:

0"

Jf:::.x

Nimui .
'No.'

Adult:

One twenty

f:::.~/\J'/\~o x

One twenty

ishpishipiyiu.

'It is one twenty.'

10.6. Conversation 49

Billy:

Lt>c"

b

Mautah

ka

iyit

awan.

'This is what someone said (on the radio).'
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Billy:
Radiohch ka

iyit.

'He said on the radio. '

(62) Bi lly:

L

·<dN~ crQ. ,

c<

Pn

.(1\f:.o

busx

Cha

wap-iht-amin

tapa

kiti

pa-piyi-u

bus.

FUT

light-by.head-2.s not

FUT.3 along-oYN-3

PYB,CJ ROOT-YTI.YBZ-CJN P,NEG PYB

VEHICLE

ENG

ROOT-Yl.YBZ-IfN

N

'You'll see, the bus won't be coming.'

Target:

[dJa 'wap-ht-Imm 'daba

Actual:

[dJa f- -

dib<e

gEt£ 'ba-bij-o
dJ!g::> ba-bij-o

'bAs]
bas]

(B3-2007-04-02#205)

Adult:

( ..( 11

<dx

Tapwah

a.

'Really?'

Billy:

~ ~~ ~X

I hi.
'Yes.'
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(63) Billy:

a._o

ru

L:.J'1\f'>O

clockx

wash

nau

chlh

ishi-piyi-u

clock.

already

EMPH

four

PAST

thusly-oYN-3

ENG

P,TIME

P,DISC

P,NUM

PYB

ROOT-Vl. VBZ-IIN

N

(./)

.<:j

Shash

•

V>

V>

VEHICLE

'The clock already said four o'clock.'

Target:

['fref 'waJ 'naw

dJi

Actual:

[haJ aJ

dJi

gnaw

s-pij-o 'klakh]
s-pij-o

kAkh]
(83-2007-04-02#208)

Adult:

t> 11 x
Oh.
'Oh!'

(64) Billy:

-ddn

rAr

11

11

.(f\['>o

•

(./)

V>

X

Akutih

chipi-chlh pa-piyi-u

shash.

right.there

should-PAST a)ong-DYN-3

already

P,DEM.FOC.LOCATION

PVB-PVB

P,TIME

ROOT-VI.VBz-IJN

VEHICLE

'It should have already been here (bus?)'

Target:

[a' guth

<f31p-!fi

'ba-bij-o

'f£11

Actual:

[agok

ft.up-dJia

bre-bi-o

fAJ]
(B3-2007-04-02#21 0)

10.7. Conversation 50
<:ju

Billy:
Iskituh

misichihtiyich-h.

'A big skidoo?'
3 12

Adult:
Nimimah

apishlshiyiuh.

'No, it is a small one.'

(65) Billy:

jv>

<d

ro-n ·<d~ L o

Mush

a

chi-nitiw-ay i-m-a-u

always

P,QST

2-want-by.mind-by.head-THM-3

P,TIME

P,QST

2-ROOT-MEDIAL-VTA.VBZ-THM-liN

L

/\I ;\~e x

cha

pimi-piyi-t.

FUT

move-oYN-3 .s

PVB,CJ

ROOT-VI. VBz-CJN

VEHICLE

'Do you always let him drive?'

Target:

['mof

re ciJI-ndw-aj -m-a-w dJa

b~m-bi-t"]

Actual:

[mwAjaJ

o !f-md<,j-m-w-o

gm-di-t"]

dJa

(83-2007-04-02#295)

Adult:
Nimimah.
'No.'

Adult:

c<

a-r~ ~o ll

Tapa nimiyayiuh

<Jo-~ 11

·~~X

ani yah

wlyi.

'That's not his.'

3 13

10.8. Conversation 51
Adult:
An

rna

pichistinh aniHih.

'Put that there.'

Adult:
Patah rna

an

chiki plkuhtin.

'Bring that, it will break.'

Billy:

Adu lt:
Atitiwlsh

rna

anitah

lspit-h.

'Move it more over there.'

Billy:

o-·<iN 1Ca.x
Niwapihtan.
'I can see it.'

Adu lt:
Wasa

matwahtiniwiwich.

'Oh, no! The phone is ringing.'

Billy:
Chiwapihtan

a.

'Do you see it?'
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Billy:

r ·<:j/\n("-

<:jx

Chiwapihtan

a.

'Do you see it?'

Adult:

Upside down

AJ'G...d"-x

Upside down

lshinakun .

'It looks upside down.'

Billy:

(66) Billy:

<:jd(ll

L

L.r'G...dr'c

Ad A r- Lx

Akutah cha

isi-naku-si-t

plku-piyi-ch-a.

OK

FUT

thusly-appear-vAl.vsz-3 .s break-DYN-0.S-SUBJUNCTIVE

P,DEM

PVB,CJ ROOT-VA!. VBZ-VAI. VBz-CIN ROOT-VI. VBz-CIN-SUBJUNCTIVE

UNACCUSATIVE

'This is what it w ill look like if it's broken.'

Target:

js;)-ni\kw-SI-t"

bib -bi-ci3-;)]

Actual:

If-nEk-J A-_

bigo-bi-ci3-a?]
(B3-2007-04-02#431)

Adult:

Ax

I.
'Okay.'

3 15
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